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ABSTRACT 
 
 
There is currently a growing interest in the catalytic synthesis of ethanol from 
syn-gas (2CO + 4H2 → C2H5OH + H2O). A major challenge associated with this direct 
route is an inability to find a low-cost catalyst that promotes the proper combination of 
CO dissociation and CO insertion steps, so as to yield ethanol as the primary reaction 
product. Bimetallic catalysts, in which one metal promotes hydrocarbon production and 
the other oxygenate production, may exhibit a synergistic effect that can facilitate the 
formation of ethanol. Given the complexity of this reaction system, a simple trial-and-
error approach to catalyst design is fraught with difficulties, which could severely limit 
efforts to identify an ideal catalyst material. Thus, a theoretical based investigation is 
essential to shed light on the complex reaction mechanism from syn-gas to ethanol, to 
provide guidelines for the experimental synthesis of novel catalysts, as well as conduct 
computational screening of potentially active and selective catalyst formulations. 
Quantum mechanical simulations are used for the rational design of bimetallic 
catalysts that are optimally suited for the production of ethanol from syn-gas. Density 
Functional Theory (DFT) simulations and Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relations were 
used to map out the full reaction mechanism containing hundreds of reaction steps on 
several 13-atom bimetallic clusters. Microkinetic models based on the pseudo-steady-
state-hypothesis (PSSH) and transition state theory were built, considering the reaction 
steps, the diffusion of intermediate species among different surface sites as well as the 
metal surface compositions. The simulation results are well matched by experimental 
activity tests and physical characterization studies. Moreover, key reaction descriptors 
iii 
 
and pathways for ethanol formation are identified to effectively screen promising 
candidates. These simulations indicate the nature and stability of the various bimetallic 
nanocatalysts and more importantly identify specific metal combinations, such as copper 
containing bimetallic systems, that are ideally suited for ethanol production. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Ethanol  
The search for alternative energy sources remains a hot topic due to the finite 
supply of fossil fuels, historically high crude oil prices and environmental concerns.
1
 For 
these reasons, the use of biomass as a potential energy source is receiving great interest as 
it can relieve the demand for fossil fuels and has a lower environmental impact.
2
 As a 
consequence, the ability to readily convert biomass into useable gasoline type fuels, such 
as ethanol, is an area of research that has grown rapidly over recent years.
3-8
     
Ethanol has been used as fuel additive for over a hundred years and has 
continually received interest as a potential alternative fuel for automobiles. Ethanol is 
also a potential source of hydrogen for fuel cells,
9-11
 as well as a raw material for the 
synthesis of  many industrial chemicals and polymers.
12,13
 Currently, a major route for 
ethanol synthesis from biomass involves the fermentation of sugars and corn. The 
fermentation involves distillation processes, which are energy-intensive and expensive, 
limiting the profitability of large-scale bioethanol production.
2,14,15
   
An alternative route for ethanol production is through biomass gasification, in 
which biomass reacts with air and steam to produce synthesis gas (CO and H2). From 
syn-gas, it is well established that Fischer-Tropsch processes
16-19
 can produce higher 
hydrocarbons and polymers materials, but the production of gasoline range products 
requires further downstream processing.  An alternative syn-gas process involves the 
2 
 
production of higher alcohols, such as ethanol, which offer similar energy value as their 
hydrocarbon counterparts and are considered a more clean energy sources. However, this 
latter process has yet to achieve commercial success because of challenges associated 
with the development of low-cost, selective and active catalysts to convert syn-gas into 
ethanol or similar higher alcohols.
2,14,20
  
 
Catalysts types 
A wide range of metal catalysts have been studied for CO hydrogenation to 
ethanol. By far the most selective catalysts for ethanol production are supported rhodium 
catalysts. The selectivity to ethanol can be further enhanced via the addition of metal 
promoters. Besides Rh based catalysts, non-noble metals-based catalysts have also 
received great interest due to the high cost of Rh materials. These alternative catalysts 
can be further grouped into three categories: (i) modified copper based methanol 
synthesis catalysts, (ii) modified Fischer-Tropsch catalysts and (iii) modified 
molybdenum based catalysts. 
Rh-based catalysts. Rhodium is the best known single metal catalyst to convert 
syn-gas to ethanol. With unpromoted Rh catalysts, the main products formed are 
hydrocarbons, and the ethanol selectivity is often as low as 10%.
2,21,22
 Yet, ethanol 
selectivity is greatly enhanced with the addition of a variety of promoters
23,24
 including: 
transition metal oxides
21,22,25-27
, rare earth oxides
24
 and other noble metals
28
. For example, 
Burch and Hayes reached a selectivity of 50% for ethanol using a rhodium catalyst with 
10 wt% Fe2O3 additive.
29
 Similar increases in selectivity were achieved with the 
3 
 
inclusion of additives such as manganese, vanadium, ceria, and lanthanum.
25,30-35
 
Additionally, it was observed that ethanol selectivity could be further increased by the 
addition of alkali promoters, such as Li, Na and K.
36
  
 Besides promoters, the choice of heterogeneous catalyst support also greatly 
affected ethanol selectivity. While most studies examining the conversion of syn-gas to 
ethanol have used amorphous SiO2 supports, which have no significant effect on ethanol 
selectivity, there have been other studies that indicated a clear increase in ethanol 
selectivity when La2O3, ZrO2 or V2O3 amorphous oxides were used as catalysts 
supports.
25,37
 For example, Mo et al. showed that syn-gas conversion using a 
heterogeneous catalysts containing 1.5 wt% Rh, 0.8 wt% Fe, 2.6 wt% La and 1.5 wt% V 
resulted in an ethanol selectivity of 34.6%.
38
 It is believed these additives enhanced CO 
dissociation and likelihood of carbon-carbon chain growth reactions, thus, facilitating the 
formation of higher carbon oxygenates, including ethanol.
39
 
Non-noble metal catalysts. For many methanol synthesis catalysts, e.g., Cu/ZnO 
based systems, it has been found that the formation of ethanol and higher alcohols is 
promoted by the addition of trace quantities of alkali metal to the catalyst.
40,41
 This 
observation led to the development of a series of alkali-modified Cu/ZnO catalysts for 
ethanol formation. Among the possible alkali promoters, potassium and cesium have 
been shown to be the most effective.
42-56
 
 Other non-noble metal catalysts useful for the production of ethanol from syn-gas 
are modified Fischer-Tropsch (FT) synthesis catalysts. Typical FT catalysts contain 
cobalt, iron, nickel or ruthenium supported on SiO2 or Al2O3, and these catalysts mainly 
4 
 
produce long-chain hydrocarbons and significantly lesser amounts of oxygenates.
57,58
 The 
selectivity to higher alcohols can be improved for these catalysts using transition metals 
and alkali cations as promoters. To this end, several transition metals, including Cu, Mo, 
Mn, Re, Ru, etc. and alkali metals such as Li, K, and Cs have been studied as promoters 
for modified FT catalysts to enhance ethanol production.
21,59-79
 
 The last category of non-noble metal catalysts that are useful for the production of 
higher alcohols includes alkali promoted MoS2 systems. With the addition of alkali 
metals to MoS2, the selectivity of this catalyst is shifted from hydrocarbons to oxygenates. 
The promoting effects of alkali metals for ethanol selectivity are in order Li < Na < Cs < 
Rb < K.
80-84
 These results suggest that basic promoters neutralize surface acidity, 
decrease hydrogen activity and suppress the dissociative adsorption of CO, which is 
responsible for higher hydrocarbon production.
14,54,85
 
 
Reaction mechanism 
 Several possible reaction mechanisms have been proposed for the catalyzed 
hydrogenation of CO to form ethanol. One widely accepted mechanism is a CO insertion 
mechanism.
2,14,20,86
 The reaction generally goes through dissociative or molecular CO 
adsorptions, hydrogenation of the C1 species, CO insertion to form C2 oxygenates, and 
subsequent hydrogenation to ethanol or acetaldehyde. Higher alcohol formation on noble 
metal–based catalysts, such as Rh, has been shown to follow the CO insertion 
mechanism.
2,14,20,86
 Another possible pathway to ethanol from syn-gas is through a 
hydroxycarbene mechanism,
14,86-88
 in which a chain growth step is accomplished by the 
5 
 
insertion of methylene groups (CH2) into adsorbed hydroxycarbene species (HCOH) to 
form an alkylhydroxycarbene (CH3-CH-OH). This mechanism is heavily favored on non-
noble metal based catalysts, such as modified FT catalysts and modified Mo based 
catalysts.
14,86
  
The reaction mechanism on modified methanol synthesis catalysts is more 
complicated. A generalized mechanism for ethanol formation on Cu based catalysts 
involves partial CO hydrogenation to form adsorbed formyl species (CH2O). An adsorbed 
formyl species can then react with another formyl species to produce an acetyl 
intermediate (CHO-CH2O). Subsequent hydrogenation steps lead to the formation of 
ethanol.
89-92
   
To understand the complex reaction mechanism(s) required for ethanol 
production from syn-gas, ab initio calculations based on the Density Function theory 
(DFT)
93,94
 have been employed to map out the intrinsic reaction network from syn-gas to 
ethanol and other less desired products, such as methane and methanol. Choi and Liu 
mapped out the reaction pathway from syn-gas to ethanol on an Rh (111) surface.
95
 They 
found that the CO insertion reaction (CH3 + CO  CH3CO) is energetically favorable on 
the Rh (111) surface, which contributed to the high ethanol selectivity on the Rh catalysts. 
Further increases in ethanol selectivity can also be achieved by suppressing the methane 
formation channel (CH3 + H  CH4). Shetty et al. 
96
 studied CO hydrogenation on a Rh6 
cluster and found that CO or COH insertion into the metal-CH3 bond is the main reaction 
pathway for C2 oxygenate formation. Interestingly, the calculated reaction barriers on the 
Rh6 cluster were lower than those on the Rh (111) surface, suggesting that metal 
6 
 
nanoclusters might be more active catalysts. The selectivity of ethanol is affected by the 
productions of methane and methanol. Kapur et al. compared reactions on both terrace 
and stepped surfaces of Rh and found low coordinated Rh sites were more active.
97
 Mei 
et al. conducted a combined experimental and computational study on a Mn doped Rh 
nanoparticle.
98
 They found multiple CO insertion channels (CHx + CO  CHxCO) exist, 
and the activation barriers for CO insertion reactions were effectively lowered by 
alloying Rh with Mn particles. Li et al.
99
studied a Mn modified Rh (100) surface and 
found that both the CO dissociation reaction and the CO insertion reaction into metal-
CH3 bonds were enhanced. Lebarbier et al.
100
 calculated CO insertion reactions on a 
La2O3 promoted Co nanoparticle and observed that the carbon chain growth reaction 
occurred on Co2C sites via reactions between CO and CHx species. The La2O3 promoter 
also played a role in the formation of oxygenates. Finally, Zhang et al. modeled C-C bond 
forming reactions on a Cu (110) surface.
101
 Their results showed that on a Cu (110) 
surface, CO insertion into metal-CH2 bonds was the main reaction pathway for C2 
oxygenate formation. It was also observed that adding promoters was necessary to 
suppress methanol production.  
 
Dissertation Objectives 
 Most simulation studies of ethanol formation from syn-gas have focused on single 
metal systems due to the computational burden associated with calculating the complex 
reaction network. Yet, it is clear from experimental studies that the addition of promoters 
to form bimetallic systems is necessary for non-noble metal catalysts to achieve similar 
7 
 
ethanol selectivity as the Rh-based systems. From previous studies, we can conclude that 
potential catalyst candidates should feature the proper combination of CO dissociation 
and CO insertion ability, which would yield ethanol as the primary reaction product and 
inhibit the formation of longer chain alcohols, alkanes, and other coking reaction 
products. Therefore, it is our hypothesis that bimetallic catalysts could represent an ideal 
class of syn-gas to ethanol catalysts, with one metal favoring the production of long chain 
hydrocarbons and the other favoring oxygenate formation via CO hydrogenation 
reactions.  What is less clear is which combination of metals would yield the most active 
and selective bimetallic catalyst.  Thus, a combinatorial computational approach was 
used to determine if bimetallic systems were ideal catalysts for the production of ethanol 
from syn-gas.  All quantum simulations of catalyst behavior were conducted using the 
density functional theory (DFT) approach because of significant efficiency advantages 
over higher order quantum computational methods, such as Møller-Plesset and Coupled 
Cluster models.  
To this end, one of the catalyst components for each bimetallic cluster studied was 
selected from Fischer-Tropsch metals that are known to promote the conversion of syn-
gas to long-chain hydrocarbons.  Specifically, Co
102-104
, Fe
105-107
, Ni
108-111
 and Ru
112-114
 
(see elements colored red in Figure 1.1) are ideal choices as they are all known to 
catalyze the dissociation of CO and promote the C-C coupling reactions needed to form 
higher hydrocarbons.
115-118
 The metal to comprise the other half of the proposed 
bimetallic catalysts must exhibit a propensity to catalyze the formation of oxygenate 
species.  For this reason, Cu
119,120
, Ir
2,121,122
, Pd
123-125
 and Pt
2,126,127
 (see elements colored 
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blue in Figure 1.1) were chosen as promising catalyst components because each absorbs 
molecular CO and promotes the necessary hydrogenation reactions required to form 
alcohols (individually, each of these metals promotes only the formation of methanol). 
Based on initial computational studies of metal clusters of varying size, the 
icosahedral 13-atom cluster is the smallest available “magic-number” cluster128,129, which 
is ideally suited to study such a complex reaction mechanism using state-of-the-art 
computation resources. Thus, the majority of the simulation studies described in this 
dissertation have focused on identifying the catalytic activity of a total of sixteen 
bimetallic catalysts containing 13 metal atoms and comprising a near equimolar mixture 
of the two selected metals.  The choice of metal composition (near equimolar) was 
selected so as to ensure that multiple types of sites of each metal were exposed on the 
catalyst surface.  Thus, eliminating the possibility that one metal could be completely 
encased by the other bimetallic component as has been observed with some core-shell 
type bimetallic clusters. 
 
 
Figure 1.1. CO hydrogenation products on common transition metal catalysts 
 
To evaluate potential bimetallic combinations, DFT simulations of all reactions 
associated with the formation of ethanol from syn-gas reaction were used to study the 
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intrinsic reaction mechanism and computationally screen for promising catalyst 
candidates. Later, microkinetic models based on the pseudo-steady-state-hypothesis 
(PSSH) were implemented to identify critical reaction pathways and compute selectivity 
results. To evaluate the overall catalytic performance of the selected clusters, the 
diffusion of important intermediates among different surface sites was carefully studied 
and innovatively incorporated into the microkinetic models.  
The dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter Two gives a general 
introduction of the overall computation methods and significant findings. In Chapter 
Three, the catalytic activity of a Co7Pd6 cluster was modeled via DFT for the full reaction 
mechanism from syn-gas to ethanol. Using the DFT results, a microkinetic model that 
incorporated the diffusion of important intermediates among different surface sites on the 
cluster was used to evaluate the overall catalytic performance of the cluster. From the 
microkinetic results, key reaction pathways and a reaction descriptor were identified, 
with each helping to facilitate the computational screening of other bimetallic catalyst 
systems. 
In Chapter Four, the microkinetic model developed for the Co7Pd6 cluster was 
extended so as to evaluate the reaction selectivity for all possible CoxPdy bimetallic 
combinations by varying the surface concentrations of different types of reaction sites. 
The predicted selectivity results for syn-gas conversion quantitatively agreed with 
experimental results for similar CoPd catalysts. Moreover, infrared vibrational spectra for 
CO adsorbed on the Co7Pd6 cluster was predicted via DFT to ascertain the extent of 
agreement between simulation results and CO infrared absorbance data collected using 
10 
 
diffuse reflectance infrared fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) for a similar 
catalysts under comparable experimental conditions. 
In Chapter Five, the critical reaction pathways and reaction descriptor for ethanol 
formation that were identified from Co7Pd6 studies were applied to the other fifteen 
bimetallic combinations to identify promising candidates. Four Cu based clusters were 
found selective for ethanol production from syn-gas. The validity and robustness of the 
reaction descriptor was thoroughly tested on a Ni7Pt6 cluster by studying the complete 
reaction network via DFT and microkinetic modeling techniques. 
In Chapter Six, the four Cu based bimetallic clusters previously identified as 
promising catalysts for ethanol production using the simple reaction descriptor were more 
thoroughly modeled.  DFT simulations of the overall reaction mechanism from syn-gas to 
ethanol were used to quantify the reaction rate information necessary for detailed 
microkinetic studies. The overall performance for each Cu cluster was evaluated by 
microkinetic modeling, which included the diffusion behaviors of key intermediates. 
From the results, a Co7Cu6 cluster was found selective to ethanol production. From that, 
reaction selectivity for varying compositions of CoxCuy bimetallic combinations was 
estimated by varying surface coverage of difference reaction sites. The overall selectivity 
results quantitatively agreed with the experimental test and provided guidelines for 
synthesis of more selective ethanol production catalysts. 
 Finally, Chapter Seven describes overarching themes from the DFT and 
microkinetic modeling studies of the 16 bimetallic catalysts that were hypothesized to be 
promising catalysts for the conversion of syn-gas to ethanol. This chapter discusses the 
11 
 
importance of diffusion phenomena in predicting overall catalysts behaviors as well as 
the favored reaction pathways for synthesizing ethanol on these clusters. There is also a 
detailed summary of the catalyst compositions that show great promise as syn-gas to 
ethanol catalysts and how these catalysts might be further improved.  
In summary, this doctoral study developed a clear and experimentally verified 
strategy for identifying promising catalyst compositions for complex reaction systems via 
the use of combinatorial computational methods based on density functional theory. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND SUMMARY 
 
Computational methods 
Microkinetic modeling. The performance of select metal cluster catalysts for 
ethanol formation reactions was evaluated using product selectivity results derived from 
microkinetic modeling studies.  We identified 44 surface reactions that could be involved 
in the mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas, as shown in Figure 2.1. Kinetic 
models were built, taking into account both reaction and diffusion steps on different sites 
of the bimetallic clusters. Rate constants were obtained based on the transition-state 
theory (TST) formalism
1
 at experimental conditions to evaluate the reaction profile on the 
cluster. In this study, the preferred product is ethanol. However, the catalytic process also 
produces a number of other less desired byproducts, namely methane, methanol, and 
acetaldehyde. Formation of C2+ hydrocarbons, higher alcohols, and other oxygenates are 
neglected in this study for simplification. Using our microkinetic analysis, the overall 
reaction rate and relative selectivity are estimated for each of these products, using 
reaction conditions that closely parallel those used experimentally. The reaction and 
diffusion rate information, which includes activation energies and frequency factors, for 
all microkinetic modeling studies were derived from a combination of Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) calculations and empirical scaling relations derived from the DFT results.  
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Figure 2.1. Overall reaction mechanism network for CO hydrogenation to ethanol. Red 
reaction arrows represent CO insertion reactions, whereas blue arrows represent all other 
reactions. 
 
Molecular simulation. The core reaction database was established through 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. All electronic structure calculations were 
performed using Jaguar 7.0 at the DFT level. Carbon and oxygen atoms were described 
by the standard all-electron 6-31G** basis set. All transition metals were described with 
the LACVP basis set, which includes a relativistic effective (small core) potential and 
space explicit functions for the electrons in the valence orbital.
2
 All electron correlations 
were treated with the B3LYP hybrid functional, which contains the VWN and LYP 
functionals for local and non-local correlation, respectively.
3
 The combination of LACVP 
basis set and the B3LYP hybrid functional have been found very effective in the 
reproduction of the thermochemistry of transition metal  systems and description of their 
chemical reactions.
4
 
For energy calculations, convergence criteria with tolerances of 10
-5
 au 
(0.03KJ/mol) for the total energy and 10
-6
 au (0.003KJ/mol) for the electron density were 
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employed. The Unrestricted Spin DFT formalism was used to describe spin properties.
5
 
The analytical Hessian was calculated to obtain vibrational frequencies. These vibrational 
frequencies were used to calculate the zero point energy correction (ZPE) to obtain the 
enthalpy at 0 K and Gibbs free energy at the chosen reaction temperature.   
Transition State Search. Reaction pathways were initially mapped out using a 
climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB),
6,7
 which we implemented in an 
external program that interfaces with Jaguar. Each intermediate reaction step is linked by 
8 images. The transition states (TS) found in CI-NEB were then refined using the 
quadratic synchronous transit (QST) method implemented in Jaguar.
8
 We ensured each 
local minimum had zero imaginary frequencies, and each transition state structure had 
exactly one imaginary frequency.  
The diffusion behaviors of intermediate species were studied by the CI-NEB 
method. The diffusion pathways are linked by 8 images between intermediates on two 
different sites. The diffusion barrier is identified by the enthalpy height of the highest 
image along the pathway, without QST refinement. 
Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation. With three different possible reaction 
sites and the complex reaction mechanism from syn-gas to ethanol described in Figure 
2.1, there are more than 100 possible surface reaction steps for which to calculate rate 
constants. To solve this computationally intensive problem, the implementation of scaling 
methods is critical.  
A widely used scaling method for estimating activation energies is the Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation. The BEP relation linearly correlates the transition state 
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energy of an elementary step to the reaction enthalpy of that step.
9-12
 It allows fast  
estimation of the maxima energy on the potential energy surface (PES) given only the 
adsorption energies of reactants and products.
13
 Thus, a task of considerable 
computational cost (transition state searching) can be replaced with two moderate 
computations (energy minimizations of the reactant and product). The BEP relation has 
been successfully applied to many catalytic systems for efficiently locating activation 
barriers.
14-17
   
To apply the BEP relation to reactions occurring on the bimetallic clusters, the 
reaction enthalpies calculated by DFT methods were based on final product energetics 
referenced to the initial gas phase species and a pristine cluster. The transition state 
energies of these steps are plotted against reaction energies, by which a linear relationship 
is deduced. 
General Simulation Flow. For each of the selected bimetallic catalyst systems, a 
13-atom cluster containing near equal numbers of the two selected metals were created, 
and the structure and spin state of these cluster were optimized using DFT methods.  
There were approximately 30 different metal configurations and 10 spin states sampled 
for each metal combination.  With each optimized cluster, all intermediates included in 
the reaction mechanism were optimized using DFT methods on the different reaction 
sites of the cluster. From these results, the reaction enthalpies for all reaction steps were 
calculated, and the corresponding reaction barriers were identified with either rigorous 
DFT methods or with BEP scaling relations. The activation energy information was used 
to calculate rate constants for all steps in the reaction network. The overall selectivity and 
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surface coverage for each surface species were obtained by simultaneously solving all the 
reaction rate equations in the microkinetic models at the steady-state condition.  Figure 
2.2 shows the general flow of the simulation methodology. 
 
Figure 2.2. The general scheme of simulation approach in this work 
 
Simulation results summary 
The first step was to investigate ethanol selectivity on one of the candidate 
clusters so as to validate and simplify (where appropriate) the reaction network for syn-
gas conversion to ethanol and related byproducts.  The Co7Pd6 cluster was selected for 
these initial studies, and the proposed reaction mechanism included 37 reaction steps (per 
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type of surface site), which were examined on three different reaction sites. The 
activation energies for all the steps were estimated using DFT simulations coupled with 
Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relations. To evaluate the catalytic performance under 
reaction condition, microkinetic models based on transition state theory were built taking 
into account three different reaction sites and the surface diffusion of intermediates 
between those sites. The robustness of our microkinetic model was confirmed by the 
excellent agreement between experimental results and our microkinetic models. The 
mixed CoPd hollow sites effectively lowered the barrier differences between CO 
insertion reactions and hydrogenation reactions involving the CH3* intermediate, 
resulting in C2 oxygenates (e.g., ethanol) as the major product on these sites.  
From the study of the Co7Pd6 cluster, it is noted that the key to ethanol formation 
on bimetallic clusters is the presence of mixed metal sites and the fast diffusion of 
intermediates between reaction centers. Moreover, by analyzing the reaction flow, a 
reaction descriptor was proposed, which is the reaction barrier differences between CO 
insertion and hydrogenation of CH3* groups. This reaction descriptor was then applied to 
the sixteen 13-atom bimetallic clusters to screen promising candidates for ethanol 
production. The results suggested six clusters, Ni7Pt6, Ni7Cu6, Fe7Cu6, Co7Cu6, Ru7Pd6 
and Ru7Cu6, were potential candidates, featuring only a slightly higher barrier for CO 
insertion than hydrogenation for CH3*, where the latter reaction leads to the formation of 
an unwanted byproduct - methane. The validity of the reaction descriptor was tested and 
confirmed by calculating the kinetics for the full reaction mechanism on the Ni7Pt6 
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cluster, a promising catalyst candidate, using established DFT simulation techniques in 
conjunction with BEP methods and transition state theory models. 
Upon validating the computational and mechanistic models for ethanol synthesis 
using the Co7Pd6 and Ni7Pt6 clusters, the ethanol selectivity on the other four promising 
bimetallic catalysts - Co7Cu6, Fe6Cu7, Ni7Cu6 and Ru7Cu6  - was evaluated. We found that 
the catalytic behaviors of pure metal sites were not affected by the other substituent metal 
in the bimetallic clusters. Specifically, on the pure Co3, Fe3, Ni3 and Ru3 sites, methane 
was the dominant product. Likewise, on the pure Cu3 site of the four clusters, methanol 
was the major product. The synergetic effects between the two constituted metals were 
reflected on the mixed metal sites, which led to ethanol formation on two of the mixed 
metal sites, CoCu and NiCu threefold sites.  
Though earlier site specific microkinetic models provided considerable insight 
into the behavior of different types of threefold reaction centers, the demand to create a 
reaction model for the entire cluster (having multiple site types) required the inclusion of 
diffusion processes into the microkinetic models. The incorporation of diffusion steps 
between multiple reaction centers in a microkinetic model is extremely rare because of 
the complexity and size of these models. This work, however, identified a subset of the 
diffusion processes that were important to the overall reaction and included only those 
steps in the final microkinetic models (greatly simplifying the amount of DFT 
simulations required to study surface diffusion phenomena).  Specifically, the 
incorporation of surface diffusion processes for CH3* and CH3CO* intermediates enabled 
accurate kinetics for the overall reaction mechanism to be calculated and these data were 
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then used to calculate product selectivities for the complete Co7Cu6 and Ni7Cu6 clusters.  
For the Co7Cu6 cluster, we found that ethanol was produced is reasonable quantities. 
Given these results, further computational refinement of the Co-Cu cluster was 
undertaken so as to identify the optimal Co-Cu ratio for the catalyst and the ratio of 
surface site types that would yield the greatest amount of ethanol product. It was found 
that to have significant ethanol production, the majority of the catalyst surface needed to 
contain the mixed CoCu hollow sites or a combination of the mixed CoCu sites with a 
lesser quantity of Co3 hollow sites. These results taken in whole provide a clear example 
of the predictive capabilities of advanced computational methods for predicting the 
reaction behavior of mixed metal catalysts and more importantly provide atomistic details 
about ideal catalyst structures that should be pursued experimentally.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
ETHANOL SYNTHESIS FROM SYN-GAS: A COMBINED COMPUTATIONAL 
CHEMISTRY AND MICROKINETIC MODELING APPROACH FOR THE ATOMIC-
SCALE DESIGN OF BIMETALLIC CATALYSTS 
 
Introduction 
  There is a growing interest in seeking alternative energy sources due to the 
limited supply of fossil fuels and environmental concerns.
1
 Ethanol has been receiving 
great interest for its use as a potential alternative fuel in automobiles, a potential source of 
hydrogen for fuel cells, as well as a raw material for the synthesis of  many industrial 
chemicals and polymers.
2,3
 Currently, a major route for ethanol synthesis is the 
fermentation of sugars from biomass, which is energy-intensive and expensive.
4,5
 A 
promising, alternative route for ethanol production involves catalytic conversion of syn-
gas (CO and H2) derived from biomass. However, to-date this process has received 
relatively little attention due to a lack of low-cost, selective and active catalysts for the 
direct formation of ethanol from syn-gas.
4-6
 
The formation of ethanol via CO hydrogenation is a complicated reaction process. 
Several possible reaction mechanisms have been proposed. One widely accepted 
mechanism is a CO insertion mechanism.
4-7
 For this scenario, the reaction pathway 
involves CO adsorption and dissociation, hydrogenation of the adsorbed C1 species, CO 
insertion to form C2 oxygenates, and subsequent hydrogenation to form ethanol. It is well 
established that higher alcohol formation on noble metal–based catalysts, such as Rh, 
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occurs through the CO insertion mechanism.
4-7
 Another possible pathway to ethanol from 
syn-gas is through a hydroxycarbene mechanism,
5,7-9
 in which a chain growth step is 
accomplished via the insertion of methylene groups (CH2) into metal-hydroxycarbene 
bonds (HCOH) to form an alkylhydroxycarbenes (CH3-CH-OH). This mechanism is 
more often favored on non-noble metal based catalysts.
5,7
  
The majority of studies on alcohol synthesis from syn-gas have focused on Rh-
based catalysts, which are by far the most selective for ethanol synthesis.
4,10,11
 
Experimental works on supported Rh-based catalysts suggest that the key to ethanol 
synthesis is to have CO adsorbed both in the molecular state and in the dissociated 
state.
4,12-14
 At the same time, simulation works have been used to shed light onto the 
intrinsic reaction mechanism from syn-gas to ethanol. Choi and Liu’s work on Rh (111) 
surface showed the CO insertion channel (CH3 + CO  CH3CO) is energetically 
favorable. Enhanced ethanol selectivity can be achieved by suppressing the methane 
formation pathway (CH3 + H  CH4).
10
 Shetty et al.
15
 studied CO hydrogenation on a 
Rh6 cluster and found that CO or COH insertion into the metal-CH3 bond is the main 
reaction pathway for C2 oxygenate formation. Interestingly, the calculated reaction 
barriers on the Rh6 cluster were lower than those on the Rh (111) surface, suggesting that 
metal nanoclusters might be more active catalysts. The selectivity of ethanol is affected 
by the productions of methane and methanol. Kapur et al. compared reactions on both 
terrace and stepped surfaces of Rh and found low coordinated Rh sites are more active.
16
 
Mei et al. found that multiple CO insertion pathways (CHx + CO  CHxCO) exist on 
supported Rh nanoparticles and that the activation barriers for CO insertion reactions are 
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lowered by alloying Rh with Mn particles.
11
 Li et al.
17
 studied a Mn modified Rh (100) 
surface and found that both the CO dissociation reaction and the CO insertion reaction 
into metal-CH3 bonds were enhanced. 
While Rhodium is an effective promoter of ethanol production, there is a strong 
motivation for seeking alternative catalysts due to the high cost of Rh-based materials.
16
 
From the extensive studies on Rh-based catalysts, we can hypothesize that an alternative 
candidate to the Rh-based systems should feature a proper combination of CO 
dissociation and CO insertion abilities, which would yield ethanol as the primary reaction 
product and inhibit the formation of longer chain alcohols, alkanes, and other coking 
reaction products. Potential candidates include novel bimetallic catalysts, with one metal 
favoring the production of long chain hydrocarbons, and the other favoring oxygenate 
formation via CO hydrogenation reactions. To this end, fundamental theoretical 
investigation into the reaction mechanism is essential for providing guidelines for the 
experimental synthesis and computational screening of potentially active bimetallic 
catalysts. 
In this work, nanometer size, bimetallic cobalt-palladium (Co-Pd) particles are 
studied for the desired ethanol reaction, as the particles contain two metals having 
different CO dissociation capabilities. On Co catalysts, CO molecules undergo 
dissociative adsorption, followed by C-C coupling reactions to form higher 
hydrocarbons.
17-20
 On Pd-based catalysts, CO molecules adsorb in the molecular state, 
followed by subsequent hydrogenations to form methanol.
21-25
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Based on initial computational studies of metal clusters of varying size (4-38 atom 
clusters), the icosahedral 13-atom cluster is the smallest available “magic-number” 
cluster, which is ideally suited to study such a complex reaction mechanism using state-
of-the-art computation resources. Thus, for the work described herein, the icosahedral 
Co7Pd6 cluster, which consists of one center Co atom and twelve surface metal atoms, 
was selected for detailed study. The composition of the cluster (a near equimolar mixture 
of metals) was selected so as to ensure that multiple types of sites for each metal were 
exposed on the catalyst surface, and eliminating the possibility that one metal could be 
completely encased by the other bimetallic component as has been observed with some 
core-shell type bimetallic clusters. We focus on the catalytic conversion of syn-gas to C2 
oxygenates, especially ethanol. The density functional theory (DFT) method was 
employed to study the stability of reaction intermediates and reaction pathways. As there 
is no prior literature data about reaction mechanisms on this type of catalyst, we studied 
both the CO insertion mechanism and the hydroxycarbene mechanism. Brønsted-Evans-
Polanyi (BEP) relationships
26
 were built to map out the full reaction network from syn-
gas to ethanol. Microkinetic models were built, considering the reaction steps as well as 
the diffusion of intermediate species among three different surface sites: Co3 sites, Pd3 
sites, and mixed CoPd sites.  
 
Computational method 
 The icosahedral Co7Pd6 cluster (consisting of 7 Co atoms and 6 Pd atoms), which 
is approximately 1 nm in diameter, was selected to model the active sites of a Co-Pd 
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catalyst. The icosahedral structure is a generally favored configuration for 13 metal-atom 
clusters.
27
 The Co7Pd6 cluster has been optimized at the Density Functional Theory 
(DFT) level regarding different mixings and surface compositions. The atomic 
coordinates of the structure, optimized at the DFT level, were obtained as a courtesy from 
Professor Faustino Aguilera.
28
 As most intermediate adsorbents preferred three-fold 
adsorption sites, we define these reaction sites as triangular metal surfaces on the cluster 
(refer to Table 3.1 for adsorption results for intermediate species). Depending on the 
compositions of metals, three different types of reaction sites are identified, namely Co3 
sites (Co only sites), Pd3 sites (Pd only sites) and mixed Co2Pd or CoPd2 sites (CoPd 
sites). The ratio of Co sites : Pd sites : CoPd sites on the cluster is 1 : 1 : 2, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Type and quantity of surface sites on the most stable conformation of a 
Co7Pd6 cluster (Co, blue; Pd, pink). 
 
All electronic structure calculations were performed using Jaguar 7.0 at the 
density functional theory (DFT) level. Carbon and oxygen atoms were described by the 
standard all-electron 6-31G** basis set. Cobalt and palladium were described with the 
LACVP basis set, which includes a relativistic effective (small core) potential and space 
explicit functions for the electrons in the valence orbital.
29
 All electron correlations were 
treated with the B3LYP hybrid functional, which contains the VWN and LYP functionals 
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for local and non-local correlation, respectively.
30
 The combination of LACVP basis set 
and the B3LYP hybrid functional have been found very effective in the reproduction of 
the thermochemistry of transition metal systems and description of their chemical 
reactions.
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For energy calculations, convergence criteria with tolerances of 10
-5
 au 
(0.03KJ/mol) for the total energy and 10
-6
 au (0.003KJ/mol) for the electron density were 
employed. The Unrestricted Spin DFT formalism was used to describe spin properties.
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The analytical Hessian was calculated to obtain vibrational frequencies. These vibrational 
frequencies were used to calculate the zero point energy correction (ZPE) to obtain the 
enthalpy at 0 K and Gibbs free energy at the chosen reaction temperature, 523K.   
Reaction pathways were initially mapped out using a climbing image nudged 
elastic band method (CI-NEB),
33,34
 which we implemented in an external program that 
interfaces with Jaguar. Each intermediate reaction step is linked by 8 images. The 
transition states (TS) found in CI-NEB were then refined using the quadratic synchronous 
transit (QST) method implemented in Jaguar.
35
 We ensured each local minimum had zero 
imaginary frequencies, and each transition state structure had exactly one imaginary 
frequency.  
The diffusion behaviors of intermediate species were studied by the CI-NEB 
method. The diffusion pathways are linked by 8 images between intermediates on two 
different sites. The diffusion barrier is identified by the enthalpy height of the highest 
image along the pathway, without QST refinement. 
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 A microkinetic model was built, taking into account reaction and diffusion steps 
on different sites of the Co7Pd6 cluster. Rate constants were obtained based on the 
transition-state theory (TST) formalism
36
 at experimental conditions to evaluate the 
reaction profile on the cluster. The core reaction database was established from our DFT 
studies, with non–rate limiting reaction steps estimated by Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi 
(BEP) relations derived from our DFT data. The overall reaction database contains more 
than 100 reactions. 
 
Results 
Adsorption Behavior Studies. We optimized the conformations of 29 
intermediates, on each of three reaction sites: Co, Pd, and CoPd sites. The adsorption 
energies of the most stable intermediates with their configurations are compiled in Table 
3.1. The adsorption energy for each species was calculated as, 
ads adsorbate cluster gasE E E E    
From Table 3.1, the CO molecule preferentially binds to atop sites on the Co7Pd6 
cluster. In agreement with literature, we find the binding strength of CO on Pd atoms (-
1.82 eV) to be stronger than on Co atoms (-1.49 eV).
37
  Compared with previous reaction 
studies on Rh surfaces, similar binding configurations of intermediates in the ethanol 
synthesis reaction exist on the CoPd cluster.
10,11,15
 The adsorption of intermediates is site-
sensitive, with most adsorbents preferring threefold site binding, on either Co3 or Pd3 
sites. The collection of complete adsorption data presented in Table 3.1 was used to build 
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microkinetic models, taking into consideration reactions on different sites. Refer to the 
Appendix B for optimized energies of all intermediates studied. 
 
Table 3.1. The most stable geometrical configurations of surface species and their 
adsorption or binding energies (BE) on the icosahedral Co7Pd6 cluster. 
Species The most stable adsorption configuration BE(eV) 
CO Terminal site adsorption through C on Pd -1.82 
C Threefold site adsorption on Pd3 surface -5.63 
O Threefold site adsorption on Co3 surface -5.70 
H Threefold site adsorption on CoPd2 surface -2.83 
H2 Terminal site adsorption on Pd -0.65 
OH Threefold site adsorption through O on Co3 surface -4.23 
H2O Terminal site adsorption through O on Co -1.21 
CH Threefold site adsorption through Co3 surface -4.89 
CH2 Threefold site adsorption through C on Co3 surface -3.72 
CH3 Terminal site adsorption through C on Co -2.10 
CH4 No adsorption on cluster 0.00 
HCO Threefold site adsorption through C,O on Co3 surface -2.18 
CH2O Threefold site adsorption through C,O on Co3 surface -1.23 
CH2OH Threefold site adsorption through C,O on Co3 surface -1.97 
CH3O Threefold site adsorption through O on Co3 surface -3.52 
CH3OH Terminal site adsorption through O on Co -1.12 
CHCO Bridge site adsorption through C on Co2 bridge -3.28 
CH2CO Bridge site adsorption through C,O on Pd2 bridge -1.39 
CH3CO Bridge site adsorption through C,O on CoPd bridge -2.16 
CH3CHO No adsorption on cluster 0.00 
CH2COH Threefold site adsorption through C,C on Pd3 surface -2.69 
CH3COH Terminal site adsorption through C on Co -2.18 
CH2CHOH Threefold site adsorption through C,C on Pd3 surface -1.20 
CH3CHOH Terminal site adsorption through C on Pd -1.78 
CH3CH2OH Terminal site adsorption through O on Co -1.22 
 * Co3 and Pd3 threefold surfaces sites consist of three Co atoms or three Pd atoms, respectively. 
 * CoPd2 threefold surfaces sites consist of one Co atom that is with two Pd atoms. 
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 * Co2 and Pd2 bridge sites consist of two Co or two Pd atoms, respectively.  
 * CoPd bridge sites consist of one Co and one Pd atom. 
 
Reaction Pathway. Activation barriers associated with the formation of species 
listed in Table 3.1 were calculated at the quantum mechanical (QM) level. The quantum 
based reaction barrier information for this subset of the complete reaction mechanism 
was then used as a basis to extrapolate the whole reaction network under the BEP 
formalism. 
CO Dissociation Versus Hydrogenation. CO hydrogenation reactions can be 
initiated by either direct dissociation of molecular CO to active carbon species or 
dissociations of hydrogenated CO species to CHx* species (where x=1-3), as shown in 
Figure 3.2. Note also that the * symbol is used to denote surface bound intermediates or 
vacant surface sites. It has been reported for some metal systems that hydrogenated 
dissociation of CO features a lower activation barrier than direct dissociation.
10,38-41
 From 
our DFT calculations, direct CO dissociation on the cluster is a rare event, requiring an 
activation barrier of 2.96 eV. On the other hand, hydrogenation of CO to HCO* is much 
more likely with an activation barrier 1.85 eV. The barriers for subsequent dissociation 
pathways to form CHx* species are in the range of 1.2 eV to 1.66 eV. The hydrogenation 
reactions associated with the conversion of CHO* to CH3O* as well as CH* to CH3* are 
feasible with low reaction barriers, implying all CHxO* species and CHx* species likely 
exist on the CoPd cluster.  
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Figure 3.2. Process energetics for CO hydrogenation reactions and subsequent 
dissociation pathways on a Co7Pd6 cluster. Surface bound intermediate structures 
(denoted with *) are from Table 3.1. Direct CO dissociation is considered unlikely as 
marked in red. 
 
Formation Of C2+ Oxygenates. Figure 3.3 shows the CO insertion mechanism 
to form C2 oxygenates. The energetics for three CO insertion pathways were calculated 
based on different CHx* species as reactants. We find the first two CO insertion channels, 
CH* + CO*  CHCO* + * and CH2* + CO*  CH2CO* + *, feature lower activation 
barriers than the insertion of CO into CH3*. However, it is noteworthy that 
hydrogenations are much faster than CO insertion reactions for CH* and CH2* species. 
Thus, the surface coverage of CH* and CH2* are much smaller than that of CH3*, and the 
dominant CO insertion channel is CH3* + CO*  CH3CO* + * from our microkinetic 
modeling studies.   
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Figure 3.3. Energetics for the CO insertion reaction mechanism on a Co7Pd6 cluster. 
Reaction barriers marked in green are derived from BEP relations. 
 
Another possible mechanism to form C2 oxygenates is the hydroxycarbene 
mechanism
7,42
 (see Figure 3.4), where C2 oxygenates are formed via CH2* insertion to 
CHxO*.  There are two reaction pathways for this case; CH2* + HCO*  CH3CO* + * 
and CH2* + CHOH*   CH3COH* + *, with activation barriers of 1.04 eV and 1.89 eV, 
respectively. The former represents an additional pathway for forming C2 oxygenates 
besides CO insertion reactions. However, according to our microkinetic model, the 
surface coverage of molecular CO is several orders of magnitude higher than that of 
CH2*, resulting in C-C chain coupling reaction rates from CO insertion that are much 
faster than from CH2* insertion. Thus, we find CO insertion is the major mechanism for 
the formation of C2 oxygenates on the CoPd cluster, as found on Rh systems.
4,10
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Figure 3.4. Reaction energetics for the hydroxycarbene mechanism to C2 oxygenates on 
a Co7Pd6 cluster. 
 
Subsequent Hydrogenations To Produce Acetaldehyde And Ethanol. The 
subsequent hydrogenation of CHxCO species leads to the creation of intermediates such 
as CHxCHO and CHxCHyOH, with the former progressing to acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) 
and the later to ethanol (CH3CH2OH). The mechanisms for these reactions are shown in 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6. As most of the hydrogenation reactions in this section are less likely 
to impact the overall reaction rate and selectivity of final products, the reaction barriers 
for the majority of these reactions were estimated by the BEP relationships built from our 
DFT data, where specific details about the development of the BEP relations are provided 
in the following section. As shown in Figure 3.5, the CHCOH species is excluded from 
the overall reaction network because the formation reaction CHCO + H*  CHCOH 
exhibits an activation barrier of close to 3 eV. Also, the possibility of ethanol formation 
from adsorbed CH3CHO species is ruled out on the Co7Pd6 cluster because of the low 
desorption barrier of CH3CHO. Acetaldehyde would desorb immediately after formation, 
which is the same conclusion drawn from studies of Rh and other catalysts.
10,15,16,43
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Figure 3.5. Mechanism and energetics for C2 oxygenate hydrogenation processes 
involving CHxCHyOH intermediates on a Co7Pd6 cluster. Reaction barriers marked in 
green are derived from BEP relationships. 
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Figure 3.6. Mechanism and energetics for C2 oxygenate hydrogenation processes 
involving CHxCHO intermediates on a Co7Pd6 cluster. Reaction barriers marked in green 
are derived from BEP relationships. 
 
BEP Relationships And Reaction Networks On Different Sites. From DFT 
simulation results, we identified 37 surface reactions that could be involved in the 
mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas, as shown in Figure 3.7. Additional 
consideration was given to the different active sites available on the heterogeneous Co-Pd 
bimetallic cluster. Since most surface adsorbents prefer to adsorb on threefold-sites, we 
define an active site as all triangular cluster faces consisting of three metal atoms. Based 
on the most stable morphology of the Co7Pd6 cluster, the surface sites can be classified 
into three categories: Co3 sites (Co sites), Pd3 sites (Pd sites) and mixed Co2Pd or CoPd2 
sites (CoPd sites). With three different possible reaction sites and the complex reaction 
mechanism from syn-gas to ethanol described in Figure 3.7, there are more than 100 
possible surface reaction steps for which to calculate rate constants. To solve this 
computationally intensive problem, the implementation of scaling methods is critical.  
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Figure 3.7. Overall reaction mechanism network for CO hydrogenation to ethanol.  Red 
reaction arrows represent CO insertion reactions, whereas blue arrows represent all other 
reactions. 
 
Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi Relation. A widely used scaling method for estimating 
activation energies is the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation. The BEP relation 
linearly correlates the transition state energy of an elementary step to the reaction 
enthalpy of that step.
26,44-46
 It allows fast estimation of the maxima energy on the 
potential energy surface (PES) given only the adsorption energies of reactants and 
products.
47
 Thus, a task of considerable computational cost (transition state searching) 
can be replaced with two moderate computations (energy minimizations of the reactant 
and product). The BEP relation has been successfully applied to many catalytic systems 
for efficiently locating activation barriers.
48-51
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To apply the BEP relation to reactions occurring on the Co-Pd binary cluster, the 
reaction enthalpies calculated by DFT methods were based on final product energetics 
referenced to the initial gas phase species and a pristine Co7Pd6 cluster (Table 3.2).  
TS TS/cluster cluster gas
product /cluster cluster gas
E E E E
H E E E
  
   
 
The transition state energies of these steps are plotted against reaction energies, 
by which a linear relationship is deduced (Figure 3.8). 
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Table 3.2. Reaction steps, enthalpies of reaction and activation barrier energies used to 
build BEP relationships, with transition states calculated by combined CI-NEB/QST 
methods. 
Process Reaction site Reactions to form species in Table 1 ΔH(eV) Ets(eV) 
p1 Co CO(g) + H(g) + *→ HCO* -3.11 -2.58 
p2 Co HCO(g) + H(g) + *→ CH2O* -4.97 -3.75 
p3 Co CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3O* -4.60 -3.21 
p4 Co CH(g) + H(g) + * → CH2* -8.08 -7.06 
p5 Co CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.87 -5.51 
p6 Co CH3(g) + H(g) + *→ CH4(g) + * -4.51 -3.79 
p7 Co CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.24 -2.24 
p8 Co CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH* -5.36 -4.04 
p9 Co CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.75 -5.13 
p10 Pd CH2(g) + CO(g) + *→ CH2CO* -4.85 -3.73 
p11 CoPd CH3(g) + CO(g) + * → CH3CO* -2.78 -1.93 
p12 Pd CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.21 -2.34 
p13 Co CH3CO(g) + H(g) + *→ CH3COH* -3.59 -3.13 
p14 Pd CH3COH(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHOH* -5.26 -4.36 
p15 Co CH3CHOH(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CH2OH* -5.17 -3.78 
p16 Co CO(g) + 2* → C* + O* -0.45 1.86 
p17 Co HCO(g) + 2* → CH* + O* -2.30 -0.98 
p18 Co CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -1.78 0.12 
p19 Co CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -3.88 -1.85 
* represents a vacant surface site on the cluster 
  
 
To describe the reaction system more precisely, we separate surface association 
reactions, which form a vacant surface site after reaction, from dissociation reactions, 
which consume a vacant reaction site. This classification helps to build a more accurate 
kinetic database for the microkinetic model. 
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Figure 3.8. BEP relationships constructed from DFT calculations. One linear relationship 
is derived from all association reactions calculated by rigorous DFT methods (p1-p15 in 
Table 3.2). Another is derived from all dissociation reactions. (p16-p19 in Table 3.2) 
 
For the association reactions, the BEP linear relationship is (p1-p15 in Table 3.2): 
ETSas=0.8706*EFSas+0.4264,  R
2
=0.96, MAE=0.23 eV 
For the dissociation reactions, the BEP linear relationship is (p16-p19 in Table 
3.2): 
ETSdis=1.0951*EFSdis+2.0867,  R
2
=0.94, MAE=0.28 eV 
From the transition state energy, the activation energy for association reaction 
steps is calculated as, 
a TS cluster reactan t1 reactan t2E E E E E     
The activation energy for dissociation reaction steps is calculated as, 
a TS reactan tE E E   
The general formula for BEP relationship is, 
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In this equation, α is an indication of “the lateness of the transition state”. When α 
has a value of approximately one (α≈1), the reaction is considered to have a late 
transition state, meaning the transition state structure is close to that of the products. 
While an α value approaching zero (α≈0) means that the transition state structure is close 
to that of the reactants, which is called an early transition state. For all reaction steps in 
this study, the structures of the transition states observed are close to those of the 
products. Thus, all of the BEP relationships (and associated α values) reflect the late 
transition state behavior of the system. Notice that α>1 in the association reactions’ 
correlation is because of error brought by only 4 data points available, but this also shows 
late transition states for association reactions steps.  
It should be noted that we did not distinguish between the different sites on the 
cluster when constructing the BEP relationships. This assumption is valid so long as the 
modeled elementary steps have similar transition state structures on all of the included 
sites. Also, work by Nørskov, Mavrikakis and others has shown that a single BEP relation 
could accurately describe the C-C and C-O dissociation reactions on a host of transition 
metals surfaces (i.e., the BEP correlation is independent of the metal surface 
composition).
49,54
 Further, Ferrin et al. found that similar BEP relations exist for both the 
Ru(0001) and Pt(111) surfaces when studying the ethanol decomposition reaction.
49
       
We find for most surface reactions in Table 3.2, the barriers from DFT calculation 
are in line with the barriers derived using the BEP method, manifesting the general 
reliability of the scaling method. The BEP method is used to locate activation barriers for 
reaction steps that are not explicitly calculated using the more rigorous DFT method. In 
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general, the BEP method was used to calculate activation barriers for non-rate limiting 
reactions, meaning very rapid, highly favored reactions as well as those reactions with 
extremely high activation barriers, which are not likely to occur.  Combining both DFT 
and BEP derived energy values, the complete reaction network for converting syn-gas to 
ethanol is compiled in Table 3.3. 
Although the BEP method is very powerful, its scaling nature may create 
potential errors if used incorrectly. The mean absolute error (MAE) of the association 
reactions and dissociation reactions are 0.23 eV and 0.28 eV, respectively. Given typical 
DFT errors are around 0.1 – 0.2 eV, the errors in the predicted relation are small enough 
to rapidly produce a rough estimate of the activation energies. Yet, close attention should 
be paid to data points that deviate from the linear relationship. For example, in Figure 
3.8, the activation barrier for CH3COH* formation lies away from the line, giving a 
barrier of 1.97 eV if calculated by the BEP relation for the reaction CH3CO* + H* → 
CH3COH* + * on Co sites. On the other hand, the reaction barrier calculated by DFT 
methods for the same reaction step is 1.54 eV. This deviation has an appreciable effect on 
the amount of C2 oxygenate product predicted in our microkinetic models.  
Reaction Network On Different Surface Sites. The numbers listed in Table 3.3 
are adsorption energies, which are used to find out their surface coverage at equilibrium 
states (see Appendix A for details). For example, the adsorption of CO and H2 are 
represented by reactions R1 and R2, respectively. For reaction steps calculated with DFT, 
the frequency factors can be obtained from vibrational frequencies. For steps derived 
from BEP relation, a prefactor of 1.0 x 10
13
 is used, which is commonly assumed in 
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surface elementary steps.
11,52-54
 As similar prefactors for different reaction steps are 
observed, the impact of frequency factor on the reaction rate is small compared with that 
of the activation barrier. 
 
Table 3.3. Prefactors and activation energies (eV) of reaction steps on different surface 
sites on the Co7Pd6 cluster. Numbers in bold are calculated by rigorous DFT methods, 
while others are calculated from BEP relationships. 
 
Reactions prefactor Co CoPd Pd 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* 
 
-1.49 -1.73 -1.82 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* 
 
-0.59 -0.62 -0.65 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 8.05E+11 1.85 2.48 2.31 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 4.64E+12 0.92 1.14 2.01 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 1.26E+13 0.66 0.69 0.86 
R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 2.21E+12 1.20 3.28 4.00 
R7 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 5.69E+12 1.35 2.30 1.99 
R8 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 5.09E+12 1.66 2.30 1.47 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 4.96E+12 0.44 0.60 0.53 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 2.30E+12 0.77 1.20 0.99 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 9.49E+12 1.24 1.14 1.08 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 2.27E+11 1.25 1.37 4.00 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 1.56E+12 1.36 1.66 1.11 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 6.12E+11 1.71 1.63 2.03 
R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.01 0.50 4.00 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.04 1.04 1.51 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 5.70E+13 1.79 2.10 1.59 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 2.14E+13 1.54 2.32 1.85 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 6.01E+12 1.51 1.14 0.75 
R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 5.33E+12 0.43 1.21 1.58 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 1.72E+13 1.63 1.42 0.77 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 7.27E+13 1.30 1.68 1.79 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.85 1.76 1.68 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.88 0.71 4.00 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.45 0.72 1.24 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.27 1.14 4.00 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.49 2.49 1.92 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 7.57E+13 1.59 1.32 0.42 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.40 0.96 1.48 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.99 1.64 1.01 
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R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.32 1.24 0.94 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.88 1.51 1.38 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.14 2.18 1.43 
R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.50 1.62 1.55 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.03 1.92 2.41 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.11 2.49 1.49 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.00E+13 0.83 0.82 0.62 
 
Comparisons among different catalytic sites shows that the initiation reaction of 
CO hydrogenation, CO + H  HCO, is much faster on Co sites (Ea=1.85 eV) as 
compared to CoPd sites (Ea=2.48 eV) and Pd sites (Ea=2.31 eV), which indicates that the 
overall reaction is primarily initiated on Co sites. The dissociation of C1 oxygenates (R6, 
R7, R8) also occurs more readily on Co sites, with reaction barriers ranging from 1.2 eV 
to 1.66 eV. In contrast, on CoPd sites and Pd sites, C1 oxygenates strongly prefer 
hydrogenation over dissociation, with activation energies for dissociations all higher than 
2 eV. Particularly, on Pd sites where the dissociation of CHxO is less likely than 
hydrogenation, the reactions lead to the formation of methanol, CH3O* + H*  CH3OH 
(g) + 2* (R36), which is confirmed by the microkinetic models described in the following 
section. 
Upon closer examination of the dissociation reactions for C1 oxygenates, it is 
apparent that the existence of CH* on Pd sites is negligible, as the dissociation reaction 
HCO* + *  CH* + O* features an activation barrier of almost 4 eV. Another possible 
source of CH* on Pd sites is the reverse dissociation of CH2*, CH2*+*CH*+H*. Given 
that the forward reaction barrier CH* + H*  CH2* + * (R9) is only 0.53 eV and the 
system is operating under high CO and H2 partial pressures, the possibility of CH2* 
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dissociation is also very small. As a result of the low CH* coverage on Pd sites, coverage 
of CHCO* and CHCHO* species, which are generated with CH* as the source species, 
must also be negligible on Pd sites. In our microkinetic models, reactions involving these 
species on Pd sites are assigned a very high activation barrier, approximately 4 eV.  
A competition exists between CH4 formation reactions and CO insertion 
reactions, since they share the same reactants (CHx species). The reaction pathways 
toward methane are energetically preferred, though CO insertion should also occur. After 
CO insertion occurs, the reaction can proceed either to acetaldehyde or ethanol through 
different intermediates. The favored reaction pathway to acetaldehyde on all three sites 
involves the reaction: CH3CO*+H*CH3CHO(g)+2*(R17). For ethanol, a typical 
reaction channel is via the hydrogenation reaction: CH3CO* + H*  CH3COH* + 
*(R18). Comparing these two channels, our data indicates that ethanol formation is 
preferred on Co sites since R18 has a lower barrier. However, on CoPd sites and Pd sites, 
because a lower reaction barrier is observed with reaction R17, the formation of 
acetaldehyde is favored over that for ethanol.  
Microkinetic Model For Separated Reaction Sites. To examine the intrinsic 
nature of the three distinct catalytic sites on the Co7Pd6 cluster, the tool of microkinetic 
modeling was implemented. The reaction information for ethanol formation from syn-gas 
on different reaction sites is summarized in Table 3.3. In this study, the preferred product 
is ethanol. However, the catalytic process also produces a number of other less desired 
byproducts, namely methane, methanol, and acetaldehyde. Formation of C2+ 
hydrocarbons, higher alcohols, and other oxygenates are neglected in this study for 
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simplification, but it is highly likely that catalysts with significant methane production 
might also yield larger quantities of longer chain hydrocarbons. Using our microkinetic 
analysis, the overall reaction rate and relative selectivity are estimated for each of these 
products, using reaction conditions that closely parallel those used experimentally  
(PCO=0.6 atm, PH2=1.2 atm, 523 K). In order to compare our model to experimental 
results, a simple pilot scale catalytic experiment was carried out to study CO 
hydrogenation reactions on pure cobalt and pure palladium catalysts, which produces 
similar selectivity results as in literature.
55-58
 To better compare the modeling results, we 
include methane as the only hydrocarbon product. Other long-chain hydrocarbons 
produced during CO hydrogenation with the Co catalyst are excluded.   
In the microkinetic model summarized in Table 3.4, the adsorptions of CO (R1) 
and H2 (R2) are assumed in equilibrium. The pseudo-steady state hypothesis (PSSH) is 
applied to calculate surface concentrations of intermediate species. The relative 
selectivity reported for each species is calculated by dividing the rate of individual 
(gaseous) product formation by the overall reaction rate (the sum of formation rates for 
all gas phase products). Initially, separate microkinetic models were built, targeting 
reaction mechanisms on isolated Co sites, CoPd sites, and Pd sites. Detailed information 
about the development of the microkinetic model is included in the Appendix A. Similar 
microkinetic modeling techniques have been successfully applied to many heterogeneous 
catalysis systems.
59-61
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Table 3.4. Microkinetic model on a CoPd surface (523K, PCO = 0.6 atm, PH2 = 1.2 atm) 
Selectivity (%) Methane Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
Co sites 98.471 0.001 1.507 0.020 
Pd sites 7.116 92.882 0.002 0.000 
CoPd sites 40.479 0.553 58.801 0.167 
 
Table 3.5. Experimental data at 230 °C, PCO=0.6 atm, PH2=1.2 atm 
Selectivity (%) Hydrocarbons Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
Co(5)/Al2O3 97.2 2.0 0.6 0.2 
Pd(5)/Al2O3 20.0 79.7 0.0 0.3 
                     *For both catalysts, the metal loading is 5wt%. 
 
For the pure Co and pure Pd catalyst sites, we find good agreement for reaction 
selectivity between our model and experiments. In our model, methane is the major 
product generated on the Co side of the cluster, with a selectivity of 98%. Likewise, 
reaction experiments conducted under similar conditions showed that the selectivity of 
methane on a similar Co catalyst was 97%. For pure Pd catalyst sites, the microkinetic 
model predicts that methanol is the major product with a selectivity of 93%, which is in 
agreement with experiments showing that methanol is the major product formed on Pd 
catalysts. Other experimental studies have also shown that similar product selectivities 
were observed with Co and Pd catalysts.
55,62,63
 These observations suggest that electronic 
effects of Co on Pd and vise versa are minimal as the observed reaction behaviors for 
single metal threefold sites in the cluster resemble those of the pure metals. On the 
interface sites (CoPd sites), acetaldehyde is the major product with a selectivity of 58%. 
It is interesting to note that the C2 oxygenate is only formed on CoPd sites. 
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Reaction mechanisms on the three types of Co7Pd6 catalytic sites are best 
examined by calculation of reaction rates for each step in the model. CO hydrogenation 
to HCO* is the first reaction step. On Co sites, the HCO* species goes through 
successive hydrogenation steps to form CH3O* species, because of low hydrogenation 
barriers (0.92 eV and 0.29 eV). Yet, for the CH3O* species, the dissociation barrier (1.66 
eV) is lower than the hydrogenation barrier (2.11 eV). Thus, the methoxy species 
dissociates to form a surface-bound methyl group and oxygen. The hydrogenation of 
CH3*(Ea=1.24 eV) is more favorable than the CO insertion reaction (Ea=1.66 eV) on Co 
sites, rendering methane the major product. 
On Pd sites, dissociation reactions involving CHxO* species (x=1,2,3) are rare 
due to very high reaction barriers. Thus, the hydrogenation reactions take place, making 
methanol the major product. Also, the methanol formation reaction, CH3O* + H*  
CH3OH(g) + 2*, is much more favorable on Pd sites than on the other two sites. 
For the formation of C2 oxygenates, we find a universal reaction mechanism 
exists on all three sites, as shown in Figure 3.9. On the Co and Pd sites, this pathway is 
not important because C2 oxygenates are hardly formed. In this pathway, the dissociation 
of hydrogenated CO species only happens for CH3O*, producing CH3* as the only CHx* 
species. As previously mentioned, a competition exists between the formation of methane 
and C2 oxygenates, since CH3* serve as a common reactant. Thus, the selectivity toward 
C2 oxygenate is affected greatly by the barrier to CH4 formation via hydrogenation of 
CH3*. A similar reaction mechanism toward C2 oxygenates has been proposed on a Rh 
(111) catalyst surface.
10
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Figure 3.9. The universal reaction pathways to form C2 oxygenates on all three sites. 
Highlighted reaction steps (red) play crucial roles in determining the overall reaction 
selectivity. 
 
To explain why C2 oxygenates are only formed on CoPd sites, the barriers for the 
hydrogenation reactions (R11) and CO insertion reactions (R14) for CH3* on all three 
sites are compared in Figure 3.10. 
 
 
Figure 3.10. Reaction energy barriers for hydrogenation and CO insertion reactions of an 
adsorbed methyl group on Co, Pd, and mixed CoPd sites. 
 
It is clear that the difference in activation energies between the hydrogenation 
(R11) and CO insertion (R14) reactions is the lowest on CoPd sites, with a difference of 
0.48 eV. Additionally, when examining the reactants involved in these steps, the CO/H 
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surface coverage ratio from our mirokinetic model is 5×10
4
. Combining these two 
factors, the reaction rate to form C2 oxygenates is greater than that for methane, which 
leads to C2 oxygenates as major products on CoPd sites. Also on CoPd sites, as the 
formation of acetaldehyde has a lower energy barrier (2.10 eV) than that of ethanol (2.32 
eV), acetaldehyde is the major C2 oxygenate product. For the other two sites, Co and Pd 
sites, large barrier differences for the hydrogenation and CO insertion reaction involving 
CH3* suppress the reaction pathways towards C2 oxygenates.    
Surface Diffusion Of Intermediate Species. Having developed a clear 
understanding of the intrinsic nature of each catalytic site, it is possible to develop an 
overall reaction model for the entire cluster by considering the diffusion of species 
between the various reaction sites.  For a cluster of such small scale as the one being 
studied, surface diffusion of intermediates between different reaction sites is likely to 
occur with significant frequency. Also, because of the existence of heterogeneous 
reaction profiles, species may take part in distinct reactions on different sites. Thus, a 
proper description of the diffusion behavior of all intermediates is critical to reveal the 
overall reaction mechanism for the Co7Pd6 cluster.   
Given the large amount of intermediates present on the cluster, a detailed study of 
all possible diffusion phenomena would be time-consuming and largely unnecessary. 
There are two cases where diffusion phenomena might not play as an important role as 
surface reactions. The first is for species involved in reaction steps with activation 
barriers that are quite low (less than 1.0 eV) on all three sites. The other is for species 
involved in reaction steps with higher but similar activation barriers on all three sites. 
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Excluding these two cases, we are interested only in species that are involved in reaction 
steps featuring relatively high activation barriers and with more than 0.5 eV barrier 
differences between different sites. Using these criteria, we identified 8 such species: 
HCO*, CH2O*, CH3O*, CH3CO*, CH2CHO*, CH3COH*, CH3CHOH*, and OH*. 
Additionally, diffusion of CH2* and CH3* were included because they lead to different 
preferred products on different sites.  
The importance of diffusion of intermediates to the overall reaction mechanism 
has been recognized for some time.
64-71
 Yet, the incorporation of surface diffusion into 
microkinetic models is very rare due to the complication it brings to the evaluation of 
kinetic parameters and the extra simulation effort it requires. Thus, most diffusion species 
studied by simulations are gas phase species.
72-79
 Here, we demonstrate the treatment of 
surface diffusion in a catalytic reaction mechanism using the tools of microkinetic 
modeling, coupled with DFT and the CI-NEB method. 
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Table 3.6. Diffusion of species which have large Ea differences on different sites. 
Species Diffusion Process 
Ea, forward 
(eV) 
Ea, reverse 
(eV) 
HCO CoPd  Co 1.19 0.58 
 
Pd  CoPd 1.25 2.18 
CH2O CoPd  Co 0.76 0.32 
 
Pd  CoPd 0.28 1.00 
CH3O CoPd  Co 0.38 0.80 
 
Pd  CoPd 0.63 1.76 
CH3CO CoPd  Co 1.24 1.36 
 
CoPd  Pd 1.53 1.36 
CH3COH CoPd  Pd 2.53 2.41 
 
Co  CoPd 0.87 1.84 
CH3CHOH CoPd  Co 1.37 1.06 
 
Pd  CoPd 0.78 0.53 
CH2CHO CoPd  Pd 1.57 0.81 
 
Co  CoPd 1.86 1.49 
OH CoPd  Pd 1.64 1.09 
 
Co  CoPd 0.98 0.36 
CH2 Co  CoPd 0.55 0.50 
 
CoPd  Pd 1.47 0.65 
CH3 Co  CoPd 0.42 0.52 
 
CoPd  Pd >4.00 >4.00 
 
Microkinetic Modeling With Diffusion. Surface diffusion of an intermediate can 
be seen as a reaction between the diffusing species and an empty site. For example, 
diffusion of CH3* from a Co site to a CoPd site can be seen as a reaction between CH3* 
on a Co site and an empty CoPd site. Using this definition, the treatment of diffusion is 
identical to that of a reaction in microkinetic modeling. The overall reaction rate and 
relative selectivity are estimated under typical experimental conditions (PCO=4 atm, 
PH2=8 atm, and 523 K). The selectivity resulting from our microkinetic models with 
diffusion are presented in Table 3.7. (Please refer to Appendix A for discussion of the 
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microkinetic models and surface coverage calculations for all three types of reaction 
sites).  
 
Table 3.7. Selectivity results from microkinetic modeling studies that include surface 
diffusion phenomena (T=523 K, PCO=4 atm, PH2=8 atm). 
Selectivity (%) Methane Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
Co sites 84.735 0.003 0.135 13.033 
Pd sites 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 
CoPd sites 2.086 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 
Diffusion has two significant effects on the reaction system. First, the overall 
reaction rate (the rates for formation of final products) is much faster on Co sites than the 
other two site types. There is negligible formation and desorption of products from CoPd 
and Pd sites. Moreover, in contrast with the selectivity results in the separate-site models, 
on Co sites the selectivity of methane is decreased from 97% to 85%. Additionally, the 
ethanol selectivity becomes 13% after accounting for surface diffusion, which was 0% 
previously. These results imply a synergetic effect between Co and Pd favoring the 
production of ethanol on the bimetallic cluster that would not occur on either of the 
individual metals. 
 Of the 10 species studied for surface diffusion, only the diffusion behavior of 
CH3* and CH3CO* species have a major effect on overall reaction rates. The other 
species have negligible impact on the reaction mechanism, as the diffusion rates between 
different sites are much faster than the reaction rates. To explain how surface diffusion 
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phenomena affect the reaction system, we summarize the reaction mechanism from 
microkinetic modeling in the following sections. 
Reactions Are Mainly Initiated On Co Sites. There are two reasons why most 
of the reaction steps leading to product formation occur on the Co sites. First, CO 
adsorption energies are much higher on CoPd (-1.80 eV) and Pd sites (-1.73 eV) than on 
Co sites (-1.46 eV). Accordingly, the microkinetic reaction analysis showed that strong 
CO binding causes the majority of CoPd and Pd sites to be covered with CO molecules, 
thus reducing the number of sites available for other reactions. Also, from the potential 
plot of the CO hydrogenation reaction (see Figure 3.11), the initiation of syn-gas 
conversion reactions, i.e., the hydrogenation of adsorbed CO, is much faster on Co sites 
because of the lower activation barriers on those sites as compared to the Pd and CoPd 
sites. Thus, considering the relative abundance of sites available for reaction and the 
faster hydrogenation rates, the bulk of the CO hydrogenation chemistry occurs on the Co 
sites. 
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Figure 3.11. The potential energy plot of hydrogenation steps of molecular CO on Co, Pd, 
and CoPd surface sites (Intermediate surface species are represented by circles and 
transition state species are denoted by squares). 
 
The Reaction Mechanism For The Formation Of Ethanol. From the previous 
discussion, the two important surface diffusion species are CH3* and CH3CO*. As the 
majority of reaction steps mainly progress on Co sites, we compute the absolute rates of 
reactions as well as diffusions for these two species on Co sites and use those values to 
determine which fraction of these intermediates undergo diffusion to non-cobalt sites 
versus hydrogenation, as shown in Table 3.8.   
 
Table 3.8. Relative percentages of reaction and diffusion of CH3* and CH3CO* on Co 
sites. 
On Co sites Reactions (%) Diffusion (%) 
CH3 84.80 15.20(+) 
CH3CO 25.60 74.40(-) 
(+): for CH3*, the overall diffusion behavior is from Co sites to adjacent CoPd sites. 
(-): for CH3CO*, the overall diffusion behavior is from CoPd sites to adjacent Co sites. 
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The formation and consumption rates of CH3* and CH3CO* on Co sites are 
computed to obtain the net diffusion rates of these two species. From the table, for the 
CH3* species on Co sites, about 85% go through hydrogenation to produce methane. The 
other 15% diffuse to CoPd sites. For CH3CO* species, reactions only contribute to 25% 
of the overall CH3CO* coverage on Co sites (CH3CO* is primarily produced by CO 
insertion reactions (CH3* + CO*  CH3CO* + *). The 74% diffusion indicates that most 
CH3CO* is formed on CoPd sites, followed by diffusion to adjacent Co sites. To explain 
the diffusion behaviors of these two species, the barriers for reactions with these two 
species involved are compiled in Figure 3.12. 
 
 
Figure 3.12. Activation energy barriers for CH3* and CH3CO* related reactions on Co 
and CoPd sites. 
 
For the two reactions involving CH3*, i.e. hydrogenation and CO insertion, the 
reaction barriers are lower on CoPd sites than on Co sites. Because the diffusion rates are 
much faster than the rate of reactions, the activation barrier differences on these two sites 
enable some CH3* diffusion from Co sites to CoPd sites. The remaining CH3* species on 
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Co sites go through hydrogenation to produce methane. The reason why only a small 
portion of CH3* species diffuse to CoPd sites is that the majority of the CoPd sites are 
covered with CO molecules because of the strong CO adsorption strength there, leaving 
few empty sites available for diffusion. As mentioned early in the discussion of the 
separate-site models, on CoPd sites the CH3* species readily goes through the CO 
insertion reaction to produce CH3CO*. For the two reactions involving CH3CO*, shown 
on the right side of Figure 3.12, the reaction barriers are lower on Co sites. So for the 
same reasons, CH3CO* on CoPd sites diffuse back to Co sites. Subsequent hydrogenation 
reactions of CH3CO* on Co sites lead to the formation of ethanol rather than 
acetaldehyde, as a results of the lower hydrogenation energy barrier to CH3COH* (1.54 
eV) as compared to CH3CHO* (1.79 eV). The basic reaction mechanism for ethanol 
formation on the cluster is shown in Figure 3.13.  
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Figure 3.13. Reaction pathway to produce ethanol on a Co7Pd6 cluster. 
 
The Overall Reaction Mechanism Of Ethanol Formation From Syn-Gas 
From Microkinetic Modeling On The CoPd Cluster. To conclude our microkinetic 
modeling study, the overall reaction mechanism chart of ethanol formation reactions on 
the Co7Pd6 cluster is presented in Figure 3.14. With diffusion of intermediates 
incorporated, the reactions largely proceed on the Co sites of the cluster, leaving the other 
types of reaction sites, CoPd and Pd sites, mostly as storage for adsorbed CO molecules. 
The reaction mechanism includes hydrogenation of CO to CH3O* species because of the 
lower reaction barriers for hydrogenation as compared to dissociation. This results in the 
dissociation of hydrogenated CO species primarily occurring via the CH3O* to CH3* 
pathway, despite this reaction having the highest dissociation barrier of the three CHxO 
species. Once dissociated, the CH3* formed on the Co sites can either produce methane 
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by hydrogenation, which is the preferred action, or diffuse to CoPd sites. On CoPd sites, 
CO insertion is the favored reaction for CH3*, which generates CH3CO*. This is the only 
significant reaction on CoPd sites, but it is an essential step in promoting ethanol 
formation. The CH3CO* species formed on CoPd sites then diffuse back to Co sites, 
where the subsequent hydrogenation reactions are much faster than on CoPd sites. 
Among the two C2 oxygenate candidates (ethanol and acetaldehyde), ethanol is the final 
product because of lower hydrogenation barriers for formation. Overall, methane is still 
the major product on the cluster with a selectivity of approximately 87%. Results from 
the microkinetic model indicate that 13% of the CO is converted to ethanol due to the 
synergetic effects between Co and Pd, whereas both pure metal catalysts produce no 
ethanol by themselves.   
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Figure 3.14. The overall reaction mechanism of ethanol formation from syn-gas on a 
Co7Pd6 cluster. 
  
 Sensitivity Analysis of the microkinetic model. A sensitivity analysis was 
conducted on the microkinetic model to investigate the impact of each reaction step on 
the overall selectivity and identify the critical steps in the reaction network. In this 
analysis, for each of the 151 reaction steps in our model, a separate microkinetic model 
was built with the activation barrier for an individual step being reduced by 5%, while the 
activation barriers for all other steps where maintained at their previously optimized 
values. The selectivity results of the 151 microkinetic models were collected and 
compared with the original result, from which, six reaction steps were identified to have 
significant impact on the overall selectivity (Table 3.9). 
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Table 3.9. Sensitivity analysis of the microkinetic model on the Co7Pd6 cluster (T=513 K, 
PCO=3.33 atm, PH2=6.66 atm). 
Reactions, E
a
 decreased 5% 
Overall Product Selectivity 
Methane Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
Base Case 91.4% 0.0% 0.1% 8.6% 
Co site 
CO(g)+2*CO*+* 98.9% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 
CO*+H*HCO*+* 55.0% 0.0% 0.4% 44.6% 
CH
3
*+H*CH
4
(g)+2* 97.7% 0.0% 0.0% 2.3% 
CH
3
*+CO*CH
3
CO*+* 71.0% 0.0% 0.3% 28.7% 
CoPd site 
CO(g)+2*CO*+* 85.4% 0.0% 0.1% 14.5% 
CH
3
*+CO*CH
3
CO*+* 76.2% 0.0% 0.2% 23.6% 
 
Of the 151 reaction steps in the microkinetic model, only 6 steps have significant 
impact on the overall selectivity from the sensitivity analysis. From Table 3.9, CO 
adsorption behaviors on the Co site and the CoPd site affect ethanol selectivity. A better 
ethanol production rate was achieved by either increasing the CO adsorption energy on 
the Co site or reducing that energy on the mixed CoPd site.  The two key reaction steps 
shown in Figure 3.9 – CO insertion and hydrogenation on the CH3* group – also have 
effect on the ethanol selectivity from sensitivity analysis. Reducing CO insertion barrier 
for CH3* species on both the Co site and the CoPd site promotes ethanol production; 
Reducing the CH3* hydrogenation barrier promotes methane production. Finally, the first 
hydrogenation step for adsorbed CO* on the Co site, which is the rate-limiting step, 
shows the biggest effect on the product selectivity results. A 5% decrement in the 
activation energy results in a factor of 5 increase in ethanol selectivity. The other 145 
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reaction steps did not change the selectivity results in the sensitivity analysis.   Besides 
individual reaction steps, the effect of reaction conditions on the selectivity results were 
investigated. Specifically, the effects of temperature, total pressure of the gas reactants, 
and the mixing ratio of CO/H2 in the gas phase on the overall selectivity were studied 
using microkinetic modeling. Both ethanol selectivity and activity were computed and are 
listed in Table 3.10. 
 
Table 3.10. The effects of reaction conditions (Temperature, total pressure and CO/H2 
ratio) on the ethanol selectivity and activity. The base case condition in studying all three 
effects is T=513 K, PCO=3.33 atm, PH2=6.66 atm, which gives an ethanol selectivity of 
8.5% and normalized activity of 1.0. 
 
Selectivity 
Normalized  
Activity 
Temperature effect 
493K 15.5% 0.09 
513K 8.5% 1.00 
533K 4.8% 8.59 
Pressure effect 
3 atm 4.9% 1.04 
10 atm 8.5% 1.00 
30 atm 13.9% 0.94 
CO/H2 ratio 
0.33 6.0% 1.03 
0.5 8.5% 1.00 
1.0 13.9% 0.94 
 
From Table 3.10, increasing the reaction temperature decreases the ethanol selectivity. 
Yet, a rise in temperature also results in higher reaction rates, which might outweigh the 
decrease in selectivity. Overall ethanol production is improved with increasing 
temperature. To study the effect of total pressure, the CO/H2 flow ratio was fixed at a 
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ratio of 1:2 and the temperature was set at 513K. From these results, a higher total 
pressure results in higher ethanol selectivity. However, the overall ethanol production 
rate slightly decreases with an increase in total pressure. The effect of the ratio of the two 
gaseous reactants on the ethanol selectivity was explored at a reaction condition of 513 K 
and a total pressure of 10 atm. It is seen that an increase in the H2 flow ratio also has 
mixed effects. On one hand, it boosts ethanol selectivity, while simultaneously reducing 
catalyst activity.   
Factors To Control Ethanol Selectivity On Bimetallic Clusters. Here we use a 
bimetallic cluster with an equimolar ratio of surface atoms as our model catalyst. Despite 
both metals being equally represented on the catalyst surface, the reaction behaviors of 
the two site types are considerably different. The overall reaction mechanism is 
dominated by the species generated on the Co sites, while no significant products are 
formed on Pd only sites. Yet, Pd has a significant influence on the overall reaction 
pathway by forming intermixed sites with Co. The synergetic effect of Co and Pd is seen 
on the mixed CoPd sites, where the reaction profiles differ from the pure metals, 
providing the proper combination of CO insertion and dissociation abilities to produce C2 
oxygenates. Thus, a key requirement to promote ethanol formation on such bimetallic 
catalysts is the presence of interface sites between the pure metal domains. It follows that 
an improvement in ethanol selectivity can likely be achieved by increasing the percentage 
of bimetallic interface sites, thus providing more sites for CO insertion reactions.  This 
increase in bimetallic interface sites can be achieved via the formation of small 
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nanoparticles or ensuring that the pure metal domains in larger bimetallic particles are 
maintained at sub-nanometer sizes. 
The reason why ethanol can form on interface sites is that these sites can 
effectively lower the difference between CO insertion reaction barriers and 
hydrogenation reaction barriers of methyl groups (Figure 3.9). To take advantage of this, 
fast and open diffusion of intermediates among different sites is required, especially for 
species involved in CO insertion reactions.   
For the Co7Pd6 cluster, CO insertion is an essential step in the energetically 
favored pathway to produce C2 oxygenates, which is identical to the behavior observed 
with Rh catalysts.
10,11,15
 The hydroxycarbene mechanism is insignificant compared to CO 
insertion pathways, because the surface coverage of CH2* is much smaller than that of 
CO. Moreover, since the surface coverage of other intermediates are all several orders of 
magnitude smaller than that of CO (as indicated in our microkinetic models), other 
possible pathways to C2 oxygenates can be safely ignored. As there is no common 
agreement of the mechanism to C2 oxygenates on non-noble metal catalysts, our results 
suggest CO insertion reactions could be the major pathway to produce ethanol due to the 
typically strong CO binding strength on transition metals.  
The microkinetic data also provides a resource to identify strategies for improving 
the catalytic activity and selectivity of other catalyst materials.  For example, to increase 
the yield of ethanol, a decrease in CO adsorption strength would be favorable. By 
weakening the CO binding energy, the surface coverage of CO will decrease, thus 
providing more surface sites for reactions. Also, decreasing the CO adsorption strength 
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effectively lowers the reaction barrier of CO insertion reactions. This is confirmed by our 
microkinetic models, where we see an increase in both activity and selectivity of ethanol 
if the adsorption strength of the CO molecule is deliberately decreased. For CO 
adsorption on transition metals, it is stated that the DFT method generally over predicts 
the adsorption energies due to the difficulty in reproducing dispersion interactions.
80-82
 So 
from previous analysis, it is likely that the ethanol selectivity of the Co7Pd6 cluster is 
higher than predicted by our microkinetic model. Recent studies have reported an easy to 
use, accurate method for density functional dispersion correction for simple cluster 
systems.
83
 However, to obtain quantitatively accurate corrections for the CoPd cluster, 
higher level quantum mechanical calculations would be required, which is beyond the 
scope of this initial work.  
The formation of methane along with ethanol formation on the Co7Pd6 cluster is 
inevitable according to our microkinetic analysis. And due to the lower activation barriers 
for hydrogenation as compared to CO insertion reactions for the CH3* intermediate 
means that methane is the major product. Thus, it is critical to suppress the reaction 
channel to methane for the purpose of enhancing ethanol selectivity. To this end, a 
possible energy descriptor for ethanol formation is the activation barrier difference 
between the CH3 + H reaction and the CH3+CO reaction, ∆(Ea,CH3-CO – Ea,CH3-H). A 
narrow gap is preferred for ethanol synthesis. This barrier difference can be effectively 
lowered via the synergetic effects existing with some bimetallic catalysts. Combined with 
fast, open surface diffusion of intermediates from/to the binary mixed metal sites, this 
effect helps to increase ethanol yields. 
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To complete our analysis, we provide basic guidelines for ethanol formation on 
bimetallic catalysts. 1) The presence of intermixed reaction sites is key to effectively 
exploit the synergistic effects of bimetallic catalyst systems. The concentration of these 
intermixed sites is greater on sub-nanometer sized particles or highly heterogeneous 
catalyst surfaces. 2) Large-particle, bimetallic systems with a high degree of phase 
separation are likely to be less effective catalysts than intermixed systems. 3) The rapid 
(low energy barrier) surface diffusion of intermediates among different metal sites, 
especially species involved in CO insertion reactions, is indispensable. And finally, 4) as 
CO insertion reactions enhance C2 oxygenate production, the adsorption energy of 
molecular CO and the barrier differences between CO insertion and hydrogenation 
processes involving CH3*, ∆(EaCH3-CO – EaCH3-H), greatly affects ethanol selectivity due 
to competition between the formation of methane and ethanol. 
 
Conclusions  
By using DFT simulations coupled with BEP methods, we explicitly calculate 
more than 100 intermediate reaction steps in a proposed reaction mechanism for ethanol 
synthesis from syn-gas on a Co7Pd6 bimetallic cluster. Microkinetic models 
implementing transition state theory are built to examine the overall selectivity of final 
products at reaction conditions, taking into account three different types of reaction sites 
and surface diffusion of intermediates between these sites. We find good agreement 
between experimental results on pure Co catalysts and pure Pd catalysts, and our separate 
microkinetic models dealing with reactions on Co sites only and Pd sites only, 
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respectively. This lends credence to the validity of our microkinetic modeling approach 
for the mixed metal system. The synergetic effect between Co and Pd is seen on the 
interface CoPd sites, which lowers the barrier differences between CO insertion reactions 
and hydrogenation reactions of CH3* species, resulting in C2 oxygenates as the major 
product on these sites.  
An important observation from this study was that product selectivity was 
significantly impacted by the diffusion of surface species between catalyst sites.  By 
incorporating the surface diffusion of intermediates to reveal the overall reaction 
mechanism on the cluster, we find that the majority of reaction processes occur on Co 
sites.  Initially, chemisorbed CO undergoes successive hydrogenations to form CH3O*, 
followed by the dissociation of CH3O* to form CH3* moieities. Most of the CH3* is 
hydrogenated to produce methane on Co sites, while a smaller portion of the CH3* 
species diffuse to CoPd sites where they undergo CO insertion reactions to form 
CH3CO*. The formed CoPd bound CH3CO* species then diffuse back to Co sites and are 
further hydrogenated to produce ethanol.  
The key for ethanol formation on bimetallic clusters is the presence of 
intermixture sites, which can effectively reduce the reaction barrier differences of CO 
insertion reactions and hydrogenation reactions of CH3* and related alkyl intermediate 
species. This feature has to be coupled with the rapid diffusion of intermediates to 
accomplish ethanol production. The selectivity of ethanol can be improved by increasing 
surface coverage of two-metal mixture sites on the catalyst, weakening the CO adsorption 
strength and suppressing methanation reaction channels. This study provides a basic 
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guideline for computational screening of other bimetallic combinations for ethanol 
production from syn-gas.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
STUDIES ON COBALT-PALLADIUM CATALYSTS: CORRELATION OF 
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS  
 
Disclaimer 
The experimental work presented in this chapter was conducted by Dr. James J. 
Spivey’s research group at Louisiana State University, including both the collections of 
experimental data and the analysis and writing up of the results. The author of the 
dissertation (M.H.) greatly appreciates their effort and willingness to share their results 
with us.   
 
Introduction 
Research on alternative energy has become more important in recent times due to 
the continued depletion of conventional energy resources and climbing crude oil prices. 
Oxygenated compounds, such as ethanol are promising alternative fuels because of their 
biodegradability and renewability.
1
 
A viable route for the production of ethanol is the catalytic conversion of 
synthesis gas (syn-gas), which can be obtained by several means including coal 
gasification, natural gas, or a renewable resource like biomass.
2-5
 The mechanism leading 
to ethanol formation requires CO to adsorb on the catalyst surface, both associatively and 
dissociatively. The CO insertion mechanism has been proposed by many researchers
4,6-8
 
as the key step leading to the formation of oxygenated compounds. Further, it is proposed 
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that hydrocarbon chain propagation involves the stepwise addition of CHx-monomeric 
units. Alternatively, chain growth termination by CO insertion would form acyl 
intermediates, which can be hydrogenated to form oxygenates, such as ethanol.  
Several catalytic systems have been studied for the conversion of syn-gas to 
oxygenated compounds.
8-15
 Cobalt based catalysts have been found to be advantageous 
because of their low-cost, low water-gas shift activity, and high activity for CO 
hydrogenation.
16-18
 Cobalt is a well-known Fischer-Tropsch catalyst, producing primarily 
long-chain hydrocarbons via C-O bond dissociation and subsequent hydrogenation.
19
 On 
the other hand, it is generally accepted that under conditions at which cobalt forms 
hydrocarbons, CO adsorption on Pd is associative (linear or multi-fold bridge) rather than 
dissociative.
20-25
 For example, Poutsma et. al.
24
 observed the formation of methanol from 
syn-gas over supported palladium catalysts  at 260-350 °C and 150-16000 psig pressure. 
Addition of Pd to a silica supported cobalt catalyst has been found to promote CO 
hydrogenation activity and enhance the formation of oxygenated compounds.
26,27
 It 
would be expected for a Co-Pd system that CO adsorption takes place both associatively 
(on Pd) and dissociatively (on Co). Such a catalyst would therefore be more selective 
towards oxygenated compounds. It is critical, however, that cobalt and palladium are in 
close contact to facilitate the formation of C2+ oxygenated compounds. 
The focus of the present study is on the correlation of computational and 
experimental results for Co-Pd catalysts for the conversion of syn-gas to ethanol. Both 
the computational and experimental studies were carried out on a cobalt-palladium 
system under similar conditions in order to facilitate a direct comparison. Specifically, a 
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10Co-2Pd catalyst was synthesized and tested under a range of conditions to find out how 
reaction activity/selectivity and CO adsorption behavior were affected by changes in feed 
composition and reactor conditions. Computational studies were also carried out on a Co-
Pd system to predict these behaviors. Finally, an attempt was made to correlate the 
experimental and computational results. These comparisons are important as they 
confirm the validity of results from two independent sources and bridge the gap between 
experimental and theoretical worlds.  
 
Experimental method
*
 
Catalyst Preparation. A Co-Pd/SiO2 catalyst was synthesized using a 
conventional incipient wetness impregnation method yielding a final heterogeneous 
catalyst with 10 wt% cobalt and 2 wt% Pd (designated 10Co-2Pd). The SiO2 support was 
obtained from Alfa Aesar (Surface Area = 300 m
2
/g, Pore Volume = 1 cc/g). The 
precursors used for cobalt and palladium were cobalt nitrate and palladium (II) 2,4-
pentanedionate [Pd(CH3COCHCOCH3)2], respectively. The Co salt and Pd metal 
complex were dissolved in ethanol before adsorbed onto the SiO2 support. The catalyst 
was dried overnight at 110 °C and calcined in air for 2 h at 450 °C using a temperature 
ramp of 1°C per minute.  
Inductively Coupled Plasma – Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES).   
The bulk elemental composition was measured using a Perkin Elmer 2000 DV ICP-
                                                 
* The experimental work was conducted by Dr. James J. Spivey’s research group at LSU 
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optical emission spectrometer. A repeat sample analysis was carried out to estimate the 
experimental error. 
Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR).  Temperature programmed 
reduction (TPR) profiles of the calcined catalyst were recorded using an Altamira AMI 
200-R-HP unit equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The catalyst sample 
was first purged in a fixed-bed micro-reactor system under flowing argon at 150 °C for 1 
h to remove traces of water and then cooled to 25 °C. TPR was performed using a 10% 
H2/Ar mixture at a flow rate of 50 cm
3
/min, while the temperature was linearly ramped 
from 25 to 750 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. All peak deconvolution was carried out using 
Altamira AMI software. 
Catalyst activity test.  CO hydrogenation reactions at differential conversions 
were carried out in a ¼” glass-lined stainless steel fixed bed micro-reactor system at 
different temperatures (230 and 270 °C) and a total pressure of 10 bar. Prior to reaction, 
the catalyst was reduced in-situ for 2 h at 300 °C in a flowing H2/He mixture (50% H2). 
CO hydrogenation reactions were carried out with a space velocity of 24,000 scc·h
-1
·g 
cat
-1
 and a sy-gas H2:CO ratio of 2:1. For these experiments, the syngas was diluted with 
helium to reduce heat effects within the bed and to ensure that the conversion was low 
enough to keep the oxygenated products in the vapor state for online GC/FID analysis. In 
addition, the line from the reactor exit to the sampling valve was heat traced to prevent 
products from condensing upstream of the GC/FID. The sampling valves are placed in an 
isothermal (90 °C) oven. The GC/FID system (Shimadzu GC-2014) is equipped with two 
thermal conductivity detectors (TCD), which are well-suited to analyze CO, CO2 and H2. 
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Oxygenates and hydrocarbons analysis are done using a Restek™ RT-Q Bond column 
(25 m) connected to the flame ionization detector (FID). Helium is used as the carrier gas 
for the FID column, CO/CO2 was used for the TCD column, and N2 is used for the H2 
TCD column. The FID column oven was programmed to give the best possible separation 
of the products without co-elution. All selectivities are reported in terms of carbon 
efficiency, which is defined as: 
Selectivity of 
 n An C 100A(%)
Total CO Reacted
 
  
where n is the number of carbons in A, and (Cn)A is the molar concentration of A. 
The GC/FID system was calibrated with standard certified gas mixtures prior to the 
experiment. Different levels of concentration were used for the calibration and a curve fit 
was done between the points obtained. The calibration was checked after each completed 
experiment to ensure the validity of the data reported. 
In-situ Diffuse Reflectance FTIR Spectroscopy (DRIFTS).  FTIR spectra were 
collected with a Nicolet 6700 model (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer equipped with an 
MCT-A detector cooled by liquid nitrogen. KBr beamsplitter was used to obtain spectra 
in the range of 4000–650 cm-1. In-situ measurements were carried out in a specially 
designed environmental chamber (Harrick) equipped with a gas inlet, outlet, and a 
heating/cooling system. A sample holder was used to hold ~20 mg of catalyst. DRIFTS 
spectra were collected by using series collection for 30 min. For each spectrum 32 scans 
at a resolution of 4 cm
-1
 were used. 
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Before each experiment, the catalyst was heated in helium at 150 °C for 30 min to 
remove any moisture and gases. The catalyst was reduced in situ by flowing a mixture of 
hydrogen and helium (10% H2 in He) for 2 h at 300 °C. The cell was then flushed with 
helium and brought to the desired reaction temperature (230 °C and 270 °C). 
Backgrounds were collected at desired temperatures after the system was allowed to 
equilibrate for 15 min at that temperature. Difference spectra were obtained by 
subtracting the background from the subsequent spectra. Two series of experiments were 
performed at each temperature: CO adsorption and CO hydrogenation. Each series was 
set for 30 min and was divided into three parts. In the first part, helium was flowed for 20 
s, followed by a flow of CO + He for 5 min in the second part. The third part consisted of 
flushing with helium (for CO adsorption studies) or flowing H2 + He (for CO 
hydrogenation studies) for the remained of the time. A 5% CO/He gas mixture was used 
for CO adsorption and a 10% H2/He mixture for CO hydrogenation experiments. The 
experiments were carried out at 230 °C and 270 °C and performed at atmospheric 
pressure. 
 
Computational method 
An icosahedral Co7Pd6 cluster (consisting of 7 Co atoms and 6 Pd atoms), which 
is approximately 1 nm in diameter, was selected to model the active sites of a Co-Pd 
catalyst. The icosahedral structure is a generally favored configuration for 13 metal-atom 
clusters.
28-31
 The Co7Pd6 cluster has been optimized at the Density Functional Theory 
(DFT) level regarding to different particle structures, metal mixing patterns and surface 
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compositions. The atomic coordinates of the structure, optimized at the DFT level, were 
obtained as a courtesy from Professor Faustino Aguilera.
32
 Depending on the 
compositions of metals, three different types of reaction sites are identified, namely Co3 
sites (Co sites), Pd3 sites (Pd sites) and mixed Co2Pd or CoPd2 sites (CoPd sites). The 
relative ratio of the three types of sites equals 1:1:2 with respect to the  Co sites: Pd sites: 
CoPd sites. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Different types of surface sites on the most stable conformation of a Co7Pd6 
cluster (Co = blue; Pd = pink). 
 
 
All electronic structure calculations were performed using Jaguar 7.0 at the 
density functional theory level. Carbon and oxygen atoms were described by the standard 
all-electron 6-31G** basis set. Cobalt and palladium were described with the LACVP 
basis set, which includes a relativistic effective (small core) potential and space explicit 
functions for the electrons in the “valence orbital”.33 All electron correlations were 
treated with the B3LYP hybrid functional, which contains the VWN and LYP functionals 
for local and non-local correlation, respectively.
34
 The combination of the LACVP basis 
set and the B3LYP hybrid functional have been found very effective in the reproduction 
of the thermochemistry of transition metal systems and description of their chemical 
reactions.
35
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For energy calculations, convergence criteria with tolerances of 10
-5
 au (0.03 
kJ/mol) for the total energy and 10
-6
 au (0.003 kJ/mol) for the electron density were 
employed. The Unrestricted Spin DFT formalism was used to describe spin properties.
36
 
The analytical Hessian was calculated to obtain vibrational frequencies. These vibrational 
frequencies were used to calculate the zero point energy correction (ZPE), which was 
later used to obtain the species enthalpies at 0 k and the Gibbs free energy at the chosen 
reaction temperature, 513K.   
Reaction pathways were initially mapped out using the climbing image nudged 
elastic band method (CI-NEB),
37,38
 which we implemented in an external program that 
interfaces with Jaguar. Each intermediate reaction step is linked by 8 images. The 
transition states (TS) found in CI-NEB were then refined using the quadratic synchronous 
transit (QST) method as implemented in Jaguar.
39
 We ensured each local minimum had 
zero imaginary frequencies, and each transition state structure had exactly one imaginary 
frequency.  
The diffusion behaviors of intermediate species were studied by the CI-NEB 
method. The diffusion pathways are linked by 8 images between intermediates on two 
different sites. The diffusion barrier is identified by the enthalpy height of the highest 
image along the pathway. 
A microkinetic model was built, taking into account reaction and diffusion steps 
on different sites of the Co7Pd6 cluster. Rate constants were obtained based on the 
transition-state theory (TST) formalism
40
 at experimental conditions to evaluate the 
reaction profile on the cluster. The reaction database was established from our DFT 
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studies, with non–rate limiting reaction steps estimated by Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) 
41-43
 relations derived from our DFT data. The overall reaction database contains more 
than 100 reactions. 
It is known that CO routinely binds through the carbon atom and can adopt 
various configurations when chemisorbed on transition metals.
44-46
 The three common 
CO binding sites on metal clusters are atop sites, in which CO bonds to a single metal 
atom, bridged sites, in which CO sits over the middle of a metallic bond and threefold 
sites, in which CO locates over the center of a triangular face consisting of three metals. 
In order to understand the CO adsorption behavior, infrared spectra (IR) of CO 
adsorption on the Co7Pd6 cluster were simulated.  These studies examined the various CO 
binding configurations on three different reaction sites – Co sites, mixed CoPd sites and 
Pd sites. To better correlate the simulated IR spectra with the DRIFT results, a scaling 
factor of 0.96 is applied to the resulting IR spectra to correct the CO vibrational 
(stretching) frequency number.
47-51
 
 
Results and discussions
†
 
ICP-OES.  The results for ICP-OES are presented in Table 4.1.  The observed 
metal loadings are approximately the same as those predicted from the composition of the 
mixture used for the wet impregnation synthesis of the catalyst. 
 
                                                 
† The experimental work and data analysis was conducted by Dr. James J. Spivey’s research group at LSU 
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Table 4.1. Metal analysis results for the 10Co-2Pd catalyst. 
Catalyst Co (wt%) Pd (wt%) 
10Co-2Pd 8.82 ± 0.3 1.70 ± 0.08 
 
Temperature Programmed Reduction.  The TPR results are shown in Figure 
4.2. For the unpromoted catalyst (10Co/SiO2), two reduction peaks around 290 and 
320 °C correspond to the two step reduction of Co3O4  CoO  Co. The area ratio was 
calculated for these peaks and was found to be 1:3, which corresponds to the 
stoichiometry of reduction of these species. 
For the Pd-promoted catalyst (10Co-2Pd), the small reduction peak shown in 
Figure 4.2 below 100 °C can be attributed to the reduction of PdO to metallic Pd. These 
sites can be described as Pd-sites. The reduction of cobalt oxide is observed in two steps. 
The peak at 145 °C can be attributed to the reduction of Co3O4 to CoO and the peak at 
310 °C is due to CoO reduction to metallic cobalt.
18,52,53
 The area of the peak at 310 °C 
was found to be approximately 4 times that of the peak at 145 °C. This does not agree 
with the stoichiometry of reduction of these species, suggesting that all of Co3O4 may not 
have reduced under the 145 °C peak, and some contribution to the peak at 310 °C could 
be due to the reduction of a secondary type of Co3O4 phase.  
The effect of Pd-promotion with respect to the reduction of cobalt oxide species 
can be seen with the 10Co-2Pd catalyst when compared with the unpromoted 10Co 
catalyst. The peak at 290 °C in the unpromoted catalyst, which is attributed to the 
reduction of Co3O4  CoO, is partially shifted to 145 °C in the palladium promoted 
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catalyst. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that these cobalt atoms are in close 
proximity with the palladium, thereby facilitating their reduction via a hydrogen spillover 
mechanism from palladium to cobalt. These sites can be described as cobalt-palladium 
sites, because of the interaction between cobalt and palladium. However, all the Co3O4 
phase does not undergo reduction at this temperature (as explained earlier), indicating 
that some cobalt oxide species are in close contact with palladium, and some are not. 
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the cobalt oxides that remain unreduced at 
temperatures above ~225 °C are not in close proximity to palladium, and thus, are not 
impacted by palladium initiated hydrogen spillover. These cobalt sites can be described 
as cobalt-only sites, because of no apparent effect of palladium. 
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Figure 4.2.  Temperature programmed reduction under H2 flow of cobalt-based Pd 
promoted and unpromoted calcined catalysts. 
 
In order to determine the relative ratios of Pd-sites, Co-Pd sites, and Co-sites, we 
carried out peak deconvolution of the TPR profile. The results are presented in Figure 4.3. 
The TPR profile was fitted with 3 Gaussian curves such that the resultant curve 
(represented as dotted lines) overlaps or matches as closely as possible to the original 
TPR profile.  The areas of the deconvoluted peaks were then calculated and the results 
presented in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3. Deconvolution of TPR peaks for the 10Co-2Pd catalyst. 
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Table 4.2. Peak deconvolution areas and corresponding reactions for the 10Co-2Pd 
catalyst. 
Peaks Temperature (°C) Area (a.u.) Reaction 
Peak 1 ~59 108 PdO  Pd 
Peak 2 145 1019 Co3O4  CoO 
Peak 3 310 4599 
Co3O4  CoO 
CoO  Co 
 
The ratio of Pd-sites:Co-Pd-sites:Co-sites for the 10Co-2Pd catalyst is calculated 
as follows: 
TPR-Peak 1 (at 59 °C): The full area of Peak 1 is the assigned to the reduction of 
PdOx species, thus Pd-sites area = 108.   
TPR-Peak 2 (at 145 °C): Species undergoing reduction at 145 °C (Peak 2) are 
associated with Co-Pd sites, with an area of 1019. At this temperature, the reduction of 
some of the Co3O4 to CoO takes place. The second step reduction for these species, CoO 
to Co, takes place at higher temperatures and is associated with some of the area of peak 
3. The stoichiometric area ratio of this reduction is 3 times that of the first step. Therefore, 
the contribution to peak 3 due to the second step reduction for these CoO species would 
be 3 x 1019 or an area of 3057. 
TPR-Peak 3 (at 310 °C): Peak 3 is associated with the reduction of both CoO 
species (Co-Pd sites) and isolated Co3O4, species (Co-only sites), and has an area of 4599. 
Partial contribution to this peak area results from the reduction of CoO species located 
near palladium sites (Co-Pd sites), and the peak area contribution previously calculated 
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for this component of Peak 3 is. Therefore, the remaining peak area (4599 – 3057 = 1542) 
can be attributed to the two step reduction of cobalt oxide species that are not in close 
proximity to Pd. These sites are designated as Co-only sites. 
The ratio of metal sites can be calculated knowing the TPR peak area (PA) 
assigned to each reaction site type and the atomic ratio of oxygen to metal for the 
respective metal oxide species: 
3 4 3 4PdO Co O Co O
Pd PA Co-Pd PA Co PA 108 4076 1542
: : : : 1: 28.3:10.7
4 4O O
Pd-only : Co-Pd : Co
O 1
3 3
Pd Co Co
-only  
     
     
     
  
 
Catalyst activity test.  Product selectivity results for the conversion of syn-gas 
using the  10Co-2Pd silica supported catalyst at varying reaction conditions are presented 
in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3. Selectivities of products of CO hydrogenation reaction at different 
temperatures for 10Co-2Pd †. The balance selectivity for all cases is due to CO2 
Catalyst 
Temp 
(°C) 
EtOH  
% 
MeOH  
% 
CH4 
% 
C2+ Oxy  
%
*
 
C2+ HC 
%
#
 
CO  
Conversion (%) 
10Co-2Pd 240 3.7 2.7 43.6 4.5 41.8 1.0 
10Co-2Pd 285 2.5 1.2 48.0 1.7 40.2 8.2 
† Pressure = 10 bar, 2H2/CO, Catalyst wt. = 150 mg, Space Velocity = 24,000 scc.h
-
1
g.cat.
-1
 
* includes higher oxygenates other than methanol and ethanol 
# includes higher hydrocarbons other than methane 
† Errors in the reported values are ± 5.5% within 95% confidence interval 
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In-situ Diffuse Reflectance FTIR Spectroscopy (DRIFTS).  In-situ DRIFTS 
experiments were carried out in order to study the CO adsorption behavior on the 10Co-
2Pd catalyst. Figure 4.4 presents the results of CO desorption at 230 °C under helium 
flow for the 10Co-2Pd catalyst. The catalyst surface was preadsorbed with CO at 230 °C 
before the helium flow (see experimental protocol). 
 
 
Figure 4.4.  CO desorption at 230 °C as a result of helium flow over 10Co-2Pd catalyst. 
The surface was preadsorbed with CO before starting helium flow. 
 
The doublets between 2300-2400 cm
-1
 and 2100-2200 cm
-1
 are due to gaseous 
CO2 and gaseous CO, respectively, which disappear with helium flow. The linearly 
adsorbed CO peak can be seen at 2049-2061 cm
-1
. However, it cannot be concluded that 
10Co-2Pd 
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CO is adsorbed solely on cobalt or Pd, because linear CO adsorption takes place on both 
metals in this wavenumber range.
54-59
 The absorption peak at around 2005 cm
-1
 can be 
attributed to compressed two fold bridging sites for CO.  Further, the peak in the 
wavenumber range of 1994-1909 cm
-1
 can be due to isolated two-fold bridging CO on 
Pd.
55,60-64
 Finally, the peak at 1822 cm
-1
 is due to three-fold bridging CO on hollow Pd 
sites.
63,65,66
 It can be seen that the peak intensity for all of these adsorption sites decreases 
with time under helium flow. 
The result of CO hydrogenation at 230 °C for the 10Co-2Pd catalyst is presented 
in Figure 4.5. The catalyst surface was preadsorbed with CO before starting H2 flow. The 
peak intensity for bridging carbonyl (peak at 1984 cm
-1
) increases initially before 
decreasing as a result of the adsorbed CO undergoing hydrogenation. Also, the linearly 
adsorbed CO (peak at 2053 cm
-1
) disappears rapidly. It may be possible that some of the 
linearly adsorbed CO transforms to the bridged sites under H2 flow, thereby increasing 
the intensity of bridge-type adsorbed CO at 1984 cm
-1
. This transformation may occur as 
hydrogen adsorbs on sites already occupied by linear CO; the CO is then partially 
displaced and must bridge to a neighboring metal atom.
57
 Still another interpretation 
(which is supported by later discussed simulation results) of this data might be that linear 
bound CO adsorbed on Co sites reacts much more rapidly than bridge bound CO 
adsorbed on Pd sites. Independent of the exact mechanism, it can be clearly concluded 
that the rapid decrease in the linearly adsorbed CO population results from these species 
being hydrogenated at a faster rate than adsorbed bridge-type CO species. 
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On comparing CO desorption (Figure 4.4) and CO hydrogenation (Figure 4.5), we 
see that the decrease in the peak intensity for linearly adsorbed CO (peak at 2053 cm
-1
) is 
much faster in the case of CO hydrogenation. This can be attributed to two processes: (a) 
some linearly adsorbed CO transforms to bridge-type adsorbed CO and, (b) CO 
hydrogenation takes place mainly on the sites that adsorb CO linearly, thereby decreasing 
its peak intensity under hydrogen flow. While the evidence of process (a) is clearly seen 
because the bridged CO peak intensity is increased, the much faster disappearance of 
linearly adsorbed CO peak (compare the decrease in 2053 cm
-1 
peak at t=0 and t=1.4 min 
vs. increase in 1984 cm
-1
 peak in Figure 4.5) suggests that the linear sites are the most 
active sites for CO hydrogenation on the 10Co-2Pd catalyst. Also, on comparing the 
1960-1930 cm
-1
 peak intensities between t=5.7 min and t=8 min (when there is almost no 
linearly adsorbed CO left to be transformed to bridged CO) in Figure 4.5, we see a 
relatively smaller decrease, clearly indicating that CO hydrogenation on bridged sites is 
much slower. Therefore, it is evident from Figure 4.5 that the bridge-type adsorbed CO is 
less reactive to hydrogenation and is more stable than the linearly adsorbed CO. 
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Figure 4.5.  CO hydrogenation at 230 °C as a result of hydrogen flow over 10Co-2Pd 
catalyst. The surface was preadsorbed with CO before starting hydrogen flow.  
  
The results for CO desorption under helium and CO hydrogenation under H2 at 270 °C 
are similar to that at 230 °C, and therefore not produced here. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that at these temperatures linearly adsorbed CO sites are the main active site 
for 10Co-2Pd catalyst. 
In order to give further support to the conclusion that linear sites are the main 
active sites for 10Co-2Pd catalyst, we conducted some additional experiments. These 
experiments were conducted on a reduced catalyst under a flowing CO + H2 gas mixture. 
DRIFTS spectra were collected as a function of time, and the results are presented in 
Figure 4.6. 
10Co-2Pd 
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It can be seen (Figure 4.6) that the intensity of CO adsorption bridge sites (1984 
cm
-1
) is nearly constant till t = 2 min, while the intensity of linearly adsorbed CO (2054 
cm
-1
) increases slowly. The resultant peak intensity observed for CO adsorption is due to 
two competing processes: (i) intensity increases with time till the steady state sites 
population is obtained, and (ii) adsorbed CO species undergo hydrogenation, which 
results in a decrease in intensity. It is clear from Figure 4.6 that these competing 
processes are taking place mostly at the linear CO adsorption sites on the 10Co-2Pd 
catalyst, which results in a slower rate of increase of intensity corresponding to these sites. 
Thus, the argument that linear CO is the most active species is supported by this 
observation. The argument is further explained in the later computational section, in 
which we identify the active linear CO is terminally adsorbed on Co sites and reactions 
on Co sites are much more rapidly than on Pd sites.    
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Figure 4.6.  CO hydrogenation at 230 °C as a result of syn-gas flow over a reduced 
10Co-2Pd catalyst.  
  
Setup of microkinetic model. The details of generating reaction datasets and 
implementing microkinetic models are in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, which discusses 
modeling efforts involving the same Co7Pd6 cluster. Provided here is a short summary of 
the approach used. We identified 37 surface reactions in the proposed mechanism for 
ethanol formation from syn-gas, as shown in Figure 4.7. With three different reaction 
sites and the complex reaction mechanism, there were more than 100 possible surface 
reaction steps to calculate. Density functional theory (DFT) and climbing-image nudged 
elastic band methods were used to evaluate the activation energy and reaction energy for 
all rate limiting reactions.  However, to solve this computationally intensive problem, the 
Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation was employed to estimate activation energies for 
10Co-2Pd 
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non-rate-limiting steps. The BEP relation linearly correlates the transition state energy of 
an elementary step to the reaction enthalpy (calculated using DFT) of that step,
41-43,67
 
allowing fast estimation of the maxima energy on the reaction pathway given only the 
energies of reactants and products.
68
 The BEP relation has been successfully applied to 
many catalytic systems for efficiently locating activation barriers.
69-72
 
   
 
Figure 4.7.  Overall reaction mechanism network for CO hydrogenation to ethanol. Red 
arrows represent CO insertion steps, while blue arrows represent other reaction types, 
which could be hydrogenation, dissociation or final product desorption processes.) 
 
To apply the BEP relation to the Co-Pd binary cluster, nineteen reaction steps 
were calculated by rigorous DFT methods. The activation energies of these steps were 
then plotted against the reaction energies, by which a linear relationship was deduced. 
The generated linear correlation was used to estimate reaction rates for those not 
rigorously calculated using DFT so as to develop an overall reaction rate dataset for all 
reactions on the three types of catalytic sites.  
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During CO hydrogenation reactions, surface diffusion of intermediates among 
different reaction sites is fairly common. Also, because of the existence of heterogeneous 
reaction profiles, surface species may take part in distinct reactions on different sites. 
Thus, a proper description of the diffusion behavior of intermediate species is critical to 
reveal the overall reaction mechanism on the cluster. The importance of diffusion of 
intermediates to the overall reaction mechanism has been recognized for some time.
73-80
 
To quantify the energy barriers associated with diffusion processes, the diffusion of an 
intermediate was seen as reaction between the diffusing species and an empty surface site. 
For example, diffusion of CH3* from a Co site to a CoPd site can be seen as a reaction 
between CH3* on a Co site and an empty CoPd site. Thus, the treatment of diffusion was 
identical to that of a reaction in the microkinetic model. 
Having generated the complete reaction and diffusion datasets, a microkinetic 
model was implemented to study the catalytic behavior of the Co7Pd6 cluster. In the 
model, the preferred product is ethanol. Other byproducts generated include methane, 
methanol, and acetaldehyde. Formation of long-chain hydrocarbons, higher alcohols, and 
other oxygenates are neglected to simplify the model, though it is likely that some of 
these species are formed during the reaction process. The overall reaction rate and 
relative selectivity were calculated using reactions conditions identical to the 
experimental conditions (PCO=3.33 bar, PH2=6.66 bar, 513 K). The catalyst surface 
compositions effect was studied by varying the surface concentrations of the three 
different sites − Co sites, CoPd sites and Pd sites − based on the reaction datasets 
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generated on the Co7Pd6 cluster. Similar microkinetic modeling techniques have been 
successfully applied to many heterogeneous catalysis systems.
81-83
 
Comparisons between predicted and observed catalyst activity. The results 
from both experimental catalyst activity studies and the microkinetic modeling are 
presented in Table 4.4. 
Of the four selected products in the kinetic model (methane, methanol, 
acetaldehyde and ethanol), methane, as the only hydrocarbon, is mapped to hydrocarbons 
in the catalyst activity test. C2 oxygenates (mainly ethanol) are mapped to C2 and higher 
oxygenates formed in the experiments.  From Table 4.4, a quite good agreement is 
reached between the experiment and the simulation result given the fact that a sub-
nanometer cluster was used to model the experimental catalyst, which contained 
bimetallic particle of varying size and composition.  
 
Table 4.4. Experimental and simulation results for product selectivity for the conversion 
of syn-gas over a Co-Pd catalyst of known surface composition. 
 
Surface site 
Concentrations 
Selectivity (%) 
Hydrocarbons Methanol C2+ oxygenates 
Experiment 
Co 0.27 
88.7 2.8 8.5 CoPd 0.71 
Pd 0.02 
 
Methane Methanol C2 oxygenate 
Modeling 
Co 0.25 
88.1 0.0 11.9 CoPd 0.7 
Pd 0.05 
* Reaction conditions for both experiment and microkinetic modeling are T = 513 K, PCO 
= 3.33bar PH2 = 6.66 bar. 
 
Microkinetic modeling with various surface compositions. To grasp the 
fundamental catalytic nature of Co-Pd catalysts, the model was extended to study all 
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metal compositions by varying the surface concentrations of the three reaction sites − Co 
sites, CoPd sites and Pd sites. Ternary diagrams were drawn with each axis representing 
the concentration of one site to illustrate the composition effect on selectivity (Methane, 
Figure 4.8; Methanol, Figure 4.9; Ethanol, Figure 4.10).  
Methane selectivity is plotted against surface site composition in Figure 4.8. 
Consistent with the literature, we find the hydrocarbon selectivity increases as more Co 
sites are available on the surface.
84-87
 From the plot, the selectivity of hydrocarbon 
(methane) is more than 80% when 15% or more of the surface consists of Co. This result 
indicates that generally methane and long-chain hydrocarbons would be the dominant 
products on most bimetallic catalysts containing mixtures of Co and Pd. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Methane selectivity on Co-Pd catalyst with various surface compositions 
 
Figure 4.9 shows the methanol selectivity for all Co-Pd bimetallic catalyst 
compositions. From the result, the methanol selectivity increases as Pd composition 
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increases, which agrees with previous experimental and modeling studies.
88-92
 In our 
model, the selectivity of methanol reaches 10% when Pd occupies 90% of the catalyst 
surface. Yet methanol formation is negligible when the Pd surface concentration is below 
75%. Also DFT simulations and microkinetic models indicate that the overall reaction 
rate on Pd sites is significantly lower than that on Co sites, indicating that Co is the most 
active catalyst site. Therefore, to have significant methanol production, either the 
majority of the surface must consist of Pd or most of the Co sites have to be blocked or 
poisoned during the reaction.  
 
 
Figure 4.9. Methanol selectivity on Co-Pd catalyst with various surface compositions 
 
The predicted ethanol selectivity for bimetallic Co-Pd catalysts is shown in Figure 
4.10. A selectivity of 60% is observed when the surface concentration of the mixed CoPd 
site is 90%. Yet, when Co occupies more than 30% of the surface, the C2 oxygenates 
selectivity drops below 10%.  Thus, to promote the production of C2 oxygenates it is 
necessary to maximize the concentration of the mixed CoPd sites on the catalyst surface. 
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Bimetallic catalysts tend to form segregated phases or core/shell structures in order to 
reduce the surface energy,
93-97
 which reduces the surface ratio of the mixed sites. Our 
results show that the atomic-level design of bimetallic catalysts is necessary to maximize 
the synergetic effects between the two constituent metals.  
 
Figure 4.10. Ethanol selectivity on Co-Pd catalyst with various surface compositions 
 
Vibrational frequencies of adsorbed CO species on the Co7Pd6 cluster. 
Adsorbed CO is a key species in the ethanol formation reaction. Too low a surface 
coverage of non-dissociated CO shuts down the CO insertion reactions that are key steps 
in the syn-gas to ethanol pathway. Yet, too high a CO surface coverage reduces the 
number of available active sites on the catalyst surface, thus, hindering the progress of the 
reaction. In this section, the vibrational modes (infrared spectra) of CO adsorbed on the 
Co7Pd6 cluster were used to correlate CO vibrational frequencies with distinct surface 
species. The resulting spectra were compared to vibrational spectra from DRIFTS 
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experiments to reveal the effect of CO adsorption on the catalyst and identify unique 
types of surface sites on the synthesized catalyst.   
For both Co sites and Pd sites, three different starting CO adsorption 
configurations were examined—atop, bridge and threefold. For the mixed CoPd site, two 
atop positions (Co atom and Pd atom), three bridge positions (Co2 bridge, Pd2 bridge and 
CoPd bridge) and two threefold positions (Co2Pd triangle and CoPd2 triangle) were 
studied.  The results for the CO binding configurations and the corresponding frequency 
numbers are listed in Table 4.5. Moreover, it is well known that computed harmonic 
vibrational frequencies generally overestimate the experimentally observed frequency 
numbers.
47,50,51
  In order to better correlate with the DRIFTS results, a scaling factor of 
0.96, which is suitable for the B3LYP functional
47-51
 was applied to correct the calculated 
vibrational frequency values.  
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Table 4.5. Binding configurations and vibrational frequencies for adsorbed CO on the 
Co7Pd6 cluster. Changes in the adsorption binding behavior are the result of energy 
minimization routines and suggest that the initial configuration is not preferred.  
Site 
  
Initial Adsorption 
Position 
Final Adsorption 
 Position 
Uncorrected CO peak 
frequency(cm
-1
) 
Corrected CO peak  
frequency(cm
-1
) 
Co 
atop atop 2111.24 2026.79 
bridge atop 2106.67 2022.40 
threefold atop 2127.83 2042.72 
 
CoPd 
atop on Co atop on Co 2106.67 2022.40 
atop on Pd atop on Pd 2101.72 2017.65 
CoPd bridge CoPd bridge 1978.74 1899.59 
Co2 bridge atop on Co 2127.83 2042.72 
Pd2 bridge Pd2 bridge 1985.4 1905.98 
CoPd2 threefold Pd2 bridge 1990.02 1910.42 
Co2Pd threefold atop on Co 2137.28 2051.79 
 
Pd 
  
atop atop 2100.56 2016.54 
bridge bridge 1962.67 1884.16 
threefold threefold 1923.86 1846.90 
 
From Table 4.5, it is noted that CO prefers terminal/atop adsorption on cobalt 
sites. For example, when the starting CO binding configuration was bridge or threefold, it 
always transformed to atop adsorption during DFT optimizations of the system. This 
behavior is also revealed from the frequency values. The final atop adsorption 
configurations on Co sites all have slightly different geometries, which yield slightly 
different in frequency numbers for the three atop positions. The CO frequency numbers 
of the three binding configurations were from 2000 cm-1 to 2050 cm-1, which matched 
the CO linear adsorption peak in the DRIFTS experiments. On the mixed CoPd site, CO 
also shifted to a linear adsorption position when located on the Co2 bridge or Co2Pd 
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hollow site. The corresponding vibrational frequency numbers confirmed CO was 
terminally bonded. 
On the contrary, all three CO chemisorption configurations were retained on 
palladium sites. Also, when initially located on the CoPd2 hollow sites, CO moved to the 
Pd2 bridge position.  For atop adsorption on Pd, the CO vibrational frequency number 
was calculated to be 2016 cm
-1
, while for bridge and threefold adsorptions a lower 
frequency number was observed as multiple CO-Pd bonds were formed. This 
phenomenon is often described by the classic Blyholder Model
98
, which states the 
interactions between CO and a metal atom includes a donation of HOMO (5-sigma 
orbital) electrons and a back donation of electrons from the metal to the LUMO (2-pi* 
orbital). These back-donation interactions serve to weaken the C-O bond strength, 
resulting in a lower vibrational frequency for the C-O bond when multiple metal CO 
bonds exist. 
The IR spectrum for CO adsorption on various sites of the Co7Pd6 cluster is 
shown in Figure 4.11. To help clearly identify the nature of the adsorption peaks, images 
of the respective minimum energy CO binding configurations are also shown in the 
figure. 
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Figure 4.11. Simulated IR spectrum of CO adsorbed and corresponding binding 
configurations on a Co7Pd6 cluster. 
 
From Figure 4.11, the vibrational frequency of the C-O bond is affected mostly by 
the binding configurations rather than the bonding metals. The linear adsorption peak is 
in the range of 2000 cm
-1
 to 2050 cm
-1
 for adsorption on both Co and Pd. Bridged CO 
adsorption peaks are between 1880 cm
-1
 and 1910 cm
-1
. There are two binding 
environments, the CoPd bridge position and the Pd2 bridge position. Threefold adsorption 
is only viable on Pd, with a corresponding peak at 1847 cm
-1
. Regarding the metals, on 
Co, linear adsorption is the only available configuration, while on Pd, all three adsorption 
configurations – atop, bridge and threefold – can exist. To better correlate our simulated 
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IR spectrum with the DRIFT experiments, Table 4.6 lists the DRIFT data and the 
simulation results side by side. 
 
Table 4.6. CO peaks and binding configurations in DRIFT experiments and simulations 
DRIFT data Configuration in Simulated IR spectra  Binding configuration 
(cm
-1
) the DRIFT experiment (Corrected, cm
-1
) in simulation 
2049-2061 Linear CO adsorption 2026.79 Co atop on Co site 
 
on Co or Pd 2022.40 Co atop on CoPd site 
  
2017.65 Pd atop on CoPd site 
  
2016.54 Pd atop on Pd site 
    2005 Bridge CO adsorption 1910.42 Pd2 bridge on CoPd site 
1909-1994 Bridge adsorption on Pd 1899.59 CoPd bridge on CoPd site 
  
1884.16 Pd2 bridge on Pd site 
    1822 Pd threefold adsorption 1846.90 Pd3 threefold on Pd site 
 
We find good agreement between the simulated IR spectra and the DRIFT results. 
Specifically, in experiments, terminal binding of CO on Co and Pd features similar IR 
frequencies and are indistinguishable. This phenomenon is confirmed by simulation, 
which shows that the frequencies of linear adsorptions are in the range of 2016 cm
-1
 to 
2027 cm
-1
. In calculation, threefold adsorption of CO can only exist on Pd, with the 
corresponding IR peak around 1847 cm
-1
. This is in close agreement with the 
experimental value of 1822 cm
-1
 for CO adsorption on Pd3 sites. For bridge site 
adsorption, CO can bind to a Pd-Pd bridge or a Co-Pd bridge. The predicted IR 
adsorption energies are between values of linear adsorptions and that of binding on Pd3.  
The DRIFT experiment also concludes the same trend. Yet, the corrected numerical 
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values are 100 cm
-1
 lower in energy in the simulations than in the experiments.  
Interestingly, the uncorrected values match better with the DRIFT data. 
CO adsorption behaviors after reaction. Finally, we combine the microkinetic 
model for the Co7Pd6 cluster and the CO adsorption results to explain the DRIFTS 
vibrational spectra collected during the hydrogenation of CO that had been previously 
adsorbed on the catalyst surface. From the microkinetic model, we found that the 
hydrogenations of CO molecule to methoxy group initiates the reaction on all three sites. 
The specific mechanistic steps to form methane and ethanol are shown in Figure 4.12. 
 
 
Figure 4.12. CO hydrogenation mechanism to methane and ethanol on all three sites 
from microkinetic modeling (Reaction steps in red controls the selectivity to methane and 
ethanol) 
 
Figure 4.13 plots the energy diagrams for the initial hydrogenation steps on all 
sites. From these result, Co is the most active site because of the lower hydrogenation 
barriers. On Co sites, only terminal adsorbed CO molecules exist. This result shows 
linear adsorbed CO molecules are the most active, which was observed in the DRIFTS 
experiment. Thus, the earlier experimental observation that linear bound CO reacts faster 
than bridge bound CO, might more accurately be explained by saying that linear bound 
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CO adsorbed on Co sites reacts much more rapidly than bridge bound CO adsorbed on Pd 
sites. 
 
Figure 4.13. Potential plots for early steps of CO hydrogenation on the Co7Pd6 cluster 
 
The CoPd sites and Pd sites mainly contribute to the bridge bonded CO peaks 
from simulated IR spectra. On these two types of sites, most CO species remain 
molecularly adsorbed after reaction due to higher hydrogenation barriers. This, along 
with the likelihood of Pd bound bridged Co species, explains why the peak intensity for 
bridged sites remained nearly constant after reaction in the DRIFTS experiments.  
 
Conclusions 
By using DFT simulations coupled with BEP methods, we explicitly calculate 
more than 100 intermediate reaction steps in the proposed reaction mechanism for 
ethanol synthesis from syn-gas. Microkinetic models implementing transition state theory 
are built to examine the overall selectivity of final products at reaction conditions, taking 
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into account three reaction sites, surface diffusion of intermediates and surface 
compositions of the two metals. We find good agreement between experimental results 
and predicted selectivity. This lends credence to the validity of our microkinetic approach 
and that the catalytic behavior of synthesized catalysts can be mimicked by sub-
nanometer clusters. To further investigate the catalyst, the CO vibrational frequencies 
were simulated and matched to the DRIFTS experimental data. The results show atop 
adsorption is preferred on Co and that all three adsorption configurations - atop, bridge, 
and threefold - are possible on Pd. From the microkinetic model, reactions mainly 
progressed on the Co sites, which explains the observation in the DRIFTS experiments 
that linear adsorbed CO is the most active. On the CoPd sites and the Pd sites, the CO 
surface coverage remains relatively constant in the microkinetic model; thus, the resulting 
bridge bonded CO peak in the CO hydrogenation DRIFTS spectra remained nearly 
constant during reaction. In summary, the experimental and modeling approaches used in 
this study provide a basic guideline for the screening of bimetallic catalysts for the 
production of ethanol from syn-gas.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
COMPUTATIONAL SCREENING OF SIXTEEN 13-ATOM BIMETALLIC 
CLUSTERS FOR ETHANOL FORMATION FROM SYN-GAS 
 
Introduction 
  Seeking alternative energy sources to replace fossil fuels is receiving more and 
more interest due to their limited supply and environmental concerns.
1
 Ethanol, as a 
renewable and clean energy source, has become more popular for applications in the 
automobile industry, fuel cells production, and the synthesis of industrial chemicals and 
polymers.
2,3
 Currently, the fermentation of sugars from biomass is primary route for 
ethanol synthesis, which is energetically inefficient as a result of the required aqueous 
ethanol separation processes.
4,5
  A promising, alternative route for ethanol production is 
the catalytic conversion of syn-gas (CO and H2), which can be easily derived from 
biomass (renewable fuels) or natural gas (fossil fuels).
4-6
 
 Several possible reaction mechanisms have been proposed for the ethanol 
formation reaction. A dominant mechanism is the CO insertion mechanism,
4,5,7,8
 in which 
C2 oxygenates are produced via CO insertion into the metal-C bonds of adsorbed C1 
hydrocarbons. Another possible pathway to ethanol is through a hydroxycarbene 
mechanism,
5,7,9,10
 in which a chain growth step is accomplished by the insertion of 
methylene groups (CH2) into adsorbed hydroxycarbene species (HCOH). 
Rhodium-based catalysts are by far the most selective catalysts for the syn-gas to 
ethanol reaction and have received significant attention both experimentally and 
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computationally.
4,11,12
 Yet, alternatives to Rh containing catalysts are necessary due to the 
high-cost and limited availability of Rh-based materials.
13
 From a mechanistic point of 
view, an optimal catalyst for this reaction should feature the proper combination of CO 
dissociation and CO insertion abilities, which would yield ethanol as the primary product. 
Potential candidates include novel bimetallic catalysts, with one metal favoring long 
chain hydrocarbon production and the other favoring oxygenate formation.  
To this end, one of the bimetallic catalyst components was selected from metals 
that are known to promote Fischer-Tropsch reactions, which involve the conversion of 
syn-gas to long-chain hydrocarbons.  Specifically, Co
14-16
, Fe
17-19
, Ni
20-23
, and Ru
24-26
 are 
ideal choices as they are all known to catalyze the dissociation of CO and promote the C-
C coupling reactions needed to form higher hydrocarbons.
27-30
 The metal to comprise the 
other half of the proposed bimetallic catalysts must exhibit a propensity to catalyze the 
formation of oxygenate species.  For this reason, Cu
31,32
, Ir
4,33,34
, Pd
35-37
, Pt
4,38,39
 were 
chosen as promising catalyst components because each absorbs molecular CO and 
promotes the necessary hydrogenation reactions required to form alcohols (individually, 
each of these metals promotes only the formation of methanol).
40-44
 In total, sixteen 13-
atom combinations of bimetallic clusters were simulated by Density Functional Theory 
(DFT)
45,46
 methods to ascertain their ability to produce ethanol as well as to study the 
preferred reaction mechanism(s) on each catalyst.   
In our previous work related to the modeling a Co7Pd6 cluster, we identified 44 
surface reactions in the proposed mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas. The 
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final products taken into consideration were methane, methanol, acetaldehyde and 
ethanol. The reaction network of the 44 reactions is shown in Figure 5.1.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. The detailed mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas (CO & H2). Red 
arrows represent CO insertion steps, while all other reaction steps are in shown as blue 
arrows. 
 
The icosahedral Co7Pd6 cluster (Figure 5.2) consists of three unique reaction sites, 
namely Co3 sites (Co sites), Pd3 sites (Pd sites) and mixed Co2Pd or CoPd2 sites (CoPd 
sites).  
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Figure 5.2. The three unique surface sites on the Co7Pd6 cluster (Pink: Co, Blue: Pd). 
 
To estimate reaction selectivity, ab initio methods were employed to calculate 
reaction enthalpies/barriers for individual surface reaction steps as well as the surface 
diffusion of important intermediates. Microkinetic models were built to predict final 
product selectivity values and identify important reaction pathways occurring at 
experimental/real world conditions. It was found that the dominant reaction pathway 
went through successive CO hydrogenation steps to CH3O* (where * denotes a surface 
bound species), followed by dissociation to CH3*. The formed CH3* was either 
hydrogenated to methane or went through a CO insertion reaction to form CH3CO*, 
which was further hydrogenated to produce ethanol. Given this mechanism, a possible 
reaction descriptor for the ethanol formation reaction is the reaction barrier differences 
between the CO insertion and hydrogenation reactions involving the CH3* species, i.e., 
∆(Ea,CH3-CO – Ea,CH3-H). 
In this work, the proposed reaction descriptor identified from Co7Pd6 catalyst 
studies is applied to fifteen other 13-atom bimetallic clusters to screen for promising 
catalyst candidates. Using this descriptor, six bimetallic clusters were identified as 
potential catalysts. The validity of the descriptor was then tested by rigorously calculating 
the full reaction mechanism for one of the candidates, a Ni7Pt6 cluster. The ultimate goal 
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of this theoretical investigation into the reaction mechanism for syn-gas to ethanol on 
multiple bimetallic systems is to provide guidelines to experimental synthesis efforts 
seeking to identify the optimal ethanol synthesis catalysts. 
 
Computational details 
The icosahedral 13-atom structure, which is approximately 1 nm in diameter, was 
selected to model bimetallic catalysts. The icosahedra structure is a generally favored 
configuration for 13 metal-atom clusters.
47-50
 Of the 13 atoms forming the clusters, 7 
atoms are of type A metals (Co, Fe, Ni and Ru), which are used in syn-gas to 
hydrocarbon production. The remaining 6 atoms are type B metals (Cu, Ir, Pd and Pt), 
which promote the formation of methanol from syn-gas.  In total, 16 different bimetallic 
systems are included in this study.  
To identify the most stable mixing pattern for each bimetal combination, the 
selected 16 bimetallic clusters were optimized at the Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
level.  For this optimization, 30 unique bimetal mixing patterns (arrangements of metal 
atoms in the cluster) were created and minimized via DFT. The lowest energy 
configuration for each of the metal clusters was used in all further simulations with that 
catalyst. As the surface of the icosahedral structure consists of 20 triangles, depending on 
the metal compositions of these triangles, three different surface sites are identified, 
namely A3 sites (threefold sites consisting of only type A metals), B3 sites (threefold sites 
consisting of only type B metals) and mixed AB sites (threefold sites consisting of both 
type A and B metals).  
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All electronic structure calculations were performed using Jaguar 7.0 at the 
density functional theory level. Carbon and oxygen atoms were described by the standard 
all-electron 6-31G** basis set. Transition metals were described with the LACVP basis 
set, which includes a relativistic effective (small core) potential and space explicit 
functions for the electrons in the valence orbital.
51
 All electron correlations were treated 
with the B3LYP hybrid functional, which contains the VWN and LYP functionals for 
local and non-local correlation, respectively.
52
 The combination of LACVP basis set and 
the B3LYP hybrid functional have been found very effective in the reproduction of the 
thermochemistry and chemical reaction behavior of transition metals.
53
 
For energy calculations, convergence criteria with tolerances of 10
-5
 au (0.03 
kJ/mol) for the total energy and 10
-6
 au (0.003 kJ/mol) for the electron density were 
employed. The Unrestricted Spin DFT formalism was used to describe spin properties.
54
 
The analytical Hessian was calculated to obtain vibrational frequencies. These vibrational 
frequencies were used to calculate the zero point energy correction (ZPE) to obtain the 
enthalpy at 0 K and the Gibbs free energy at the chosen reaction temperature, 513 K.   
Reaction pathways for CO insertion reactions and hydrogenation reactions of 
methyl groups on the mixed AB sites of the sixteen clusters were initially mapped out 
using a climbing image nudged elastic band method (CI-NEB),
55,56
  which we 
implemented in an external program that interfaces with Jaguar. The end points of each 
intermediate reaction step were linked by 8 images. The transition states (TS) found in 
CI-NEB were then further optimized using the quadratic synchronous transit (QST) 
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method implemented in Jaguar.
57
 We ensured each local minimum had zero imaginary 
frequencies, and each transition state structure had exactly one imaginary frequency. 
 
Results 
Optimizations of the 16 A7B6 bimetallic 13-atom clusters. The ground-state 
structure for each cluster was identified by relaxing all 30 possible configurations of the 
A and B metals. The minimum energy structures for each cluster are presented in Figure 
5.3. Among the 16 clusters, 15 clusters prefer a type A metal in the center of the cluster, 
with the only exception being the Fe7Ir6 cluster, where the most stable configuration of 
the cluster has an Ir atom in the center. 
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Figure 5.3. Optimized structures of the sixteen 13-atom bimetallic clusters (Type A 
metals: Co, Fe, Ni and Ru and Type B metals: Cu, Ir, Pd and Pt).   
 
Regarding the arrangements of metal atoms, six clusters prefer a subcluster 
segregated pattern with the two metals occupying opposite sides of the icosahedral 
structure.
58
 They are Co7Cu6, Fe7Cu6, Ni7Cu6, Ru7Cu6, Co7Pd6 and Ru7Pd6. In these 
clusters, there are 5 A3 sites, 5 B3 sites and 10 mixed AB sites on the surface. The other 
ten bimetallic clusters adopt more or less random mixing patterns to form an alloy.  These 
clusters have more mixed AB sites present on the surface. 
Proposed reaction descriptor for ethanol formation reaction. An important 
aspect of the reaction pathway leading to C2 oxygenates from methane is shown in 
Figure 5.4 and was identified during our previous computational studies of the catalytic 
activity of the Co7Pd6 cluster. In this pathway, an adsorbed methyl group is a common 
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reactant to both the methane formation reaction (R7) and CO insertion reaction (R8). 
Thus, the reaction barrier difference between R7 and R8 controls the selectivity ratio of 
methane to C2 oxygenates. To this end, we propose a simple reaction descriptor ∆(Ea,CH3-
CO – Ea,CH3-H)  – the reaction barrier differences between CO insertion and hydrogenation 
reactions of an adsorbed methyl species – as an initial indicator to estimate catalyst 
selectivity tendencies towards C2 oxygenates. A low descriptor value suggests a 
preference for C2 oxygenates. In this work, this descriptor was employed to identify 
promising catalyst clusters from the sixteen candidate bimetal combinations.      
 
 
Figure 5.4. A key aspect of the reaction pathway leading to the formation of C2 
oxygenates and methane on the Co7Pd6 cluster. 
 
Despite the usefulness of the reaction descriptor described above, it should be 
noted that this simple descriptor is by no means a comprehensive indicator for clusters 
having high ethanol yield. It is chosen for the purpose of rapidly screening a large pool of 
catalysts to narrow the number of candidate materials requiring more detailed study. To 
reiterate, thorough mechanistic studies are necessary to truly understand the reaction 
selectivities achievable by a given cluster.      
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CO insertion and hydrogenation of adsorbed methyl species. To identify 
promising catalysts by applying the reaction descriptor ∆(Ea,CH3-CO – Ea,CH3-H), the 
activation energies for CO insertion and hydrogenation reactions involving CH3* were 
rigorously calculated using DFT methods. For each cluster, only a mixed AB site was 
examined, as results from our previous studies suggested that these sites exhibits the 
greatest synergistic effect between the two metals and are also more likely to promote 
ethanol production. Renderings of the atomic positions of species involved in the 
transition states (TS) for CO insertion and hydrogenation of CH3* are shown in Figure 
5.5 and Figure 5.6, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.5. Transition states for CO insertion on CH3* (Grey: C, Red: O, White: H, 
Metals: various colors). 
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Figure 5.6. Transition states for hydrogenation of CH3* (Grey: C, White: H, Metals: 
various colors). 
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The barriers for the two reaction steps are listed in Table 5.1. For the Fe7Ir6 and 
Fe7Pt6 clusters, the icosahedral structures were unstable, as the adsorption of 
intermediates caused these alloys to take on new configurations; thus, their values are not 
included. 
      
Table 5.1. Reaction barriers (eV) for CO insertion and hydrogenation of CH3* on 
bimetallic clusters.  A color is also provided. 
3.0 
        CO insertion barrier (eV)      Hydrogenation barrier (eV) 
2.5 
  
Co Fe Ni Ru 
  
Co Fe Ni Ru 
2.0 
 
Cu 2.03 1.66 1.67 0.69 
 
Cu 1.76 1.52 1.57 0.35 
1.5 
 
Ir 1.88 N/A 2.91 2.82 
 
Ir 0.28 N/A 2.42 2.33 
1.0 
 
Pd 1.62 2.59 0.95 1.12 
 
Pd 1.25 2.22 0.15 0.80 
0.5 
 
Pt 3.22 N/A 1.46 2.14 
 
Pt 1.93 N/A 1.45 1.66 
0.1 
                        
 
  The activation energy differences ∆(Ea,CH3-CO – Ea,CH3-H) of the CO insertion and 
hydrogenation reactions with CH3* are presented in Table 5.2. These values are 
calculated as the barrier for the CO insertion minus the barrier for hydrogenation. Thus, a 
lower value means that the catalyst will have a higher tendency to form C2 oxygenates. 
From the table, all the values are positive, meaning hydrogenation always features a 
lower barrier. This suggests that the formation of methane during ethanol production is 
inevitable on all clusters.   
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Table 5.2. Reaction barrier differences (eV) or ∆(Ea,CH3-CO – Ea,CH3-H) for the CO 
insertion and hydrogenation reactions involving adsorbed CH3 species.  
1.6 
 
Barrier differences (eV) 
 
1.3 
  
Co Fe Ni Ru 
 
1 
 
Cu 0.27 0.14 0.10 0.34 
 
0.7 
 
Ir 1.60 N/A 0.49 0.49 
 
0.4 
 
Pd 0.37 0.37 0.80 0.32 
 
0.1 
 
Pt 1.29 N/A 0.01 0.48 
 
  
By observing the smaller values listed in Table 5.2, the bimetallic combinations of 
Ni7Pt6, Ni7Cu6, Fe7Cu6, Co7Cu6, Ru7Pd6 and Ru7Cu6 could be promising catalysts for the 
conversion of syn-gas to ethanol. Among these clusters, although all selective toward C2 
oxygenates, the reaction rates for CO insertion vary largely. The activation energies range 
from 0.69 eV on the Ru7Cu6 cluster to 2.03 eV on the Co7Cu6 cluster, which indicates the 
catalytic activity of the former is much higher than that of the latter. However, these 
limited observations are insufficient to clearly identify the optimal ethanol synthesis 
catalyst; therefore, all six clusters are considered potential candidates and require more 
detailed computational or experimental study. 
Reaction descriptor validation via a mechanistic study of the Ni7Pt6 cluster. 
The reaction descriptor for predicting syn-gas to ethanol catalytic performance is built on 
two assumptions. First, the key CO hydrogenation pathways for all the bimetallic clusters 
are the same, as laid out in Figure 5.4. Also, because methane is the only competitor 
considered for the C2 oxygenates, the methanol selectivity is assumed to be small. To test 
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these two assumptions, the full reaction mechanism (Figure 5.1) is calculated by DFT 
method on the Ni7Pt6 cluster, which features the smallest activation energy difference 
between the CO insertion and hydrogenation reactions of CH3*.  
The Ni7Pt6 cluster, which is a near homogeneous alloy, has two different surface 
sites – the Ni2Pt site, which consists of 2 Ni and 1 Pt atom and the NiPt2 site, which is 
made up of 1 Ni and 2 Pt atoms. The two threefold Ni-Pt surface sites are shown in 
Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7. The two different threefold surface sites on the Ni7Pt6 cluster (Green: Ni, 
White: Pt). 
 
Adsorption of intermediates. We optimized the conformations of the 25 
intermediates found in the reaction mechanism on both of the identified Ni-Pt reaction 
sites. The adsorption energies of the intermediates with their most stable configurations 
on these two sites are compiled in Table 5.3. For gas-phase CO and H2 molecules, the 
most stable binding occurs at a terminal Pt site, which is shared by the two reaction sites. 
For the other intermediates, adsorptions are site-sensitive, with most adsorbents 
preferring threefold (hollow) site binding.  
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Table 5.3. The binding configurations and adsorption energies (eV) of surface species on 
the Ni7Pt6 cluster. 
species The adsorption configuration Ni2Pt NiPt2 
CO Atop site through C -1.40 -1.40 
C Threefold site -5.09 -5.62 
O Threefold site -4.11 -3.45 
H Threefold site -2.30 -2.61 
H2 Atop site through H, H -0.97 -0.97 
OH Threefold site through O -3.26 -2.79 
CH Threefold site through C -4.62 -5.14 
CH2 Bridge site through C -2.83 -3.97 
CH3 Atop site through C -1.68 -1.90 
HCO Bridge site adsorption through C -2.35 -2.15 
CH2O Threefold site adsorption through C,O -1.34 -0.99 
CHOH Threefold site adsorption through C,O -3.20 -2.69 
CH2OH Bridge site adsorption through C,O -1.64 -1.55 
CH3O Threefold site adsorption through O -2.70 -2.10 
CHCO Bridge site adosorption through C -3.03 -3.08 
CH2CO Bridge site adosorption through C,O -1.44 -1.66 
CH3CO Bridge site adosorption through C,O -3.16 -2.54 
CHCHO Atop site through C -3.97 -3.97 
CH2CHO Bridge site adosorption through C,O -1.43 -2.70 
CHCOH Threefold site adsorption through C,C -2.00 -1.82 
CH2COH Threefold site adsorption through C,C -1.96 -2.12 
CH3COH Atop site adsorption through C -2.32 -3.10 
CHCHOH Threefold site adsorption through C,C -3.07 -2.77 
CH2CHOH Threefold site adsorption through C,C -1.06 -1.56 
CH3CHOH Atop site adsorption through C -1.31 -1.92 
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Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relations. In the proposed mechanism for ethanol 
formation from syn-gas, which is shown in Figure 5.1, 44 surface reactions are identified. 
Given the two unique surface reaction sites, Ni2Pt and NiPt2, a complete model of the 
ethanol reaction process requires that reaction energies and activation barriers be 
calculated for more than 80 surface reactions. To solve this computationally intensive 
problem, the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) scaling method is employed to estimate 
activation energies for non-rate limiting reactions. The BEP relation linearly correlates 
the transition state energy to the reaction enthalpy of an elementary step,
59-62
 which 
allows estimation of transition state energy given only the more easily calculated energies 
of reactants and products.
63
 Further, the BEP relationship has been previously shown 
effective for calculating activation barriers for large reaction datasets.
64-67
  
To construct the BEP correlations, the reaction steps with transition states 
quantized by rigorous DFT methods were rewritten in the form of final products relating 
to the initial gas phase species and a clean cluster. The activation energies were then 
plotted against these reaction enthalpies, from which the linear BEP relationships were 
derived (Figure 5.8). It should be noted that we did not distinguish between the different 
sites on the cluster when constructing the BEP relationships. This assumption is valid so 
long as the modeled elementary steps have similar transition state structures on all of the 
included sites. Also, work by Nørskov, Mavrikakis and others has shown that a single 
BEP relation could accurately describe the C-C and C-O dissociation reactions on a host 
of transition metals surfaces (i.e., the BEP correlation is independent of the metal surface 
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composition).
63,68
 Further, Ferrin et al. found that similar BEP relations exist for both the 
Ru(0001) and Pt(111) surfaces when studying the ethanol decomposition reaction.
63
    
 
 
Figure 5.8. Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relationships for ethanol production from 
syn-gas on the Ni7Pt6 cluster. 
For the association reactions, the linear relationship is, 
ETS,assoc = 0.9315·EFS,assoc + 0.9403  R
2 
= 0.95 
For the dissociation reactions, the linear relationship is, 
ETS,diss = 1.0473·EFS,diss + 0.7879    R
2 
= 0.96 
Reaction network on Ni7Pt6 surface sites. The linear correlations derived using 
the BEP method were used to quantize the activation energies for all mechanistic 
reactions that were not rigorously calculated by quantum methods. The activation 
energies for all reaction steps are listed in Table 5.4. 
The adsorption energies reported in Table 5.4 for reactions R1 and R2 represent 
the binding energies for CO and H2, respectively, and these values are used to quantify 
CH2O* 
CH3OH* 
CH4* 
CH3COH* CH3CHO* 
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the two reactants’ surface coverage at equilibrium condition (see Appendix A for details). 
For the surface reactions modeled via DFT methods, the frequency factors for reaction 
models were calculated from vibrational analysis. For steps generated with BEP method, 
a frequency factor of 1.0x10
13
 is used, which is commonly assumed in surface elementary 
steps.
12,69-71
 Also, it was observed in our previous study of the Co7Pd6 cluster that the 
impact of frequency factor on the reaction rate is much smaller than that of the activation 
barrier. 
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Table 5.4. Activation energies (eV) for syn-gas to ethanol reaction steps on the two 
unique threefold sites on the Ni7Pt6 cluster. 
 
Reactions Ni2Pt NiPt2 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* -1.40 -1.40 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* -0.97 -0.97 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 1.58 2.08 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 0.86 1.30 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 1.06 1.56 
R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 2.68 2.62 
R11 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 2.87 2.01 
R14 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 1.53 1.40 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 1.14 0.91 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 0.02 1.27 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 1.45 1.25 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 0.91 1.39 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 0.54 1.47 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 1.46 1.29 
R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 0.79 0.94 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 0.01 1.07 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 2.86 2.56 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 2.92 1.88 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.10 1.63 
R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 0.88 1.80 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 1.88 1.92 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 2.37 2.75 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 0.43 0.18 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.23 1.59 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.76 1.10 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.49 0.61 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 0.96 2.54 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 0.92 0.98 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 0.25 0.34 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 1.99 1.83 
R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 0.01 0.01 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.46 1.71 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 0.57 1.68 
R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH*+* 1.10 1.32 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 1.35 1.45 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 2.00 1.71 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.53 1.92 
R38 CO*+*→C*+O* 3.94 4.00 
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R39 CHCO*+H*→CHCOH*+* 1.86 2.38 
R40 CHCOH*+H*→CH2COH*+* 1.34 1.32 
R41 CHCOH*+H*→CHCHOH*+* 0.62 1.03 
R42 CHCHOH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 0.79 0.32 
R43 CHCHO*+H*→CHCHOH*+* 1.38 1.97 
R44 C*+H*→CH*+* 0.76 1.11 
 
Microkinetic models on the two sites. To examine the intrinsic nature of the two 
catalytic sites on the Ni7Pt6 cluster, a microkinetic model was implemented. In the model, 
ethanol was the preferred product, while other byproducts included methane, methanol, 
and acetaldehyde. To simplify the model and the reaction dataset needed, the formations 
of C2+ hydrocarbons, higher alcohols, and other oxygenates were neglected. Using our 
microkinetic analysis, the overall reaction rate and relative selectivity were estimated for 
each of these products, under typical conditions for ethanol production (PCO = 3.33 bar, 
PH2 = 6.66 bar, 513 K).  
In our model, the adsorption of the gas phase reactants CO and H2 were assumed 
in equilibrium. Additionally, the pseudo-steady state hypothesis (PSSH) was used to 
calculate the surface concentrations of all intermediate species. The relative selectivity 
reported for each species was calculated by dividing the rate of individual (gaseous) 
product formation by the overall reaction rate (the sum of formation rates for all gas 
phase products). Detailed information about the setup of the microkinetic model is 
included in Appendix A. Similar microkinetic modeling techniques have been widely 
used to understand catalyst behavior with fundamental surface kinetic information.
72-74
 
The selectivity results from the microkinetic modeling on the Ni7Pt6 cluster are 
shown in the Table 5.5. On the Ni2Pt site, the methane selectivity is 27%, while the 
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selectivity to C2 oxygenates (acetaldehyde and ethanol) is 73% and no methanol is 
produced. From the reaction descriptor for adsorbed CH3* species, the barrier for CO 
insertion (R14) is only 0.01 eV higher than that for hydrogenation (R11) on this site. 
Thus, the high selectivity for C2 oxygenates predicted from the microkinetic model 
agrees with the prediction from the reaction descriptor. On the NiPt2 site, ethanol is the 
major C2 oxygenate product, with a selectivity of 52%. Methane is again a minor 
product, with a selectivity of 38%. Examining the reaction data, the barrier difference for 
the two key reactions (R11 and R14) is 0.04 eV for the NiPt2 site, which is slightly higher 
than the value calculated for the Ni2Pt site.  This difference in activation energies 
explains why methane formation relative to C2 oxygenates production is somewhat 
higher on the NiPt2 site as compared to the Ni2Pt site.   
 
Table 5.5. Microkinetic modelling results for syn-gas conversion on the Ni7Pt6 cluster 
(513 K, PCO = 3.33 bar, PH2 = 6.66 bar). 
Site Type 
Selectivity (%) 
Methane Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
Ni2Pt site 26.9% 0.0% 65.6% 7.4% 
NiPt2 site 37.6% 10.0% 0.0% 52.5% 
 
  From the results, the derived reaction descriptor works well on the Ni7Pt6 cluster. 
As mentioned earlier, two assumptions must be valid for the descriptor to work: 1) 
methanol selectivity must be small and 2) the key reaction pathway to ethanol must be 
similar to the one shown in Figure 5.4. On both sites, methanol selectivity is small. So 
formation of C2 oxygenates is mainly affected by the extent of methane formation. The 
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major reaction pathways, which are identical for both sites, are identified from the 
reaction rates calculated in the microkinetic models. The preferred pathway to ethanol 
formation on these sites is shown in Figure 5.9.  
 
 
Figure 5.9. The dominant reaction pathways on the Ni2Pt site andNiPt2 sites (red arrows 
represent CO insertion steps and blue arrows represent other steps). 
 
On the Ni2Pt site, the HCO* species goes through successive hydrogenation steps 
to form the CH3O* intermediate because the hydrogenation barriers, 1.58 eV, 0.86 eV 
and 1.06 eV for successive additions of hydrogen, are lower than the dissociation 
barriers. For the methoxy intermediate, the C-O dissociation energy barrier (1.53 eV) is 
lower than the hydrogenation barrier (2.00 eV) to form methanol; thus, dissociation to 
form a methyl group (CH3*) is the preferred reaction pathway, which limits methanol 
production. For the CH3* species, the hydrogenation (Ea=1.45 eV) and the CO insertion 
(Ea=1.46 eV) reactions feature similar activation barriers, resulting in both methane and 
C2 oxygenate being produced. For the CH3CO* intermediate, hydrogenation to 
acetaldehyde (Ea=2.86 eV) is preferred over ethanol (Ea=2.92 eV), so acetaldehyde is the 
major C2 oxygenate product on Ni2Pt sites.  
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On the NiPt2 site, adsorbed CO undergoes the same initial hydrogenation steps to 
form CH3O* as was observed on the Ni2Pt sites. Again, CH3O* dissociates because the 
C-O dissociation barrier is 0.31 eV lower than hydrogenation barrier to form methanol. 
For the resulting CH3* species, there is only a 0.04 eV difference in reaction barriers 
between the CO insertion and hydrogenation reaction barriers; thus, both reactions 
readily occur on these sites. The resulting products are a mixture of methane and ethanol.  
The higher selectivity towards ethanol as compared to acetaldehyde results from the 
activation barrier to ethanol from CH3CO* (Ea=1.88 eV) being significantly lower than 
the barrier to form acetaldehyde (Ea=2.56 eV) from this same intermediate.   
The reaction mechanism analysis shows that the key reaction pathway on the 
Ni7Pt6 cluster is the same as the one proposed in Figure 5.4, which explains why the 
reaction descriptor (CO insertion versus hydrogenation of CH3*) works well for this 
cluster. Also, the high selectivity towards the C2 oxygenates (73% on the Ni2Pt site and 
52% on the NiPt2 site) suggests that the combination of Ni and Pt, with a high surface 
coverage of mixture sites, are promising catalysts for the production of ethanol from syn-
gas. Yet, it should be noted that the results here are based on a nanometer sized 13 atom 
cluster with similar atomic ratios for both metals. On the Ni7Pt6 cluster, the mixture sites 
(Ni2Pt and NiPt2), which are responsible for the production of C2 oxygenates, are the 
only surface sites. Thus, a real world Ni-Pt catalyst would need to consist of isolated 
metal particles that are similar in size and composition to those studied herein to be 
effective for ethanol synthesis. If, for example, the Ni-Pt catalyst particles were larger in 
size, the mismatch in Ni and Pt atom sizes would likely result in the metal atoms 
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exhibiting a core-shell structure,
58,75,76
 with Pt being the likely shell component.
77
 This 
arrangement reduces the surface concentration of the mixed sites and blocks the ethanol 
production pathway. Our results show that the synergistic effect between the two metals 
in a bimetallic nanoparticle is most likely occur at the mixed metal sites. Thus, to have 
significant ethanol production, the atomic design of the catalysts and corresponding 
(novel) synthesis methods must be carefully considered so as to maximize the mixed site 
coverage on the catalyst surface during the CO hydrogenation reaction.   
 
Conclusions    
Prior modeling studies of ethanol synthesis from syn-gas by our group indicated 
that a reaction descriptor (namely, the relative activation barriers for CO insertion and 
hydrogenation reactions of CH3*) could be useful in identifying optimal metal 
combinations for bimetallic catalysts for this reaction. In this work, the reaction 
descriptor was applied to sixteen 13-atom bimetallic clusters of varying metal 
composition to identify promising candidates for ethanol production. The results show six 
clusters, Ni7Pt6, Ni7Cu6, Fe7Cu6, Co7Cu6, Ru7Pd6 and Ru7Cu6, are potential candidates 
featuring slightly higher barriers for CO insertion than hydrogenation for CH3*.  
So as to more fully evaluate the validity of the reaction descriptor, kinetics for the 
full reaction mechanism for ethanol synthesis from syn-gas on the Ni7Pt6 cluster were 
quantized using a combination of DFT simulations and BEP correlations. The selectivity 
result from microkinetic modeling showed high yields of C2 oxygenates, which verified 
the robustness of the proposed reaction descriptor. Moreover, analyzing the reaction 
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mechanism, it was found that the pathway leading to C2 oxygenates matches the one 
proposed. In conclusion, the validated reaction descriptor and reaction pathways 
presented herein will help to accelerate future efforts focused on the computational 
screening of other bimetallic catalysts for the synthesis of ethanol.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
PRODUCTION OF ETHANOL FROM SYN-GAS USING BIMETALLIC COPPER-
COBALT CATALYSTS: REACTION MODELING  
 
Introduction 
Long-term supply concerns and environmental issues associated with the use of 
fossil fuels for transportation applications has provided great incentive for the 
development of alternative energy sources, such as biomass.
1,2
 As a consequence, the 
production rate of biomass derived ethanol has grown rapidly in recent years.
3-8
 Ethanol, 
as a renewable and clean energy source, has become more popular for applications in the 
automobile industry, fuel cells production, and the synthesis of industrial chemicals and 
polymers.
9,10
 Currently, a major route for ethanol production is sugar fermentation, but 
the required purification processes are energy intensive and inefficient.
2,11
  A promising, 
alternative route is via the catalytic conversion of synthesis-gas (CO and H2), which can 
be derived from low-cost natural gas or a variety of biomass resources.
2,11,12
 The 
challenge with this approach is that an optimal catalyst with high activity and selectivity 
to ethanol (or higher alcohols) has yet to emerge; thus, more efficient catalysts are a 
necessity to making the large-scale production of ethanol from syn-gas economically 
feasible.
2,11,12
 
Many efforts to develop optimal syn-gas to ethanol catalysts have first sought to 
develop a better understanding of the mechanism for this reaction. These efforts have 
shown the existence of multiple reaction pathways and that the mechanism can differ 
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depending on the nature of the catalyst. The CO insertion mechanism is the primary 
reaction pathway to produce ethanol and involves molecularly adsorbed CO reacting with 
bound C1 hydrocarbon species to form C2 oxygenates.
2,11-13
 Another possible ethanol 
synthesis pathway is the hydroxycarbene mechanism,
11,13-15
 where surface adsorbed 
methylene groups (CH2), as the major chain growth block, react with hydroxycarbene 
species (HCOH) to ultimately yield higher alcohols. 
Rhodium-based catalysts are by far the most selective pure metal catalysts for 
syn-gas to ethanol production and have received significant attention.
2,16-20
 However, the 
high-cost of Rh-based materials has meant little progress has been made on the industrial-
scale production of ethanol by this method, which has led many researchers to seek out 
alternative catalysts with similar activity and selectivity, but lower cost and higher 
availability.
21
  From the mechanistic perspective, a good catalyst for ethanol formation 
should feature the proper combination of CO dissociation and CO insertion abilities. To 
this end, potential catalyst candidates include novel bimetallic catalysts, with one metal 
favoring long chain hydrocarbon productions (CO dissociation), and the other favoring 
oxygenate formation (CO insertion). Thus, the synergetic effect between the two metals 
could mimic the catalytic behavior of Rh and in so doing, enhances ethanol production.  
To identify an optimal bimetallic ethanol synthesis catalyst, we first selected four 
metals that are commonly used in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis to produce hydrocarbons – 
Co
22-24
, Fe
25-27
, Ni
28-31
, Ru
32-34
. On these metal surfaces, CO dissociation, followed by C-
C coupling leads to the formation of  higher hydrocarbons.
35-38
  The binary partners to 
these first four metals are transition metals that are known to hydrogenate molecularly 
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adsorbed CO to form methanol; namely, Cu
39,40
, Ir
2,41,42
, Pd
43-45
, and Pt
2,46,47
.
48-52
  
Combining these two categories of metals, a total of sixteen bimetallic combinations are 
possible.  To test these catalyst compositions, sixteen 13-atom clusters were considered as 
potential candidates for ethanol formation from syn-gas.  The size of the tested catalyst 
particle was purposely kept small so as to ensure both metals would be exposed on the 
catalyst surface and to limit the computational demands of the study. 
In our previous effort modeling a Co7Pd6 cluster, we identified 44 surface 
reactions in the proposed mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas. The final 
products taken into consideration were methane, methanol, acetaldehyde and ethanol. The 
full reaction mechanism is shown in Figure 6.1.  
 
 
Figure 6.1. The detailed mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas (CO & H2, red 
arrows represent CO insertion reactions and blue arrows represent other reaction steps) 
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To estimate reaction selectivity, Density functional Theory
53,54
 (DFT) calculations 
were employed to identify reaction enthalpies/barriers for individual surface reaction 
steps as well as surface diffusion phenomena for important intermediates. Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi
55-58
 (BEP) relationships were used to efficiently map out the full reaction 
network containing hundreds of reaction steps. A microkinetic model
59
 was built, 
incorporating reaction steps, diffusions of important intermediates, as well as catalyst 
surface composition effects to predict final product selectivities and identify important 
reaction pathways under real conditions. It was found that the dominant reaction pathway 
goes through CO hydrogenations to CH3O*, followed by dissociation of CH3O* to CH3*. 
The formed CH3* could become hydrogenated and form methane or it could go through a 
CO insertion reaction to form CH3CO*, which is further hydrogenated to produce 
ethanol. From this pathway, a possible reaction descriptor for the ethanol formation 
reaction is the reaction barrier difference between the CO insertion and the hydrogenation 
reactions for the CH3* species, i.e., ∆(Ea,CH3-CO – Ea,CH3-H). 
The reaction descriptor identified during studies of the Co7Pd6 cluster was to 
screen the other fifteen 13-atom bimetallic clusters so as to identify other promising 
catalysts for ethanol synthesis. From these efforts, four copper based bimetallic clusters, 
Co7Cu6, Fe6Cu7, Ni7Cu6 and Ru7Cu6, were identified as potential catalysts.  The reaction 
barriers for the two descriptor reactions on each of the above mentioned clusters are listed 
in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1. Activation energies (eV) for CO insertion and hydrogenation reactions for 
CH3* on the mixed surface sites of the clusters identified during initial screening. 
2.0 Reaction Barrier (eV) CoCu FeCu NiCu RuCu 
1.5 CO insertion 
Hydrogenation 
Barrier difference 
2.03 1.66 1.67 0.69 
1.0 1.76 1.52 1.57 0.35 
0.5 0.27 0.14 0.10 0.34 
0.1 
     
 
The reaction descriptor for the syn-gas to ethanol process is built on two 
assumptions. First, the reaction pathway, as previously described, is assumed to be the 
same on all of the sixteen clusters. Also, methane is presumed to be the only major 
competitor in the pathway for ethanol production. Thus, the formation of methanol and 
acetaldehyde byproducts is not included in the descriptor. In this work, the four copper 
clusters are computationally modeled using methods similar to those previously 
developed for the Co7Pd6 cluster, except that the overall reaction mechanism, which is 
shown in Figure 6.1, is somewhat more complex (44 instead of 37 reactions). Reaction 
networks are mapped out using DFT methods and BEP relations. The overall selectivity 
results and key reaction pathways were identified by microkinetic modeling incorporating 
both reaction steps and the diffusion of important intermediates. For promising bimetallic 
catalysts, optimal metal mixing ratios were explored so as to increase ethanol 
productivity.     
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This work serves as a fundamental investigation into the syn-gas to ethanol 
reaction mechanism and the behaviors of bimetallic catalyst systems.  Using the 
information garnered from this study, it will be possible to more rapidly screen bimetallic 
clusters and provide guidelines for the experimental synthesis of highly selective 
bimetallic catalysts. 
 
Computational method 
The surface sites on select bimetallic catalysts were modeled using a 13-atom 
icosahedral nanoparticle that is approximately 1 nm in diameter. The icosahedral 
structure is a generally favored configuration for 13 metal-atom clusters.
21,60-62
 As most 
intermediates preferred threefold site adsorption, we defined all metal threefold hollow 
sites on the cluster as reaction sites. Depending on the metals associated with a given 
hollow site, three types of reaction sites were identified, namely A3 sites (threefold sites 
consisting of only Co, Fe, Ni or Ru), B3 sites (threefold sites with only Cu) and mixed AB 
sites (threefold sites having both type A and B metals). The relative ratio among these 
reaction site types on the cluster surface was 1:1:2, respectively. Figure 6.2 shows the 
configurations of the three different sites on each studied cluster.  
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Figure 6.2. The types of threefold sites available for catalysis on the four selected 13-
atom bimetallic clusters (Co, pink; Cu, bronze; Fe, brown; Ni, green; Ru, blue). 
 
All electronic structure calculations were performed using Jaguar 7.7 at the 
density functional theory level. Carbon and oxygen atoms were described by the standard 
all-electron 6-31G** basis set, while transition metals were described with the LACVP 
basis set, which includes space explicit functions for the electrons in the “valence orbital” 
and a relativistic effective (small core) potential.
63
 All electron correlations were modeled 
using the B3LYP hybrid functional, which contains the VWN and LYP functionals for 
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local and non-local correlation, respectively.
64
 The combination of the LACVP basis set 
and the B3LYP hybrid functional have been found to accurately reproduce the 
thermochemistry of transition metal  systems as well as their nature for chemical 
reactions.
65
 
A convergence criteria of 10
-5
 au (0.03KJ/mol) for the total energy and 10
-6
 au 
(0.003KJ/mol) for the electron density was employed for all DFT energy calculations. 
The Unrestricted Spin DFT formalism was used to describe spin properties.
66
 The 
analytical Hessian was calculated to obtain vibrational frequencies. These vibrational 
frequencies were used to calculate the zero point energy correction (ZPE) to obtain the 
enthalpy at 0 K as well as the Gibbs free energy at the chosen reaction temperature, 
513K.   
Reaction pathways were initially mapped out using a climbing image nudged 
elastic band method (CI-NEB),
67,68
 which was implemented using an external program 
developed by our group that interfaces with Jaguar. Each intermediate reaction step was 
linked by 8 images. The transition states (TS) found using the CI-NEB method were then 
further refined using the quadratic synchronous transit (QST) method as implemented in 
Jaguar.
69
 We ensured each local minimum had zero imaginary frequencies, and each 
transition state structure had exactly one imaginary frequency.  
The diffusion behaviors of intermediate species were studied by only the CI-NEB 
method. The diffusion pathways were linked by 8 images between intermediates on two 
different sites. The diffusion barrier was identified by the enthalpy height of the highest 
energy image along the pathway, without QST refinement. 
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 For each cluster, a microkinetic model was built, taking into account the reaction 
and diffusion steps on different sites. Rate constants were obtained based on the 
transition-state theory (TST) formalism
59
 at experimental conditions to evaluate the 
reaction selectivity on the cluster. A comprehensive reaction database was established 
from our DFT studies, with non–rate limiting reaction steps estimated by Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relations derived from our DFT data. The overall reaction database 
contained more than a hundred reactions. 
 
Results 
BEP Relationships. In the proposed mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-
gas, shown in Figure 6.1, we identified 44 surface reaction steps. Moreover, based on the 
metal compositions, three different active sites existed for each cluster. Thus, there were 
more than 100 possible surface reactions for which to calculate rate constants. To solve 
this computationally intensive problem, the implementation of scaling methods was 
critical.  
A widely used scaling method for estimating activation energies is the Brønsted-
Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation. The BEP relation linearly correlates the transition state 
energy of an elementary step to the reaction enthalpy of that step.
55-58
 It allows fast  
estimation of the maxima energy on the potential energy surface (PES) given only the 
adsorption energies of reactants and products.
70
 Thus, a task of considerable 
computational cost (transition state searching) can be replaced with two moderate 
computations (energy minimizations of the reactant and product). The BEP relation has 
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been successfully applied to many catalytic systems for efficiently locating activation 
barriers.
71-74
   
To apply the BEP relation to the four binary clusters, the reaction steps calculated 
by DFT methods were written in the form of final products relating to the initial gas 
phase species and a pristine cluster. The transition state energies of these steps were 
plotted against reaction energies, by which a linear relationship was deduced. Figure 6.3 
shows the BEP plots for the four selected clusters. 
 
 
Figure 6.3. BEP relationships derived from DFT calculations for the four clusters (top 
left: CoCu; top right: FeCu; bottom left: NiCu; bottom right: RuCu). 
 
For the association reactions (reaction steps with an empty cluster site as a reactant),  
 CoCu: ETSas=0.8432·EFSas+0.6182, R
2
=0.94 
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 FeCu: ETSas=0.8261·EFSas+0.1186, R
2
=0.91 
 NiCu: ETSas=0.8969·EFSas+0.6182, R
2
=0.94 
 RuCu: ETSas=0.7632·EFSas+0.1186, R
2
=0.91 
For the dissociation reactions (reaction steps producing an empty cluster site), 
 CoCu: ETSds=0.9067·EFSds+2.1165, R
2
=0.94 
 FeCu: ETSas=0.6735·EFSas+1.7172, R
2
=0.93 
 NiCu: ETSas=0.8209·EFSas+1.9179, R
2
=0.92 
 RuCu: ETSas=0.7632·EFSas+1.3943, R
2
=0.98 
The general formula for the BEP relationship is: 
 Ea= α ·ΔE + β 
where Ea is the activation energy for the reaction step, E is the enthalpy change with 
reaction, and α is an indicator of  “the lateness of the transition state”. When α has a value 
approaching 1.0, then the system is said to have a late transition state, meaning that the 
transition state structure is close to that of the products. While an α value near 0.0 means 
that the transition state structure is close to that of the reactants or is an early transition 
state. In our systems, the observed transition state structures were similar to those of the 
products for all reaction steps studied. The linear BEP relations reflected this tendency 
toward late transition states, as both association and dissociation reactions exhibited α 
coefficients with a value near 1.   
For most of the surface reactions studied by rigorous first-principle calculations, 
we found that the barriers from DFT calculations were in line with the barriers derived 
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from the BEP method, manifesting the general reliability of the BEP scaling approach. 
For reaction steps other than those specifically calculated by DFT methods, the fitted 
linear equation was used to estimate activation barriers given the reaction enthalpies. The 
complete reaction networks from syn-gas to ethanol for the four studied clusters are 
included in the Appendix C. 
Microkinetic Models on Separated Reaction Sites. To examine the catalytic 
natures of the three distinct sites on each cluster, microkinetic models were implemented 
to calculate the selectivity results. Specifically, for each site, a kinetic model derived from 
power-law rate equations and pseudo-steady-state-hypothesis (PSSH) was built based on 
the transition state theory and the reaction dataset including 44 reaction steps per site. 
Diffusion processes were also included in the models and enabled the transfer of species 
between sites.  In the microkinetic models, the preferred product was ethanol. Other 
byproducts included methane, methanol, and acetaldehyde. Formation of C2+ 
hydrocarbons, higher alcohols, and other oxygenates were neglected to simplify 
calculations. Using our microkinetic analysis, the overall reaction rate and relative 
selectivities were estimated for each of these products, under typical experimental 
conditions (PCO = 3.33 bar, PH2 = 6.66 bar, 523 K).  For all systems, the adsorptions of CO 
and H2 were assumed in equilibrium. The relative selectivity for each species was 
calculated by dividing the rate of individual (gaseous) product formation by the overall 
reaction rate (the sum of formation rates for all gas phase products). The selectivity 
results for each distinct site (meaning no diffusion is allowed between sites) of the four 
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studied clusters are reported in Table 6.2. This data provides keen insights into the unique 
catalytic activity of each site type.  
 
Table 6.2. Selectivity results on separated sites from microkinetic models (T=513K, 
PCO=3.33 bar, PH2=6.66 bar) 
Site Type Selectivity (%) 
Methane Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
CoCu cluster 
Co site 99.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 
Cu site 23.7 63.5 12.8 0.0 
CoCu site 3.6 0.0 0.2 96.2 
FeCu cluster 
Fe site 97.1 0.0 0.3 2.6 
Cu site 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 
FeCu site 99.7 0.0 0.0 0.3 
NiCu cluster 
Ni site 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Cu site 42.1 57.8 0.0 0.0 
NiCu site 10.8 0.0 1.8 87.5 
RuCu cluster 
Ru site 90.5 6.9 0.0 2.6 
Cu site 0.3 99.7 0.0 0.0 
RuCu site 7.7 74.6 0.0 17.6 
 
From Table 6.2, the intrinsic nature of metals are preserved when forming alloys 
with other metals. For the four metals producing methane and higher hydrocarbons (Co, 
Fe, Ni and Ru), methane is the dominant product on the sites composed of only these 
metals. On the Cu sites of the four bimetallic clusters, methanol is the major product. 
These observations suggest that electronic effects of one metal on another are minimal as 
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the observed reaction behaviors for single metal threefold sites in the cluster resemble 
those of the pure metals. The more interesting cases are the mixed AB sites, on which the 
selectivity profiles vary widely among the four bimetallic clusters. Specifically, the 
results for three of the mixed sites, CoCu, NiCu and RuCu sites, agree with the 
predictions from the ethanol reaction descriptor. For each, C2 oxygenate selectivity was 
greater than methane selectivity. Of the three sites, the CoCu and NiCu sites produce 
ethanol as the major product, while the rates of formation of other byproducts are 
negligible. On the RuCu site, ethanol selectivity (17.6%) is still higher than methane 
selectivity (7.7%), as predicted by the reaction descriptor, but methanol is the major 
product, with a selectivity of 74.6%. From reaction mechanism, the divergence to 
methanol and other products occurs with reactions involving the CH3O* intermediate. 
Hydrogenation of CH3O*, which is the methanol formation channel, requires a barrier of 
1.87 eV, while its dissociation, which leads to the formation of methane and C2 
oxygenates, features a barrier of 1.99 eV. Thus, on this site, the formation of methanol is 
favored over the other products. These results suggest that a more complete reaction 
descriptor for ethanol synthesis from syn-gas should include the reaction steps involving 
CH3O* (i.e., the possibility of methanol being a favored product).  
The FeCu threefold mixed metal site is the only site which shows selectivity 
results that contradict those predicted by the proposed reaction descriptor. On this site, 
methane is almost the only product formed, with a selectivity of 99.7%. In this case, the 
high reaction rate of methanation originates from a high surface coverage of reactant 
species, which is further explained in the following section.  
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 From the selectivity results, the combinations of Co and Cu as well as Ni and Cu 
might yield catalysts with a high selectivity for ethanol production. The reaction 
mechanisms were further investigated to offer insights into the selectivity results as well 
as the disagreement between the reaction descriptor predictions and the more rigorous 
microkinetic modeling results for the mixed FeCu site. 
Key Reaction Pathways from Microkinetic Models.  The reaction mechanism 
on each catalytic site was examined by computing reaction rates for each step in the 
microkinetic model. We found that the reaction pathways toward the four end products 
were the same on all twelve different reaction sites listed in Table 6.2, as shown in Figure 
6.4.  
 
 
Figure 6.4. The reaction mechanism for ethanol formation from syn-gas on all twelve 
reaction sites included in this study (red arrow: CO insertion step; blue arrow: 
hydrogenation and other reaction steps). 
 
For the reaction pathways depicted in Figure 6.4, the rates of hydrogenation for 
CO* and CHxO* (x=1, 2) are higher than those for dissociation reactions involving these 
species, resulting in the formation of methoxy species. For CH3O*, on the Cu site of the 
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four clusters and the mixed RuCu site, the hydrogenation step features a lower activation 
energy than the dissociation step, which leads to methanol production. On the other seven 
sites, the dissociation is favored, which produces CH3*. As CH3* serves as a common 
reactant, a competition exists between the formation of methane and C2 oxygenates. 
Thus, the selectivity toward C2 oxygenate is affected greatly by the rate of CH4 formation 
via hydrogenation of CH3*. On all of the Fischer-Tropsch metal (Co, Fe, Ni and Ru) 
sites, methane is the major product because methanation has a lower activation barrier 
than the CO insertion reaction. To understand selectivity on the mixed sites of the four 
clusters, Table 5.3 lists the binding energies for CO and H2 and the activation energies of 
reaction steps involving the key intermediates -CH3O*, CH3* and CH3CO*- shown in 
Figure 6.4. 
 
Table 6.3. Adsorption energies (eV) and reaction barriers (eV) for key intermediate steps 
on the mixed sites of the four Cu containing clusters. 
Reaction/Adsorption Process 
Energy Barriers (eV) 
CoCu  FeCu  NiCu RuCu  
CO adsorption 1.60 1.33 1.69 1.35 
H2 adsorption 1.06 1.34 0.82 2.06 
CH3O*+H*→ CH3OH(g)+2* 2.93 3.43 3.08 1.85 
CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 2.36 2.10 2.00 2.00 
CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 1.27 1.52 1.35 0.35 
CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 1.46 1.66 1.68 0.69 
CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 2.12 2.53 2.25 1.27 
CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.70 2.16 2.12 0.99 
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On the mixed CoCu and NiCu sites, the activation energy differences for CO 
insertion and hydrogenation for the CH3* intermediate were 0.27 eV and 0.14 eV, 
respectively. Additionally, when looking at the reactants involved in these two reaction 
steps, the CO/H surface coverage ratio were 1.7×10
3 
and 2.0×10
5
 , respectively, because 
of more stable binding of CO than H2 on these two clusters. Combining these two factors, 
the CO insertion reaction, which produces CH3CO*, features a higher reaction rate than 
the hydrogenation reaction. Of the two C2 oxygenate products, acetaldehyde and ethanol, 
the hydrogenation pathway toward ethanol requires lower barriers, resulting in ethanol 
being the major product formed on these surfaces.  
On the mixed FeCu site, the binding energies for CO (1.33 eV) and H2 (1.34 eV) 
were comparable, resulting in a CO/H surface ratio of 0.16.  Further, the CO insertion 
barrier is 0.1 eV higher than hydrogenation barrier for CH3*.  These effects combine to 
such that the CH3* hydrogenation pathway has a higher reaction rate than the CO 
insertion pathway, which leads to significant methane production. 
On the mixed RuCu site, for the two reaction steps that involve CH3O*, the 
hydrogenation step (1.85 eV) features a lower activation energy than the dissociation step 
(2.00 eV). Thus, the majority of CH3O* species generated on this site are hydrogenated to 
produce methanol. 
Surface Diffusion of Intermediate Species. From the results of the microkinetic 
models on individual sites, the bimetallic combinations of CoCu and NiCu were potential 
catalyst candidates for the ethanol formation reaction. Thus, the overall reaction behavior 
(i.e., reaction behavior with diffusion between surface sites allowed) for these two 
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clusters were of great interest.  For clusters of such small scale, surface diffusion of 
intermediates between different reaction sites should be fairly common during the 
reaction. Also, because of the existence of heterogeneous reaction profiles, species might 
take part in distinct reactions on different sites. Thus, a proper description of the 
intermediates’ diffusion behaviors was critical to reveal the overall reaction mechanism 
on the cluster. Our previous computational work with the CoPd cluster examined the 
effects of diffusion of ten surface species on the overall selectivity. These results showed 
that CH3* and CH3CO* are the two key species, whose diffusion behaviors have 
significant influence on the overall reaction mechanism. For the two promising metal 
clusters identified in this work, the diffusion barriers for CH3* and CH3CO* were 
calculated using the CI-NEB method and were incorporated into the microkinetic models 
for these clusters. With this data included, the overall performance of the two bimetallic 
combinations were evaluated under the selected reaction conditions. The resulting syngas 
conversion selectivity results for the CoCu and NiCu clusters are listed in Table 6.4. 
Additional details about the inclusion of surface diffusion phenomena in the microkinetic 
models are provided in the Appendix C.    
 
Table 6.4. Overall syn-gas conversion selectivity results for the CoCu and NiCu clusters, 
with diffusion of intermediates (T=513 K, PCO=3.33 bar, PH2=6.66 bar) 
Catalyst 
Product Selectivity (%) 
Methane Methanol Acetaldehyde Ethanol 
CoCu cluster 11.3 76.5 0.0 12.2 
NiCu cluster 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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From the microkinetic modeling result shown in Table 6.4, it is observed that 
methanol is the dominant product on the Co7Cu6 cluster, with a selectivity of 76.5%. 
Methane and ethanol are also formed, with a selectivity of 11.3% and 12.2%, 
respectively. Inspecting the reaction rates in the microkinetic model, diffusion reduces the 
concentration of CH3* and the subsequent intermediates formed on the mixed CoCu sites, 
which in return increases the surface coverage of less hydrogenated intermediates due to 
material balance. The increase in surface coverage of CHxO* (x = 1, 2 or 3) species 
resulting in a significant amount of methanol also being produced on the mixed CoCu 
site. Thus, methanol formation results from reactions on both the Cu and mixed CoCu 
sites. Finally, methane and ethanol are formed on the Co site and the mixed CoCu site, 
respectively.  
In contrast to the CoCu behavior, diffusion processes on the NiCu cluster result in 
methane as the only product formed on this latter cluster. Data from the microkinetic 
model for the Ni7Cu6 cluster show that the CH3* intermediate diffuses from the other two 
surface reaction sites to the Ni3 hollow sites because these sites exhibit lower reaction 
barriers for hydrogenation reactions. As methanation is the dominant reaction pathway on 
Ni3 sites, the ready diffusion of reaction intermediates to these sites leads to the 
production rate for methane being several orders of magnitude higher than those for the 
other products.   
Microkinetic Modeling of CoCu Clusters with Varying Surface Composition. 
From earlier discussions, the Co7Cu6 cluster exhibit some propensity to form ethanol 
from syn-gas, which suggests that the bimetallic combinations of Co and Cu could be 
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potential catalysts for this reaction. In order to maximize ethanol selectivity, the optimal 
mixing ratio of Co/Cu in the catalyst must first be identified. To this end, the microkinetic 
model on the Co7Cu6 cluster was extended to different metal compositions by altering the 
surface coverage of the three reaction sites - Co3, Cu3, and mixed threefold Co-Cu sites - 
based on the reaction dataset generated for each threefold hollow site on the Co7Cu6 
cluster. The selectivity results for end products as a function of metal surface composition 
are plotted using ternary diagrams with each axis representing a specific hollow site type.  
Selectivity data for methane, methanol, and ethanol for CoxCuy catalysts are shown in 
Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7, respectively.   
Methane selectivity is plotted against surface site compositions in Figure 6.5. 
Consistent with literature, we find that the hydrocarbon selectivity increases as more Co 
threefold sites are available on the catalyst surface.
35-38
 From the plot, methane selectivity 
reaches 50% when 40% of the surface consists of Co. This result indicates that methane 
and long-chain hydrocarbons would be the dominant products on Co-Cu bimetallic 
catalysts that are rich in cobalt. In contrast, when the Co site coverage is smaller than 
20%, the methane selectivity decreases to smaller than 10%. Thus, for Co-Cu catalysts 
rich in Cu, hydrocarbon formation is suppressed.   
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Figure 6.5. Methane selectivity on Co-Cu catalysts as a function of surface compositions. 
 
Analysis of the methanol selectivity data presented in Figure 6.6 for Co-Cu 
bimetallic catalysts of varying composition shows that methanol becomes the more 
dominant product as the catalyst becomes enriched in copper. This observation agrees 
with published reports that show Cu based catalysts tend to produce methanol from syn-
gas.
39,40
 Further, methanol remains the major product even when the catalyst surface is 
composed of Cu site and the mixed CoCu sites. In this case, CH3* diffusion between 
these two sites helps to reduce the rate of formation of both methane and C2 oxygenates 
on the mixed CoCu sites, resulting in methanol also being produced on these mixed sites. 
On the other hand, as the catalyst surface becomes enriched in Co (i.e., increased 
concentrations of Co3 hollow sites or combinations of the mixed CoCu sites and the Co3 
hollow sites) the rate of methanol formation decreases significantly. This result illustrates 
how the diffusion of CH3* between Co3 sites and CoCu sites facilitates the CH3O* 
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dissociation reaction on the mixed CoCu sites, which suppress the methanol formation 
reaction on this site.  
 
Figure 6.6. Methanol selectivity on Co-Cu catalysts as a function of surface 
compositions. 
 
The ethanol selectivity predicted from microkinetic models of bimetallic Co-Cu 
catalysts as a function of catalyst composition is shown in Figure 6.7. From data shown 
in Figure 6.7, there are two general catalyst compositions that promote ethanol 
production. The first occurs with catalysts that consists mostly of mixed CoCu threefold 
sites, where increased ethanol is formed as its surface coverage increases. For example, 
as the surface coverage of the mixed CoCu sites approaches 80% of the surface, the 
ethanol selectivity reaches 50%. Ethanol production is also enhanced when the catalyst 
surface consists of both the mixed CoCu sites and lesser amounts of the Co3 hollow sites. 
In this case, diffusion of CH3* species from the Co sites to the mixed CoCu sites, on 
which CO insertion is the dominant step, leads to increased production of ethanol. In our 
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results, a catalyst surface comprised of an equal mixture of Co3 and CoCu threefold sites 
has a 50% ethanol selectivity.  
 
Figure 6.7. Ethanol selectivity on Co-Cu catalysts as a function of surface compositions. 
 
In all cases, the presence of mixed CoCu threefold sites on the catalyst surface is 
essential to the productios of C2 oxygenates. Bimetallic catalysts forming segregated 
phases or core/shell structures,
75-79
 which reduces the surface ratio of the mixed sites, are 
unlikely to produce C2 oxygenates (i.e., ethanol) or higher alcohols. To maximize the 
synergistic effect between copper and cobalt for ethanol synthesis, it is essential that 
bimetallic catalysts containing these metals be optimized at the atomic-level and that 
novel synthesis methods exists for their manufacture. 
 
Conclusions 
Our previous computational studies identified four bimetallic clusters - Co7Cu6, 
Fe6Cu7, Ni7Cu6 and Ru7Cu6 - - as possible catalysts for the synthesis of ethanol from syn-
gas.  These catalysts were selected using an energy descriptor for the ethanol formation 
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reaction; namely, the reaction barrier differences between the CO insertion and 
hydrogenation reactions for the CH3* intermediate, i.e., ∆(EaCH3-CO – EaCH3-H). 
In this work, detailed reaction models for ethanol synthesis were developed for 
the four copper containing bimetallic catalysts.  For each of these catalysts, a 
combination of DFT and BEP methods were used to explicitly calculate the kinetic rate 
information for more than 100 intermediate reaction steps in the proposed reaction 
mechanism for ethanol synthesis from syn-gas. Microkinetic models implementing 
transition state theory were built to examine the overall selectivity to final products at 
reaction conditions, taking into account three different reaction sites on each metal cluster 
and the surface diffusion of intermediates between these sites. For all four bimetallic 
clusters, the catalytic behavior of the threefold pure metal sites matched the nature of the 
pure bulk metals. Specifically, on the pure Co3, Fe3, Ni3 and Ru3 sites, methane was the 
dominant product; whereas, the threefold Cu3 sites on the four clusters yielded methanol 
as the major product. This lends credence to the validity of our microkinetic approach and 
suggests that the electronic effects of one metal acting on a neighbor metal site of 
different type are generally not significant. The synergetic effects between the two 
constituted metals were seen on the mixed metal sites, which led to ethanol formation on 
the bimetallic combinations of CoCu and NiCu.  
A key feature of this modeling effort was the inclusion and study of diffusion 
processes between reactions sites on the catalyst surface.  Specifically, the incorporation 
of surface diffusion processes for key intermediates, such as CH3* and CH3CO*, revealed 
the overall reaction mechanism and selectivity on the complete Co7Cu6 and Ni7Cu6 
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clusters. We found on the Co7Cu6 cluster that the major product syn-gas conversion 
product was methanol with some methane and ethanol also produced. However, on the 
Ni7Cu6 clusters, the overall reaction mainly occurs on Ni3 sites, resulting in methane as 
the primary product. From these results, the CoCu bimetallic materials were promising 
catalysts for the ethanol formation reaction. To maximize the ethanol selectivity, the 
optimal ratio for cobalt and copper was explored by varying the surface coverage of the 
different reaction sites (Co3, Cu3 and CoCu). From these studies, it was found that 
significant ethanol production was only attained when the majority of the catalytic 
surface consisted of mixed CoCu sites or the combination of mixed CoCu sites with a 
lower concentration of Co3 hollow sites. This result suggests that the atomic-level design 
of catalysts is possible and that computational methods can be used to suggest optimal 
catalyst compositions and structures.  
The same reaction pathways were observed on all twelve reaction site studied. 
The reaction started with successive hydrogenations of CO to CH3O* followed by either 
CH3O* dissociation to CH3* or hydrogenation to produce methanol. The formed CH3* 
can either undergo hydrogenation to produce methane or follow the CO insertion 
pathway to form CH3CO*. The CH3CO* intermediate can then be further hydrogenated 
to produce ethanol. Based on this mechanism, the key intermediates determining overall 
product selectivity are CH3O*, CH3* and CH3CO* as well as the two reactants CO and 
H2. Reaction rates for the hydrogenation and dissociation of CH3O* directly affect 
methanol and ethanol selectivity. CO insertion and hydrogenation of the CH3* species 
determines the relative selectivity of the catalyst towards methane and C2 oxygenates. 
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Finally, the rate of CH3CO* hydrogenation resolves whether acetaldehyde or ethanol is 
produced, with the dominant product generally being ethanol.  
This study quantified the catalytic activity of four copper based bimetallic clusters 
and showed that the combinations of Co and Cu could potentially yield a catalyst with a 
high affinity towards the production of ethanol. Moreover, the simplified reaction 
mechanism found and the key intermediates identified provide effective procedures for 
the rapid computational screening of other bimetallic combinations for ethanol 
production from syn-gas. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Conclusions 
A limited combinatorial computational screening method was employed on a 
series of 13-atom bimetallic clusters to search for alternative, promising catalysts for the 
synthesis of ethanol from syn-gas. A review of pertinent experimental literature finds that 
all effective ethanol synthesis catalysts exhibit  an ability to adsorb CO on the catalyst 
surface both molecularly and dissociatively, where the combination facilitates CO 
insertion reactions with adsorbed CHx intermediates. To this end, we selected four metals 
used in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis that are known to produce long-chain hydrocarbons  - 
Co, Fe, Ni, and Ru - and four metals that catalyze methanol (oxygenate) formation - Cu, 
Ir, Pd, and Pt. It is proposed that the synergic effects between these two types of metals 
might favor the production of higher alcohols. Simulations based on Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) were carried out to study the reaction mechanism from syn-gas to ethanol 
on the sixteen candidate bimetallic clusters.  
The first step was to investigate ethanol selectivity on one of the candidate 
clusters so as to validate and simplify where appropriate the reaction network for syn-gas 
conversion to ethanol and related byproducts.  The Co7Pd6 cluster was selected for these 
initial studies and the proposed reaction mechanism included 37 reaction steps (per type 
of surface site) and three different reaction sites were included. The activation energies 
for all the steps were estimated using DFT simulations coupled with Brønsted-Evans-
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Polanyi (BEP) relations. To evaluate the catalytic performance under reaction condition, 
microkinetic models based on transition state theory were built taking into account three 
different reaction sites and the surface diffusion of intermediates between these sites. The 
robustness of our microkinetic model was confirmed by the excellent agreement between 
experimental results on pure Co catalysts and pure Pd catalysts, and our separate 
microkinetic models dealing with reactions on either Co sites only or Pd sites only, 
respectively. The mixed CoPd hollow sites effectively lowered the barrier differences 
between CO insertion reactions and hydrogenation reactions involving the CH3* 
intermediate, resulting in C2 oxygenates (e.g., ethanol) as the major product on these 
sites. The effect of metal compositions on the catalytic behavior and optimal metal 
mixing ratio were studied by extending the microkinetic models to various concentrations 
of the three different surface sites. We find good agreement between experimental results 
and predicted selectivity. This lends credence to the validity of our microkinetic approach 
and the suggests that the catalytic behavior of real world catalysts can be mimicked by 
sub-nanometer clusters. To further validate our catalyst models, CO vibrational 
frequencies (collected using Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform 
Spectroscopy - DRIFTS) and unsteady state reaction data were collected on a supported 
Co-Pd catalyst and these results were compared with microkinetic models for Co-Pd 
having a similar ratio of surface site types.  The comparison between experiment and 
simulation not only validated the computational approach (e.g., as predicted Co is the 
most active site), but in addition, it provided and mechanistic understanding to the 
experimental data that was not attainable without the simulations. 
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From the study of the Co7Pd6 cluster, it is noted that the key to ethanol formation 
on bimetallic clusters is the presence of mixed metal sites and the fast diffusion of 
intermediates between reaction centers. Moreover, by analyzing the reaction flow, a 
reaction descriptor was proposed, which is the reaction barrier difference between CO 
insertion and hydrogenation of CH3* groups. This reaction descriptor was then applied to 
sixteen 13-atom bimetallic clusters to screen promising candidates for ethanol 
production. The results suggested six clusters, Ni7Pt6, Ni7Cu6, Fe7Cu6, Co7Cu6, Ru7Pd6 
and Ru7Cu6, were potential candidates, featuring only a slightly higher barrier for CO 
insertion than hydrogenation for CH3*, where the latter reaction leads to the formation of 
an unwanted byproduct - methane. The validity of the reaction descriptor was tested by 
calculating the kinetics for the full reaction mechanism on the Ni7Pt6 cluster, a promising 
catalyst candidate, using established DFT simulation techniques in conjunction with BEP 
methods and transition state theory models. The selectivity results from microkinetic 
modeling studies of the Ni7Pt6 catalyst confirmed the high yield of C2 oxygenates 
(ethanol) from syn-gas and verified that the reaction pathway to ethanol matched that 
proposed.  
Upon validating the computational and mechanistic models for ethanol synthesis 
using the Co7Pd6 and Ni7Pt6 clusters, the ethanol selectivity on the other four promising 
bimetallic catalysts - Co7Cu6, Fe6Cu7, Ni7Cu6 and Ru7Cu6  - was evaluated. We found that 
the catalytic behaviors of pure metal sites were not affected by the other substituent metal 
in the bimetallic clusters. Specifically, on the pure Co3, Fe3, Ni3 and Ru3 sites, methane 
was the dominant product. Likewise, on the pure Cu3 site of the four clusters, methanol 
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was the major product. The synergetic effects between the two constituted metals were 
reflected on the mixed metal sites, which led to ethanol formation on two of the mixed 
metal sites, CoCu and NiCu threefold sites.  
Though earlier site specific microkinetic models provided considerable insight 
into the behavior of different types of threefold reaction centers, the demand to create a 
reaction model for the entire cluster (having multiple site types) required the inclusion of 
diffusion processes into the microkinetic models. The incorporation of diffusion steps 
between multiple reaction centers in a microkinetic model is extremely rare because of 
the complexity and size of these models. This work, however, identified a subset of the 
diffusion processes that were important to the overall reaction and included only those 
steps in the final microkinetic models (greatly simplifying the amount of DFT 
simulations required to study surface diffusion phenomena).  Specifically, the 
incorporation of surface diffusion processes for CH3* and CH3CO* intermediates enabled 
accurate kinetics for the overall reaction mechanism to be calculated and these data were 
then used to calculate product selectivities for the complete Co7Cu6 and Ni7Cu6 clusters.  
We found on the Co7Cu6 cluster that ethanol was produced is reasonable quantities. Given 
these results, further computational refinement of the Co-Cu cluster was undertaken so as 
to identify the optimal Co-Cu ratio for the catalyst and the ratio of surface site types that 
would yield the greatest amount of ethanol product. It was found that to have significant 
ethanol production, the majority of the catalyst surface needed to contain the mixed CoCu 
hollow sites or a combination of the mixed CoCu sites with a lesser quantity of Co3 
hollow sites. These results taken in whole provide a clear example of the predictive 
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capabilities of advanced computational methods for predicting the reaction behavior of 
mixed metal catalysts and more importantly provide atomistic details about ideal catalyst 
structures that should be pursued experimentally.   
From the mechanistic perspective, the same reaction pathways for ethanol 
synthesis were observed on all reaction sites studied. The reaction starts with successive 
hydrogenations of CO to CH3O* followed by either CH3O* dissociation to CH3* or 
hydrogenation to produce methanol. The CH3* formed can either go through 
hydrogenation to produce methane or go through a CO insertion reaction to form 
CH3CO*. The formed CH3CO is then further hydrogenated to produce ethanol. Based on 
this mechanism, the key intermediates determining overall (ethanol) selectivity are 
CH3O*, CH3* and CH3CO* as well as the two reactants CO and H2. Specifically, the 
reaction rates for hydrogenation and dissociation of the CH3O* intermediate directly 
impact methanol selectivity. The relative reaction rates for CO insertion and 
hydrogenation of CH3* species determine the relative selectivity of a catalyst for methane 
and C2 oxygenates. Finally, the rate of CH3CO* hydrogenation resolves whether or not 
acetaldehyde or ethanol is the major C2 oxygenate product.  
Several factors contribute to promote the selectivity of ethanol, including 
increased surface coverage of two-metal mixture sites on the catalyst, weakening the CO 
adsorption strength and suppressing all methanation channels. The hybrid ab inito 
simulation and classic modeling approach we developed can quantitatively evaluate 
reaction selectivity with reliable accuracy compared with experimental results for large-
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scale industrial reactions. The theoretical investigations present herein on the ethanol 
reaction mechanism not only provide guidelines for the experimental synthesis of novel 
materials but also a framework for the computational screening of other promising metal 
catalysts.    
 
Recommendations 
 Surface Coverage Effect. It is well known under reaction conditions, co-
adsorbents can impact the catalytic activity through surface coverage effects.
1-3
 Because 
of the large scale of the reaction studied, the surface coverage effect is ignored to save 
computational resources. From our microkinetic modeling results, the majority of 
surfaces for the studied clusters were covered with the CO species. A more realistic 
computational model should simulate each adsorbent under CO surrounding 
environments, utilizing the already optimized intermediate structures in this work. 
 Van der Waals interactions.  The Density Function Theory has been known to 
behave poorly in weakly binding systems where van der Waals interactions play a major 
role.
4-6
 The error roots from the fact that the exchange-correlation functionals are of short 
range.
5
 A famous case for this failure is CO adsorption. The adsorption energies are often 
overestimated compared with the experimental values.
5
 For example, studies have shown 
that a 0.1-0.3 eV error is expected for CO adsorption on most transition metal systems.
7
 
From our microkinetic models, the adsorption energy of CO greatly affects the overall 
selectivity. Our sensitivity analysis showed that a 0.1 eV decrement in CO adsorption 
energy doubled the ethanol selectivity on the Co7Pd6 cluster. To remedy this problem, 
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one solution is to resort to post-Hatree-Fock ab initio methods, such as the perturbational 
MP2 theory or Coupled Cluster calculations. An alternative approach is to employ new 
hybrid functionals incorporating empirical fitting specialized for dispersion forces. An 
example is the M06 functionals
8,9
, which shows impressive accuracy for a very large 
validation set of systems, including thermochemistry on transition metal systems
10
. The 
latter approach is recommended here, as the calculations are much faster than using the 
ab initio methods and also the previous minimized structure from B3LYP functionals can 
be utilized to further save computational time. 
 Cluster size effect. The 13-atom icosahedral structure employed in this work is 
the smallest ‘magic-number’ cluster.11 Because of the small size, the 50/50 mixing of 
bimetallic clusters creates segregated mixing patterns that expose three different reaction 
sites. As the cluster’s size increases, another possible arrangement is the core-shell 
structure, in which the smaller metal forms the core of the cluster and the surface consists 
of the larger metal.
12
 In this mixing pattern, since only the shell metal is exposed on the 
catalyst surface, the core metal only affects the chemistry through electronic effects. The 
study of this type of cluster using our established methods could provide insight into the 
effect of particle size and metal arrangement on the reaction chemistry. 
 Compared with studies on periodic systems, the values for reaction energies and 
activation energies on the 13-atom clusters are generally higher than those on the metal 
surface systems. Thus, it is speculated the catalytic activity of the metal surface systems 
are higher than the cluster systems studied here and are more close to real catalysts. 
However, the selectivity results will be less affected as all of the activation energies are 
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reduced by the same amount. Therefore, the overall reaction mechanism should be 
studied on promising bimetallic surfaces so as to more clearly discern possible cluster 
size effects.     
 Expand microkinetic modeling. The current microkinetic models include four 
end products – methane, methanol, acetaldehyde and ethanol. The selectivity to higher 
alcohols is affected by the selectivity to methane, which represents all hydrocarbon 
products in our model. Whereas, in real experiments, long chain hydrocarbons rather than 
methane are often the major product on the four Fischer-Tropsch metals we modeled. A 
possible refinement for the microkinetic model is to add formation pathways for C2 
hydrocarbons (ethane formation), which help to identify the ability of a given catalyst to 
promote chain length propagation.                
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Appendix A  
Microkinetic modeling 
All of reactions and barrier information used in microkinetic modeling were 
summarized in Appendix C. Since most adsorbents prefer threefold sites adsorption, we 
define active sites triangle surfaces consist of three atoms, which can be furthermore 
divided into three categories, namely A3 site (triangles consist of Co, Fe, Ni or Ru), B3 
site (triangles consist of Cu, Ir, Pd, Pt) and mixed AB site (triangles consist of both type 
A metals and type B metal). The ratio among the number of three sites on the clusters 
was A3 site: B3 site: mixed AB site equaled 1:1:2. The diffusion processes are allowed to 
connect the three systems. The material balance of intermediate species written in terms 
of convergence, 
On A3 and B3 sites, 
2 3 2 3 2 3
2 3 2 3
2
CO H HCO CH O CH O CH CH CH CHCO CH CO CH CO*
CHCOH CH COH CH COH CHCHOH CH CHOH CH CHOH CHOH CH2OH
CHCHO CH CHO O OH 0.25
              
        
    
 
On the mixed AB sites, 
2 3 2 3 2 3
2 3 2 3
2
CO H HCO CH O CH O CH CH CH CHCO CH CO CH CO*
CHCOH CH COH CH COH CHCHOH CH CHOH CH CHOH CHOH CH2OH
CHCHO CH CHO O OH 0.5
              
        
    
 
 
Surface coverage of CO and H. The adsorption reactions for CO (R1) and H2 
(R2) were assumed in equilibrium, with the equilibrium constant defined as: 
 
  ads,iE T S RT
iK e
   
  Eq. A-1 
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where ∆Eads is the binding energy of component i (i = CO or H2), and ∆S is the entropy 
change from the gas phase at the reaction temperature (-Sgas), with the latter values taken 
from the NIST Chemistry WebBook.
1
 
 CO CO 1 *P K    Eq. A-2
 
 
2
1/2 1/2
H H 2 *P K    Eq. A-3 
 
Surface intermediates. To quantify the kinetics for surface reaction steps, we 
only consider forward reactions, which is a safe approximation at high pressures of CO 
and H2. The surface reaction rate constant kn is calculated as: 
 
a,n a,nE E
RT RTTSB
n
R
Qk
k e Ae
T Q
    
   
      Eq. A-4 
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, R is the ideal gas constant, Ea,n is the 
activation energy for reaction n, and QTS and QR are partition functions per unit volume 
for the transition state and reactant, respectively, for reaction n. For reaction rate 
constants calculated using the BEP relation, the frequency factor A is assumed to be 
1x10
13
, and Ea,n is the activation barrier for the reaction step. 
The coverage of surface intermediates are estimated according to Pseudo steady-state 
hypothesis (PSSH), which states the production rate and consumption rate are equal for 
all intermediates. 
 
 
 
d *
r(formation of  *) r(consum rption of  (diffusion o*) 0f  *
d
)
t
  


     
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Since there are three different kinds of sites in this model, surface diffusion of 
intermediates can play an important role in reaction mechanism. The treatment of surface 
diffusion is as follows. 
Surface diffusion of an intermediate can be seen as a reaction between the 
diffusing species and an empty reaction site. For example, diffuse rate for species X from 
site A to an empty site B is calculated as, 
           X*A+*BX*B+*A                     rx, A→B = kx *CxA*C0B 
rx, A→B :  Diffusion rate of species X from A site to B site 
CxA : Surface coverage of x on A kind of site 
C0B : Surface coverage of empty spot on B kind of site  
 
By this mean, for species on A3 sites and B3 sites, the net diffusion rate is,  
 
rx,diffusion_A3(B3) = rx,ABmix→A3(B3) - rx,A3(B3)→ABmix=kx,ABmix * Cx,ABmix * C0,A3(B3) - 
kx,A3(B3) * Cx,A3(B3) * C0,ABmix 
 
For each species, the Material balance requires overall diffusion rate equal to zero. 
Applying this we can get the net diffusion rate on the mixed AB sites,  
rx,diffusion_ABmix= - rx,diffusion_A3 - rx,diffusion_B3 
 
 
Explicit forms of PSSH rate equations for each intermediate. The detailed rate 
equations used studying the Co7Pd6 cluster and the other selected clusters are slightly 
different. Specifically, because of the difficulty of CO dissociation reaction on the Co7Pd6 
cluster, the formation of C and intermediate species derived from C were ruled out on the 
Pd site(CH, CHCO, CHCHO, CHCOH and CHCHOH). This lead to smaller kinetic 
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equation set on the Co7Pd6 cluster, totally 37 reaction steps. On the other clusters, the full 
reaction network from syn-gas to ethanol is studied, resulting totally 44 reaction steps.  
The other difference lies in the diffusion calculations. On the Co7Pd6 cluster, 10 
intermediates’ diffusion behaviors were included in the microkinetic model. From the 
result, we found 2 species’ diffusion (CH3* and CH3CO*) has significant impact on the 
overall reaction selectivity. So the diffusion behaviors of these two species were included 
when building microkinetic models for the other clusters. The rate constants (k) for 
reaction steps are labeled from 1-37 for Co7Pd6 cluster and 1-44 for the other clusters. 
The rate constants (k) for diffusion steps are labeled next. The reaction formula and 
activation energy value for individual step can be looked up in Appendix B.    
The detailed rate equations for calculating 44 reaction steps are presented in Table A-1. 
The rate constants (k) are labeled from 1-44. The reaction formula and activation energy 
value for individual steps can also be looked up in each chapter. 
 
Table A-1.  Reaction rate equations for all possible mechanistic steps associated with the 
production of ethanol from syn-gas  
 
 Species Reaction Rate Equations 
1) C: C 38 CO * 44 C H
d
k k 0
dt

      
 
2) HCO: HCO 3 CO H 4 HCO H 6 HCO * 35 HCO H
d
k k k k 0
dt

            
 
3) CH2O: 
2
2 2 2
CH O
4 HCO H 5 CH O H 7 CH O * 21 CH O H
d
k k k k 0
dt

            
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4) CH3O: 
3
2 3 3
CH O
5 CH O H 8 CH O * 36 CH O H
d
k k k 0
dt

         
 
5) CH: CH 6 HCO * 44 C H 9 CH H 12 CH CO
d
k k k k 0
dt

            
 
6) CH2: 
2
2 2 2
CH
7 CH O * 9 CH H 10 CH H 13 CH CO
d
k k k k 0
dt

            
 
7) 
CH3: 
No diffusion 
 
A3 
 
 
B3 
 
 
ABmix 
 
 
3
3 2 3 3
CH
8 CH O * 10 CH H 14 CH CO 11 CH H
d
k k k k 0
dt

              
3
3 2 3 3
3 3 3 3
CH
8 CH O * 10 CH H 14 CH CO 11 CH H
49 CH A *ABmix 50 CH ABmix *A
d
k k k k
dt
k k 0

           
      
 
3
3 2 3 3
3 3 3 3
CH
8 CH O * 10 CH H 14 CH CO 11 CH H
51 CH B *ABmix 52 CH ABmix *B
d
k k k k
dt
k k 0

           
      
 
3
3 2 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3
CH
8 CH O * 10 CH H 14 CH CO 11 CH H
49 CH ABmix *A 50 CH A *ABmix 51 CH ABmix *B
52 CH B *ABmix
d
k k k k
dt
k k k
k 0

           
        
   
 
8) CHOH:
 
CHOH
35 HCO H 37 CHOH H
d
k k 0
dt

        
9) CH2OH:
 
2
2 2
CH OH
21 CH O H 37 CHOH H 34 CH OH H
d
k k k 0
dt

           
10) CHCO:
 
CHCO
12 CH CO 15 CHCO H 24 CHCO H 39 CHCO H
d
k k k k 0
dt

              
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11) CH2CO:
 2
2 2
2 2
CH CO
13 CH CO 15 CHCO H 16 CH CO H
22 CH CO H 25 CH CO H
d
k k k
dt
k k 0

        
      
 
12) 
CH3CO: 
No diffusion 
 
A3 
 
B3 
 
ABmix 
 
 
 
3
3 2 3 3
CH CO
14 CH CO 16 CH CO H 17 CH CO H 18 CH CO H
d
k k k k 0
dt

              
3
3 2 3 3
3 3 3 3
CH CO
14 CH CO 16 CH CO H 17 CH CO H 18 CH CO H
45 CH COA *ABmix 46 CH COABmix *A
d
k k k k
dt
k k 0

           
      
 
3
3 2 3 3
3 3 3 3
CH CO
14 CH CO 16 CH CO H 17 CH CO H 18 CH CO H
47 CH COB *ABmix 48 CH COABmix *B
d
k k k k
dt
k k 0

           
      
 
3
3 2 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3
CH CO
14 CH CO 16 CH CO H 17 CH CO H 18 CH CO H
45 CH COA *ABmix 46 CH COABmix *A 47 CH COB *ABmix
48 CH COABmix *B
d
k k k k
dt
k k k
k 0

           
        
   
 
13) CHCHO: 
CHCHO
24 CHCO H 26 CHCHO H 43 CHCHO H
d
k k k 0
dt

           
14) CH2CHO: 
2
2 2
2
CH CHO
25 CH CO H 26 CHCHO H 27 CH CHO H
33 CH CHO H
d
k k k
dt
k 0

        
   
 
15) CHCOH: 
CHCOH
39 CHCO H 40 CHCOH H 41 CHCOH H
d
k k k 0
dt

           
16) 
CH2COH: 
 
2
2 2
2
CH COH
22 CH CO H 40 CHCOH H 23 CH COH H
31 CH COH H
d
k k k
dt
k 0

        
   
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17) CH3COH: 
3
3 2 3
CH COH
18 CH CO H 23 CH COH H 19 CH COH H
d
k k k 0
dt

           
18) CHCHOH: 
CHCHOH
41 CHCOH H 43 CHCHO H 42 CHCHOH H
d
k k k 0
dt

           
19) CH2CHOH: 
2
2 2
2
CH CHOH
31 CH COH H 33 CH CHO H 42 CHCHOH H
32 CH CHOH H
d
k k k
dt
k 0

        
   
 
20) CH3CHOH: 
3
3 2 3
CH CHOH
19 CH COH H 32 CH CHOH H 20 CH CHOH H
d
k k k 0
dt

           
21) O: 
2 3
O
6 HCO * 7 CH O * 8 CH O * 38 CO * 29 O H
d
k k k k k 0
dt

                 
22) OH: OH
29 O H 30 OH H
d
k k 0
dt

        
 
The rate of formation of major products for all three sites from the reaction network can 
be calculated from the equation in Table A-2. 
 
Table A-2.  Reaction rate equations for the production of desired an undesired products 
via the hydrogenation of CO, ethanol from syn-gas  
Methane: 
4 3CH 11 CH H
r k  
 
Methanol: 
3 3 2CH OH 36 CH O H 34 CH OH H
r k k     
 
Acetaldehyde: 
3 3 2CH CHO 17 CH CO H 27 CH CHO H
r k k     
 
Ethanol: 
3 2 3CH CH OH 20 CH CHOH H
r k  
 
Water: 
2H O 30 OH H
r k  
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      Frequency factors calculations.  The molecular partition functions obtained
 
from DFT simulations using Jaguar are used to estimate frequency factors. For reactions 
derived from the BEP relations and diffusion processes, for which the transition states 
(TS) are not specifically calculated in Jaguar, we set the  frequency factors to a value of 
1.0x10
13
, which is a good approximation for surface reactions.
2-5
 
In transition state theory, the reaction rate for a bimolecular reaction  A+BC+D  is: 
 
eq A BAr C CAK   Eq. A-5
 
which can also be written as 
 0E RTA...BB A B
A B
qk T
r e C C
h q q
      
  
 Eq. A-6 
in which, ∆E0 is the activation energy for a surface reaction step at 0 K, qA and qB are unit 
volume partition functions for reactants, and qA…B is the unit volume partition function for 
the transition state. 
The partition functions can be obtained using the equations: 
 0 m
ATS TS
qGU
ln
RT N
   
   
   
 Eq. A-7 
 0 m
AR R
qGU
ln
RT N
   
   
   
 Eq.A-8 
The subscripts TS and R represent the transition state and reactant species, respectively. 
U0 is the internal energy of a state at 0 K, G is the Gibbs free energy at reaction 
temperature, qm is the partition function and NA is Avogadro’s Number.  Combining 
equations 4S-7 and 4S-8 yields: 
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m,TS0 0
TS R m,R
qG GU U
ln
RT RT q
     
             
 Eq. A-9 
Given Equation 4S-9, the frequency factor A at a specific reaction temperature can be 
calculated using Eq. 4S-10.: 
 
B TS
R
qTk
A
h q
    Eq. A-10 
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Appendix B 
Reaction dataset 
 
 
Table B-1. BEP enthalpies (eV) and barriers (eV) on CoCu cluster 
BEP Reaction Enthalpy Barrier Site 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -3.486 -2.883 Cu 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.815 -4.896 CoCu 
CH3(g) + CO(g) + * → CH3CO* -3.071 -2.08 Co 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -4.555 -3.701 Cu 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.53 -2.283 CoCu 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3COH* -3.91 -3.423 CoCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -5.179 -4.383 Co 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.948 -5.769 CoCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -4.305 -3.222 Co 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.369 -2.048 CoCu 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.815 -5.048 CoCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -4.053 -3.24 CoCu 
CH3COH(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHOH* -5.582 -4.63 Co 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.693 -2.719 Co 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.127 -2.078 Cu 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.671 -4.562 Cu 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.369 -2.24 Co 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.951 -5.692 Co 
CH3(g) + H(g) + * → CH4(g) + * -4.507 -3.651 Co 
CH3(g) + H(g) + * → CH4(g) + * -4.507 -3.701 CoCu 
OH(g) + H(g) + * → H2O(g) + * -5.723 -4.721 CoCu 
CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH(g) + * -5.12 -4.171 CoCu 
OH(g) + H(g) + * → H2O(g) + * -5.723 -5.109 Co 
CH3(g) + H(g) + * → CH4(g) + * -4.507 -3.679 CoCu 
CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH(g) + * -5.12 -4.271 CoCu 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.367 -3.515 Cu 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.322 -3.525 CoCu 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -0.868 1.383 Cu 
HCO(g) + 2* → CH* + O* -3.362 -1.061 Co 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -3.912 -1.146 CoCu 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -2.867 -0.861 Cu 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -4.155 -1.642 Co 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -2.108 0.001 Co 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -2.065 0.609 CoCu 
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Table B-2. BEP enthalpies (eV) and barriers (eV) on FeCu cluster 
BEP Reaction Enthalpy Barrier Site 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -7.019 -5.95 Fe 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.738 -4.733 FeCu 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.486 -4.304 Cu 
CH(g) + H(g) + * → CH2* -8.636 -7.585 FeCu 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.433 -4.673 Cu 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.599 -2.539 FeCu 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.077 -2.468 FeCu 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.325 -2.58 Fe 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3O* -4.635 -3.454 Fe 
CH3(g) + CO(g) + * → CH3CO* -3.055 -1.845 FeCu 
CH3(g) + H(g) + * → CH4(g) + * -4.507 -3.845 FeCu 
CH3(g) + H(g) + * → CH4(g) + * -4.507 -3.502 Fe 
CH3CHOH(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CH2OH(g) + * -4.76 -3.437 Fe 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.39 -3.456 FeCu 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.262 -3.375 Cu 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.859 -4.262 Fe 
CH3COH(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHOH* -5.061 -3.751 Cu 
CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH(g) + * -4.856 -3.849 Cu 
CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH(g) + * -4.954 -4.196 Fe 
CO(g) + H(g) + * → HCO* -3.223 -2.994 FeCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -5.17 -4.193 FeCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -5.388 -4.626 Fe 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -4.23 -3.249 FeCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -4.23 -2.94 FeCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -3.42 -2.861 Cu 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -0.397 1.418 Cu 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -3.201 -0.715 Fe 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -4.755 -1.527 FeCu 
HCO(g) + 2* → CH* + O* -3.929 -0.233 FeCu 
HCO(g) + 2* → CH* + O* -4.542 -1.837 Fe 
CO(g) + 2* → C* + O* 0.52 1.934 Cu 
CO(g) + 2* → C* + O* -1.913 0.711 Fe 
 
Table B-3. BEP enthalpies (eV) and barriers (eV) on NiCu cluster 
BEP Reaction Enthalpy Barrier Site 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -3.989 -2.933 NiCu 
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HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -5.009 -4.561 Ni 
CH3(g) + H(g) + * → CH4(g) + * -4.507 -3.591 Ni 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -4.879 -4.127 NiCu 
CH2(g) + CO(g) + * → CH2CO* -5.312 -4.155 Ni 
CH(g) + H(g) + * → CH2* -8.31 -7.111 NiCu 
CH3(g) + CO(g) + * → CH3CO* -2.899 -2.148 NiCu 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.889 -5.454 Ni 
CH2(g) + CO(g) + * → CH2CO* -4.583 -2.996 Cu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -3.541 -2.724 Cu 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.82 -4.857 NiCu 
CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH(g) + * -4.931 -4.052 Ni 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.159 -3.503 Cu 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.889 -4.914 NiCu 
CH3(g) + CO(g) + * → CH3CO* -3.245 -2.186 Ni 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.321 -2.032 NiCu 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2O* -4.879 -3.711 NiCu 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.485 -2.351 NiCu 
CH3O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3OH(g) + * -4.931 -4.326 Ni 
CH3(g) + CO(g) + * → CH3CO* -2.899 -2.09 NiCu 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.889 -5.685 Ni 
HCO(g) + H(g) + * → CHOH* -4.27 -3.307 Ni 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH2OH* -3.321 -1.982 NiCu 
CH(g) + H(g) + * → CH2* -8.31 -6.529 NiCu 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3COH* -3.685 -3.186 Ni 
OH(g) + H(g) + * → H2O(g) + * -5.65 -4.883 Ni 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.749 -2.66 Ni 
CH2(g) + CO(g) + * → CH2CO* -5.153 -3.372 NiCu 
CH3COH(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHOH* -5.624 -4.472 Ni 
CH(g) + H(g) + * → CH2* -8.116 -7.167 Ni 
CH3CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH3CHO(g) + * -4.159 -3.59 Cu 
CH2CO(g) + H(g) + * → CH2COH* -3.485 -1.972 NiCu 
CH(g) + H(g) + * → CH2* -8.31 -6.841 NiCu 
CH2O(g) + H(g) + * → CH3O* -4.596 -2.772 NiCu 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.889 -5.513 Ni 
CH(g) + CO(g) + * → CHCO* -6.921 -6.074 Ni 
CH2(g) + H(g) + * → CH3* -6.585 -4.774 Cu 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -0.898 0.922 Cu 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -3.982 -1.503 NiCu 
HCO(g) + 2* → CH* + O* -2.801 -0.925 NiCu 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -2.926 -0.762 Cu 
CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -2.099 0.667 NiCu 
CH3O(g) + 2* → CH3* + O* -4.244 -1.904 Ni 
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CH2O(g) + 2* → CH2* + O* -2.167 -0.024 Ni 
 
Table B-4. BEP enthalpies (eV) and barriers (eV) on RuCu cluster 
Bep Reaction Enthalpy Barrier Site 
CH2O(g)+H(g)+*→CH2OH* -2.67 -1.847 RuCu 
CH2O(g)+H(g)+*→CH2OH* -3.055 -2.245 Ru 
CH2(g)+H(g)+*→CH3* -6.471 -4.901 RuCu 
CH(g)+CO(g)+*→CHCO* -6.319 -4.617 RuCu 
CH(g)+H(g)+*→CH2* -8.094 -6.395 RuCu 
CH3O(g)+H(g)+*→CH3OH(g)+* -4.773 -3.048 Cu 
CH3O(g)+H(g)+*→CH3OH(g)+* -4.789 -3.773 Ru 
CH3(g)+H(g)+*→CH4(g)+* -4.507 -3.587 RuCu 
CHCO(g)+H(g)+*→CHCOH* -4.396 -3.006 RuCu 
CHCO(g)+H(g)+*→CHCOH* -5.04 -3.335 Ru 
HCO(g)+H(g)+*→CHOH* -4.072 -2.537 Ru 
HCO(g)+H(g)+*→CHOH* -2.943 -2.321 Cu 
OH(g)+H(g)+*→H2O(g)+* -5.515 -3.848 Cu 
CH2(g)+H(g)+*→CH3* -6.334 -4.058 Cu 
CH2O(g)+H(g)+*→CH3O* -3.568 -2.446 RuCu 
CH(g)+CO(g)+*→CHCO* -6.447 -5.38 Ru 
HCO(g)+H(g)+*→CH2O* -4.64 -4.035 RuCu 
CO(g)+H(g)+*→HCO* -2.546 -2.258 Cu 
HCO(g)+2*→CH*+O* -1.204 0.375 RuCu 
CH3O(g)+2*→CH3*+O* -2.289 -0.491 RuCu 
CH2O(g)+2*→CH2*+O* -0.607 1.129 RuCu 
CH3O(g)+2*→CH3*+O* -2.32 -0.593 Ru 
CH2O(g)+2*→CH2*+O* 0.899 2.019 Cu 
 
 
Table B-5. Reaction Barriers (eV) for ethanol formation on CoPd cluster 
 
Reactions prefactor(s-1) Co CoPd Pd 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* 
 
-1.49 -1.73 -1.82 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* 
 
-0.59 -0.62 -0.65 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 8.05E+11 1.85 2.48 2.31 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 4.64E+12 0.92 1.14 2.01 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 1.26E+13 0.66 0.69 0.86 
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R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 2.21E+12 1.20 3.28 4.00 
R7 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 5.69E+12 1.35 2.30 1.99 
R8 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 5.09E+12 1.66 2.30 1.47 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 4.96E+12 0.44 0.60 0.53 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 2.30E+12 0.77 1.20 0.99 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 9.49E+12 1.24 1.14 1.08 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 2.27E+11 1.25 1.37 4.00 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 1.56E+12 1.36 1.66 1.11 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 6.12E+11 1.71 1.63 2.03 
R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.01 0.50 4.00 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.04 1.04 1.51 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 5.70E+13 1.79 2.10 1.59 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 2.14E+13 1.54 2.32 1.85 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 6.01E+12 1.51 1.14 0.75 
R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 5.33E+12 0.43 1.21 1.58 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 1.72E+13 1.63 1.42 0.77 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 7.27E+13 1.30 1.68 1.79 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.85 1.76 1.68 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.88 0.71 4.00 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.45 0.72 1.24 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.27 1.14 4.00 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.49 2.49 1.92 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 7.57E+13 1.59 1.32 0.42 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.40 0.96 1.48 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.99 1.64 1.01 
R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.32 1.24 0.94 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.88 1.51 1.38 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.14 2.18 1.43 
R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.50 1.62 1.55 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.03 1.92 2.41 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.11 2.49 1.49 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.00E+13 0.83 0.82 0.62 
 
 
R38 HCO*(CoPd)+*(Co)→HCO*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 1.19  1.25 
R39 CH2O*(CoPd)+*(Co)→CH2O*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 0.76  0.28 
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R40 CH3O*(CoPd)+*(Co)→CH3O*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 0.38  0.63 
R41 CH3CO*(CoPd)+*(Co)→CH3CO*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 1.24  1.53 
R42 CH3COH*(Co)+*(CoPd)→CH3COH*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.87  2.53 
R43 CH3CHOH*(CoPd)+*(Co)→CH3CHOH*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 1.37  0.78 
R44 OH*(Co)+*(CoPd)→OH*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.98  1.64 
R45 CH2CHO*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH2CHO*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 1.86  1.57 
R46 HCO*(Co)+*(CoPd) →HCO*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.58  2.18 
R47 CH2O*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH2O*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.32  1.00 
R48 CH3O*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH3O*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.80  1.76 
R49 CH3CO*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH3CO*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 1.36  1.36 
R50 CH3COH*(CoPd)+*(Co) →CH3COH*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 1.84  2.41 
R51 CH3CHOH*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH3CHOH*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 1.06  0.53 
R52 OH*(CoPd)+*(Co) →OH*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 0.36  1.09 
R53 CH2CHO*(CoPd)+*(Co) →CH2CHO*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 1.49  0.81 
R54 CH2*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH2*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.55  0.65 
R55 CH2*(CoPd)+*(Co) →CH2*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 0.50  1.47 
R56 CH3*(Co)+*(CoPd) →CH3*(CoPd)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.42  >4.00 
R57 CH3*(CoPd)+*(Co) →CH3*(Co)+*(CoPd) 1.00E+13 0.42  >4.00 
 
 
Table B-6. Reaction Barriers (eV) for ethanol formation on CoCu cluster 
 
Reactions prefactor(s-1) Co CoCu Cu 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* 1.00E+13 -1.552 -1.596 -0.795 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* 1.00E+13 -0.317 -1.06 -0.549 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 4.25E+11 1.134 1.9 1.208 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 1.33E+13 0.251 1.28 0.817 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 1.26E+13 0.01 0.491 0.047 
R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 4.25E+11 1.412 1.905 2.917 
R7 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 4.90E+12 1.44 1.866 2.199 
R8 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 1.79E+12 1.991 2.355 2.34 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 1.00E+13 1.252 1.485 0.754 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 2.50E+13 0.406 1.058 0.792 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 5.36E+12 0.65 1.274 0.812 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 1.95E+13 1.583 2.019 0.784 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 1.56E+12 1.212 1.732 0.755 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 7.56E+11 1.612 1.458 0.623 
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R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 0.709 1.503 1.453 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 1.00E+13 0.523 0.967 0.539 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 8.33E+12 1.843 2.122 1.634 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 3.64E+13 1.663 1.698 1.925 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 7.90E+11 0.01 1.094 0.553 
R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.37 1.782 1.333 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 7.96E+13 1.83 2.022 1.01 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 1.50E+13 1.182 1.941 1.477 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.224 1.653 1.35 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.521 1.081 1.026 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.093 0.446 0.136 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.789 1.419 1.114 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.379 2.938 2.264 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.665 1.62 1.007 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.125 1.634 0.931 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 2.81E+13 2.162 2.715 2.746 
R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.99 1.218 0.889 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.17 1.338 0.826 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.971 2.325 1.973 
R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.378 1.925 1.339 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 1.29E+13 1.413 1.964 1.635 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 2.91E+12 2.65 2.929 2.241 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.00E+13 0.457 0.948 0.313 
R38 CO*+*→C*+O* 2.80E+12 4 4 4 
R39 CHCO*+H*→CHCOH*+* 4.01E+12 1.193 1.898 1.93 
R40 CHCOH*+H*→CH2COH*+* 1.00E+13 0.771 1.336 0.909 
R41 CHCOH*+H*→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.927 1.392 0.926 
R42 CHCHOH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.859 1.206 0.923 
R43 CHCHO*+H*→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.929 2.565 2.202 
R44 C*+H*→CH*+* 1.00E+13 4 4 4 
R45 CH3CO*(Co)+*(CoCu)→CH3CO*(CoCu)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 0.565   
R46 CH3CO*(CoCu)+*(Co)→CH3CO*(Co)+*(CoCu) 1.00E+13 0.209   
R47 CH3CO*(Cu)+*(CoCu)→CH3CO*(CoCu)+*(Cu) 1.00E+13 0.196   
R48 CH3CO*(CoCu)+*(Cu)→CH3CO*(Cu)+*(CoCu) 1.00E+13 0.401   
R49 CH3*(Co)+*(CoCu)→CH3*(CoCu)+*(Co) 1.00E+13 1.326   
R50 CH3*(CoCu)+*(Co)→CH3*(Co)+*(CoCu) 1.00E+13 1.150   
R51 CH3*(Cu)+*(CoCu)→CH3*(CoCu)+*(Cu) 1.00E+13 0.752   
R52 CH3*(CoCu)+*(Cu)→CH3*(Cu)+*(CoCu) 1.00E+13 1.20   
*The CO dissociation barriers on all three sites are close to 4 eV. Since this reaction is less likely, the subsequent 
hydrogenation on C is also unlikely. So 4 eV is also used for R44. 
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Table B-7. Reaction Barriers (eV) for ethanol formation on FeCu cluster 
 
Reactions prefactor(s-1) Fe FeCu Cu 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* 1.00E+13 -1.511 -1.328 -0.939 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* 1.00E+13 -1.421 -1.344 -0.555 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 7.48E+12 1.781 1.289 1.467 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 6.66E+12 0.986 1.057 0.921 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 5.43E+12 1.188 0.707 0.061 
R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 1.17E+12 0.781 2.061 2.642 
R7 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 1.31E+12 0.933 1.079 2.068 
R8 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 2.81E+12 2.074 2.089 2.953 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 1.28E+13 2.303 1.124 1.215 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 1.42E+13 1.769 2.412 1.047 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 5.04E+12 1.207 1.52 0.667 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 9.17E+12 1.799 2.348 1.321 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.55 1.866 0.685 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 2.20E+12 1.489 1.66 0.675 
R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.577 1.756 1.403 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.351 0.785 0.466 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.88E+12 2.319 2.526 1.564 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 2.485 2.158 1.855 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.89E+13 1.118 1.53 0.812 
R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 6.14E+12 2.443 1.867 1.199 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 4.60E+12 2.062 1.918 0.963 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 3.71E+12 2.059 1.391 1.026 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.868 1.665 1.417 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.222 1.124 1.015 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.058 0.623 0.036 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 2.011 1.913 1.029 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 3.161 2.791 2.178 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 2.228 1.814 0.561 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 1.98E+12 2.606 2.548 0.997 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 1.44E+12 3.127 2.687 2.572 
R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.849 1.739 1.036 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.839 1.137 0.747 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.853 2.462 2.028 
R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.032 1.771 1.229 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 1.13E+13 2.211 2.309 1.481 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.04E+13 3.064 3.428 2.309 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.492 1.523 0.406 
R38 CO*+*-→C*+O* 7.02E+11 2.222 1.895 2.873 
R39 CHCO*+H*-→CHCOH*+* 1.42E+12 2.141 2.022 1.871 
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R40 CHCOH*+H*-→CH2COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.673 1.368 0.758 
R41 CHCOH*+H*-→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.854 1.639 0.959 
R42 CHCHOH*+H*-→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.69 1.471 0.852 
R43 CHCHO*+H*-→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 3.193 2.952 2.221 
R44 C*+H*-→CH*+* 1.00E+13 1.337 1.623 1.472 
 
Table B-8. Reaction Barriers (eV) for ethanol formation on NiCu cluster 
 
Reactions prefactor(s-1) Ni NiCu Cu 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* 1.00E+13 -1.692 -1.686 -0.883 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* 1.00E+13 -1.245 -0.819 -0.57 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 1.00E+13 2.094 2.091 1.592 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 1.13E+13 0.897 1.294 0.96 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 3.22E+12 0.493 1.061 0.2 
R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 6.37E+11 1.622 1.387 2.513 
R7 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 3.31E+12 1.245 1.807 1.709 
R8 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 8.47E+12 1.803 2.006 2.359 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 2.48E+13 1.16 1.124 0.757 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 2.02E+13 1.117 1.696 1.265 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 1.00E+13 0.897 1.348 0.919 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 2.43E+12 1.039 2.101 0.156 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 4.52E+12 1.262 2.232 1.357 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 6.85E+11 1.585 1.676 0.992 
R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.384 1.213 1.431 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.248 1.186 0.808 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 2.84E+12 1.785 2.246 1.267 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 8.25E+12 2.343 2.121 2.068 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.24E+12 0.702 1.419 0.576 
R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.204 1.211 1.353 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 1.57E+13 2.572 1.851 1.309 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 1.37E+12 2.026 2.342 1.416 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 2.211 1.572 1.532 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.042 0.985 1.039 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.962 0.674 0.419 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.653 1.238 1.168 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 3.151 2.837 2.198 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.623 1.524 1.148 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 6.14E+11 1.79 1.434 0.914 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 9.11E+12 3.184 3.253 2.738 
R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.057 1.106 1.207 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.742 1.76 0.759 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 3.028 2.246 2.196 
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R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.234 1.791 1.321 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 1.36E+13 2.152 2.072 1.679 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.08E+13 2.983 3.085 2.576 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.122 0.827 0.567 
R38 CO*+*-→C*+O* 1.00E+13 3.155 3.447 3.828 
R39 CHCO*+H*→CHCOH*+* 1.55E+12 2.746 2.799 2.716 
R40 CHCOH*+H*→CH2COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.489 1.216 1.023 
R41 CHCOH*+H*→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.821 1.372 1.077 
R42 CHCHOH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.722 0.967 1.183 
R43 CHCHO*+H*→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.966 2.527 2.219 
R44 C*+H*→CH*+* 1.00E+13 0.818 0.664 0.541 
R45 CH3CO*(Ni)+*(NiCu)→CH3CO*(NiCu)+*(Ni) 1.00E+13 0.380   
R46 CH3CO*(NiCu)+*(Ni)→CH3CO*(Ni)+*(NiCu) 1.00E+13 0.133   
R47 CH3CO*(Cu)+*(NiCu)→CH3CO*(NiCu)+*(Cu) 1.00E+13 0.958   
R48 CH3CO*(NiCu)+*(Cu)→CH3CO*(Cu)+*(NiCu) 1.00E+13 0.801   
R49 CH3*(Ni)+*(NiCu)→CH3*(NiCu)+*(Ni) 1.00E+13 1.250   
R50 CH3*(NiCu)+*(Ni)→CH3*(Ni)+*(NiCu) 1.00E+13 0.463   
R51 CH3*(Cu)+*(NiCu)→CH3*(NiCu)+*(Cu) 1.00E+13 0.460   
R52 CH3*(NiCu)+*(Cu)→CH3*(Cu)+*(NiCu) 1.00E+13 1.252   
 
Table B-9. Reaction Barriers (eV) for ethanol formation on RuCu cluster 
 
Reactions prefactor(s-
1
) 
Ru RuCu Cu 
R1 CO(g)+*→CO* 1.00E+13 -1.514 -1.051 -0.592 
R2 H2(g)+2*→2H* 1.00E+13 -0.362 -0.126 -0.01 
R3 CO*+H*→HCO*+* 1.75E+12 1.805 1.449 0.629 
R4 HCO*+H*→CH2O*+* 6.85E+12 1.296 0.484 0.67 
R5 CH2O*+H*→CH3O*+* 1.15E+11 0.669 0.801 0.01 
R6 HCO*+*→CH*+O* 4.14E+11 2.392 2.518 3.492 
R7 CH2O*+*→CH2*+O* 1.24E+12 2.008 2.03 2.29 
R8 CH3O*+*→CH3*+O* 1.93E+11 1.933 1.99 2.558 
R9 CH*+H*→CH2*+* 4.49E+12 0.28 0.903 0.308 
R10 CH2*+H*→CH3*+* 2.34E+11 1.017 1.147 0.384 
R11 CH3*+H*→CH4(g)+2* 1.00E+13 0.921 0.35 0.198 
R12 CH*+CO*→CHCO*+* 1.88E+12 1.55 1.685 0.528 
R13 CH2*+CO*→CH2CO*+* 1.70E+11 1.813 1.809 0.478 
R14 CH3*+CO*→CH3CO*+* 8.20E+11 1.4 0.69 0.8 
R15 CHCO*+H*→CH2CO*+* 1.00E+13 1.471 1.248 1.281 
R16 CH2CO*+H*→CH3CO*+* 1.00E+13 0.397 0.71 0.01 
R17 CH3CO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.98 1.267 1.019 
R18 CH3CO*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.716 0.986 1.376 
R19 CH3COH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.225 1.062 0.153 
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R20 CH3CHOH*+H*→CH3CH2OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.33 1.285 0.574 
R21 CH2O*+H*→CH2OH+* 4.78E+12 1.064 1.112 0.44 
R22 CH2CO*+H*→CH2COH*+* 3.63E+11 1.393 1.755 0.748 
R23 CH2COH*+H*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 0.738 1.072 0.429 
R24 CHCO*+H*→CHCHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.169 0.961 0.936 
R25 CH2CO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 0.288 0.302 0.01 
R26 CHCHO*+H*→CH2CHO*+* 1.00E+13 1.398 1.392 0.507 
R27 CH2CHO*+H*→CH3CHO(g)+2* 1.00E+13 2.168 1.846 1.633 
R28 CH2O*+CH2*→CH3COH*+* 1.00E+13 0.826 1.115 0.01 
R29 O*+H*→OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.254 1.25 0.433 
R30 OH*+H*→H2O(g)+2* 2.12E+12 2.258 2.107 2.288 
R31 CH2COH*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.84 1.017 0.038 
R32 CH2CHOH*+H*→CH3CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 0.68 0.722 0.253 
R33 CH2CHO*+H*→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.006 1.511 1.599 
R34 CH2OH*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 1.00E+13 1.407 0.906 0.427 
R35 CHO*+H*→CHOH*+* 3.23E+12 2.139 2.019 1.292 
R36 CH3O*+H*→CH3OH(g)+2* 3.19E+12 2.008 1.847 2.21 
R37 CHOH*+H*→CH2OH*+* 1.00E+13 1.145 0.681 0.01 
R38 CO*+*-→C*+O* 5.83E+11 4 4 4 
R39 CHCO*+H*-→CHCOH*+* 9.56E+11 2.109 2.191 2.779 
R40 CHCOH*+H*-→CH2COH*+* 1.00E+13 1.478 0.365 0.365 
R41 CHCOH*+H*-→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.369 0.592 0.051 
R42 CHCHOH*+H*-→CH2CHOH*+* 1.00E+13 1.064 0.801 0.532 
R43 CHCHO*+H*-→CHCHOH*+* 1.00E+13 2.394 2.211 1.599 
R44 C*+H*-→CH*+* 1.00E+13 4 4 4 
*The CO dissociation barriers on all three sites are close to 4 eV. Since this reaction is less likely, the subsequent 
hydrogenation on C is also unlikely. So 4 eV is also used for R44. 
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Appendix C 
Energies and geometries for selected species 
 
Table C-1. Ground state energies in hatree (with zero point energy correction) of all the 
species studied 
 
Co CoPd Pd Site Type 
Cluster -1776.32321  
CO -1889.68254 -1889.69145 -1889.69460 Terminal 
CO -1889.68239 -1889.66451 -1889.68080 Bridge 
CO N/A -1889.68417 -1889.66356 Threefold 
H2 -1777.51337 -1777.51440 -1777.51544 Terminal 
C -1814.32557 -1814.31713 -1814.30339 Threefold 
O -1851.59213 -1851.55120 -1851.54747 Threefold 
H -1776.92047 -1776.92731 -1776.92696 Threefold 
OH -1852.19863 -1852.17329 -1852.14652 Threefold 
HCO -1890.24213 -1890.24412 -1890.23390 Threefold 
CH2O -1890.84498 -1890.83397 -1890.80854 Threefold 
CH3O -1891.46916 -1891.44725 -1891.41069 Threefold 
CH -1814.97753 -1814.95976 -1814.94936 Threefold 
CH2 -1815.59618 -1815.59591 -1815.58669 Threefold 
CH3 -1816.21350 -1816.20292 -1816.20104 Terminal 
CHOH -1890.80991 -1890.80458 -1890.79163 Threefold 
CH2OH -1891.41897 -1891.42062 -1891.41420 Threefold 
CHCO -1928.35021 -1928.32187 -1928.34523 Bridge 
CH2CO -1928.94481 -1928.94196 -1928.94345 Threefold 
CH3CO -1929.53829 -1929.54300 -1929.52444 Bridge 
CHCHO -1928.96059 -1928.94313 -1928.92115 Threefold 
CH2CHO -1929.56299 -1929.55616 -1929.53570 Threefold 
CH2COH -1929.52723 -1929.51575 -1929.51191 Threefold 
CH3COH -1930.09587 -1930.09423 -1930.09255 Terminal 
CH2CHOH -1930.11794 -1930.11629 -1930.12402 Bridge 
CH3CHOH -1930.67366 -1930.69530 -1930.70939 Terminal 
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Table C-2. Ground state energies in hatree (with zero point energy correction) of all the 
species studied on the CoCu cluster 
 
Co CoCu Cu Site Type 
Cluster -1776.32321  
CO -2306.07962212 -2306.0812373 N/A Terminal 
CO N/A N/A -2306.0520005 Bridge 
CO -2306.07449987 N/A -2306.05181972 Threefold 
H2 -2193.89818035 -2193.89920733 -2193.89384279 Terminal 
O -2267.99578463 -2267.9868988 -2267.9622492 Threefold 
H -2193.29784827 -2193.32182129 -2193.31244056 Threefold 
OH -2268.59438825 -2268.59008259 -2268.58034119 Threefold 
H2O -2269.14841125 -2269.14881021 -2269.14381223 Terminal 
HCO -2306.64786799 -2306.64481831 -2306.62898162 Threefold 
CH2O -2307.24757245 -2307.24086438 -2307.22463533 Threefold 
CH3O -2307.86840169 -2307.86355783 -2307.85251099 Threefold 
CH -2231.40291442 -2231.39367147 -2231.35986309 Threefold 
CH2 -2231.99453421 -2232.00182188 -2231.98248731 Threefold 
CH3 -2232.60996718 -2232.60991798 -2232.59618836 Terminal 
CHOH -2307.21544862 -2307.2062057 -2307.18534914 Threefold 
CH2OH -2307.82268459 -2307.8187702 -2307.81056346 Bridge 
CH3OH -2308.42321316 -2308.42335113 -2308.39805992 Terminal 
CHCO -2344.75250264 -2344.74749973 -2344.74218681 Bridge 
CH2CO -2345.35245784 -2345.34037136 -2345.32512258 Threefold 
CH3CO -2345.94859874 -2345.94337104 -2345.93281024 Bridge 
CHCHO -2345.3606743 -2345.35874499 -2345.34372109 Threefold 
CH2CHO -2345.96736369 -2345.9660476 -2345.9503726 Threefold 
CH3CHO -2346.53260059 -2346.51769268 -2346.51934415 Terminal 
CHCOH -2345.33136288 -2345.32312441 -2345.30432156 Threefold 
CH2COH -2345.92449412 -2345.91852765 -2345.90370687 Threefold 
CH3COH -2346.49989895 -2346.5025325 -2346.48707189 Terminal 
CHCHOH -2345.91767869 -2345.9160937 -2345.90297169 Threefold 
CH2CHOH -2346.51007862 -2346.52150487 -2346.50714264 Threefold 
CH3CHOH -2347.11631111 -2347.10738621 -2347.10152106 Terminal 
CH3CH2OH -2347.71836576 -2347.71897804 -2347.71082084 Terminal 
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Table C-3. Ground state energies in hatree (with zero point energy correction) of all the 
species studied on the FeCu cluster 
 
Fe FeCu Cu Site Type 
Cluster -1776.32321  
CO -2227.26469212 -2227.2579635 -2227.24366243 Terminal 
CO -2227.26353803 N/A -2227.23641395 Bridge 
CO N/A -2227.25814401 -2227.23700861 Threefold 
H2 -2115.07316162 -2115.07860587 -2115.07387255 Terminal 
C -2151.97740667 -2151.97462764 -2151.95117101 Threefold 
O -2189.20680152 -2189.20205666 -2189.14362597 Threefold 
H -2114.51502873 -2114.51363008 -2114.49912505 Threefold 
OH -2189.7845486 -2189.77966764 -2189.76036773 Threefold 
H2O -2190.33090253 -2190.33363126 -2190.32834485 Terminal 
HCO -2227.83975113 -2227.82786428 -2227.80899372 Threefold 
CH2O -2228.44182876 -2228.43383501 -2228.40516155 Threefold 
CH3O -2229.05187235 -2229.05435903 -2229.03085127 Threefold 
CH -2152.60841996 -2152.59063542 -2152.55139684 Threefold 
CH2 -2153.19682345 -2153.19684189 -2153.15696455 Threefold 
CH3 -2153.79353921 -2153.79891258 -2153.77755802 Terminal 
CHOH -2228.40425756 -2228.39927845 -2228.36950866 Threefold 
CH2OH -2229.00370269 -2228.9945983 -2228.99071387 Bridge 
CH3OH -2229.60380722 -2229.60886805 -2229.60020337 Terminal 
CHCO -2265.94156358 -2265.93122797 -2265.92196756 Bridge 
CH2CO -2266.54148228 -2266.51929762 -2266.50625334 Threefold 
CH3CO -2267.13796934 -2267.1345875 -2267.11543786 Bridge 
CHCHO -2266.55725447 -2266.54743685 -2266.52350105 Threefold 
CH2CHO -2267.15098563 -2267.14178587 -2267.13456708 Threefold 
CH3CHO -2267.72397527 -2267.70674336 -2267.70206398 Terminal 
CHCOH -2266.51638137 -2266.5074978 -2266.48544539 Threefold 
CH2COH -2267.10646807 -2267.1076275 -2267.09050823 Threefold 
CH3COH -2267.68954933 -2267.69831224 -2267.67105265 Terminal 
CHCHOH -2267.09843998 -2267.09555105 -2267.08155462 Threefold 
CH2CHOH -2267.6904186 -2267.69498443 -2267.68800379 Threefold 
CH3CHOH -2268.30180862 -2268.29238411 -2268.28372368 Terminal 
CH3CH2OH -2268.90069268 -2268.9024146 -2268.89446601 Terminal 
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Table C-4. Ground state energies in hatree (with zero point energy correction) of all the 
species studied on the NiCu cluster 
 
Ni NiCu Cu Site Type 
Cluster -1776.32321  
CO -2475.70640826 -2475.70619801 -2475.67666959 Terminal 
H2 -2363.51760171 -2363.51639856 -2363.50837034 Terminal 
C -2400.37994175 -2400.37719157 -2400.35580532 Threefold 
O -2437.62295938 -2437.61334443 -2437.5856749 Threefold 
H -2362.94686084 -2362.93903526 -2362.93446604 Threefold 
OH -2438.21996526 -2438.21511439 -2438.20049566 Threefold 
H2O -2438.76778439 -2438.76068118 -2438.76341822 Terminal 
HCO -2476.27242586 -2476.26359717 -2476.24602451 Threefold 
CH2O -2476.86298081 -2476.85821071 -2476.845274 Threefold 
CH3O -2477.49280012 -2477.48549309 -2477.47124391 Threefold 
CH -2401.0135012 -2401.0080123 -2400.98409972 Threefold 
CH2 -2401.61280431 -2401.61990598 -2401.60346358 Threefold 
CH3 -2402.22936179 -2402.22936179 -2402.21819301 Terminal 
CHOH -2476.83580687 -2476.82550264 -2476.8090183 Threefold 
CH2OH -2477.44678449 -2477.43863866 -2477.42580358 Bridge 
CH3OH -2478.03802655 -2478.03501218 -2478.03606946 Terminal 
CHCO -2514.37304793 -2514.3693271 -2514.36315559 Bridge 
CH2CO -2514.97559225 -2514.96973752 -2514.94879485 Threefold 
CH3CO -2515.57662081 -2515.56391601 -2515.55098559 Bridge 
CHCHO -2514.9895989 -2514.97906832 -2514.96489603 Threefold 
CH2CHO -2515.58837703 -2515.58491475 -2515.56689286 Threefold 
CH3CHO -2516.14450522 -2516.14230859 -2516.13333044 Terminal 
CHCOH -2514.95245229 -2514.94156198 -2514.92784865 Threefold 
CH2COH -2515.54819293 -2515.53851179 -2515.52604592 Threefold 
CH3COH -2516.11590739 -2516.12255849 -2516.10522643 Terminal 
CHCHOH -2515.53458233 -2515.53212783 -2515.52384067 Threefold 
CH2CHOH -2516.12222312 -2516.14167722 -2516.1185172 Threefold 
CH3CHOH -2516.73947053 -2516.71071071 -2516.72082087 Terminal 
CH3CH2OH -2517.33297096 -2517.33407529 -2517.33100037 Terminal 
      *Only terminal adsorption position exists for CO molecule on NiCu cluster 
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Table C-5. Ground state energies in hatree (with zero point energy correction) of all the 
species studied on the RuCu cluster 
 
Ru RuCu Cu Site Type 
Cluster -1776.32321  
CO -1947.70541968 -1947.69559468 -1947.67871573 Terminal 
CO -1947.691123 N/A N/A Bridge 
H2 -1835.51543384 -1835.51926882 -1835.51079994 Terminal 
O -1909.5650211 -1909.56815813 -1909.55894999 Threefold 
H -1834.93234372 -1834.92801056 -1834.91509012 Threefold 
OH -1910.18014545 -1910.1787666 -1910.189125 Threefold 
H2O -1910.7625688 -1910.76326734 -1910.76451737 Terminal 
HCO -1948.26160194 -1948.26016741 -1948.23978619 Threefold 
CH2O -1948.84905898 -1948.8511345 -1948.82799376 Threefold 
CH3O -1949.4511065 -1949.44942674 -1949.45836702 Threefold 
CH -1873.01116168 -1872.99792668 -1872.94142002 Threefold 
CH2 -1873.6048676 -1873.61370755 -1873.56756106 Threefold 
CH3 -1874.21999888 -1874.21571812 -1874.21069085 Terminal 
CHOH -1948.83023192 -1948.80669616 -1948.7887648 Threefold 
CH2OH -1949.43058076 -1949.4164188 -1949.41190929 Bridge 
CH3OH -1950.03453103 -1950.03479935 -1950.03394402 Terminal 
CHCO -1986.35733401 -1986.35262393 -1986.35267142 Bridge 
CH2CO -1986.9450954 -1986.94399865 -1986.92554107 Threefold 
CH3CO -1987.56093967 -1987.53874119 -1987.54262586 Bridge 
CHCHO -1986.95966402 -1986.95783261 -1986.94215815 Threefold 
CH2CHO -1987.56618287 -1987.55836908 -1987.56353126 Threefold 
CH3CHO -1988.1440019 -1988.14554476 -1988.14522689 Terminal 
CHCOH -1986.93333079 -1986.909652 -1986.89660615 Threefold 
CH2COH -1987.51298136 -1987.5298793 -1987.49581524 Threefold 
CH3COH -1988.1274423 -1988.12784072 -1988.09723475 Terminal 
CHCHOH -1987.51819924 -1987.51892604 -1987.51096972 Threefold 
CH2CHOH -1988.12253647 -1988.13047658 -1988.1160545 Threefold 
CH3CHOH -1988.72203097 -1988.7247071 -1988.71146552 Terminal 
CH3CH2OH -1989.32876113 -1989.32875734 -1989.32895606 Terminal 
      *Threefold site adsorption position does not exists for CO molecule on RuCu cluster 
213 
 
 
 
Table C-6. XYZ coordinates of intermediates in the found key reaction pathway on the 
CoPd cluster 
CO on Co  
(Atop site) 
 
Co     0.1397707831   -0.0833399810    2.7179664427 
Co    -1.6313805884   -1.2993617114    1.2510837160 
Co    -1.5941310867    1.2128367046    1.2457387765 
Co     0.7545202163   -2.0375140474    1.0702197822 
Co     0.7569086554    2.0307654315    1.1189693069 
Co     2.2171903057   -0.0069009152    1.0417470327 
Co     0.0412898798   -0.0108171447   -0.2455621239 
Pd    -2.4833573485   -0.0218856663   -0.8853934163 
Pd    -0.7790458656   -2.3640555423   -1.0126306157 
Pd    -0.7690301345    2.3111249461   -1.0009123319 
Pd     1.9955987635   -1.4472610579   -1.1481624913 
Pd     2.0021043115    1.4635151533   -1.1326643340 
Pd    -0.0675960494   -0.0161744016   -2.6965841116 
C     -0.1331363960    0.0129884926    4.5637573167 
O     -0.3227223729    0.0508952155    5.6973395491 
 
HCO on Co 
 
Co    -0.2315505176   -0.5583634725    2.4868469308 
Co    -1.5188543706   -1.8288768466    0.6745682541 
Co    -2.1123367673    0.5690840420    1.2194517801 
Co     0.9419312733   -2.1280399141    0.8344534552 
Co     0.3419530540    1.9246282140    1.5196770002 
Co     2.0624849264    0.0416942668    1.2533572522 
Co     0.0239867570   -0.0720004137   -0.2725354098 
Pd    -2.4048322483   -0.3575316336   -1.2228577249 
Pd    -0.2217994900   -2.3135152076   -1.5556976171 
Pd    -1.1292718186    2.1886242042   -0.6045587565 
Pd     2.2995294225   -1.0132440629   -1.1198209244 
Pd     1.7494271899    1.8203037812   -0.5966848430 
Pd     0.1862808603    0.3657828784   -2.6767566916 
C     -1.7057925533    1.0167012839    3.0735058820 
O     -0.5168844632    1.5343265555    3.2942745922 
H     -2.3516635294    1.0800517114    3.9713000348 
 
CH2O on Co 
 
Co    -0.4548226914   -0.2933646076    2.4173831965 
Co    -1.8374364267   -1.7051318107    0.6650047122 
Co    -2.0925415017    1.0009136186    0.7961362283 
Co     0.7628851673   -2.1414916165    0.9902574885 
Co     0.3335743774    2.0043333034    1.3216461911 
Co     1.8312300893    0.0520879948    1.4523526411 
Co     0.1171835847   -0.0189291876   -0.3026875137 
Pd    -2.1888517702   -0.1835756079   -1.4818242570 
214 
 
Pd    -0.2594610688   -2.3273507553   -1.3623732511 
Pd    -0.7879897623    2.2837628328   -0.9627003915 
Pd     2.3777854059   -1.1837471711   -0.8417986751 
Pd     2.1135151615    1.6860551196   -0.5811987058 
Pd     0.6330787809    0.2584380517   -2.6721146128 
C     -3.1745153744   -1.4636122440    2.0927044238 
O     -2.5062521122   -0.2116784102    2.2872279703 
H     -4.2195260195   -1.3377864593    1.7977787144 
H     -3.0766963014   -2.1102993454    2.9718545112 
 
CH3O on Co 
 
Co    -0.1447026842    0.0523110250    2.5014532734 
Co    -1.8836561790   -1.3003136928    0.8921666306 
Co    -1.8318430111    1.4064953019    0.9793328070 
Co     0.5775450234   -2.0260165628    1.1209363089 
Co     0.6096068185    2.0421335021    1.1060040948 
Co     2.0953298168    0.0288087514    1.1796899416 
Co     0.0734358715    0.0266838861   -0.3077750619 
Pd    -2.2853405058    0.0420553850   -1.2921433332 
Pd    -0.7231535520   -2.3458304001   -1.1276695711 
Pd    -0.6516345879    2.3944044690   -1.1464455408 
Pd     2.0861263715   -1.4488999278   -0.9663790879 
Pd     2.1398475975    1.4274480856   -1.0373845561 
Pd     0.2778775606   -0.0082677195   -2.7477367036 
O     -2.2538358419   -0.1401746983    2.4610063015 
C     -3.1786089035   -0.2537175673    3.5460857193 
H     -2.9531804504   -1.1330438152    4.1629470229 
H     -3.1233080461    0.6355799582    4.1866366788 
H     -4.2047151078   -0.3464324183    3.1719546378 
 
CH3 on Co 
 
Co    -0.1189082273    0.0988114191    2.4458671730 
Co    -1.7675375815   -1.2662905499    1.0964887952 
Co    -2.0560350388    1.4472707155    1.0137446374 
Co     0.6631138011   -2.0334185928    1.2591975255 
Co     0.5790159036    2.1256283516    1.0602454006 
Co     2.1399955733    0.0663763271    1.1992991791 
Co     0.0350055187   -0.0089772599   -0.1768027169 
Pd    -2.3512124490   -0.0751608851   -1.1414412392 
Pd    -0.6821193761   -2.4311036437   -0.9538288910 
Pd    -0.7772607678    2.2686391480   -1.1583564265 
Pd     2.1185327364   -1.5109266180   -0.8590931936 
Pd     2.0406284179    1.4165354635   -1.0073601734 
Pd     0.2089824110   -0.1564934966   -2.6300593837 
C     -3.2092978363    2.2864811199    2.3861194022 
H     -3.8776306853    1.5286750605    2.8146471471 
H     -3.8108319930    3.0613246345    1.8934579979 
H     -2.6208529741    2.7428001462    3.1904946236 
215 
 
 
CH3 on CoPd 
 
Co    -0.2156789775    0.7331831903    2.3211885089 
Co    -1.7294134206   -1.1029883878    1.3121242332 
Co    -1.9792899200    1.3386847612    0.5394393878 
Co     0.8033474420   -1.5951798188    1.7352958241 
Co     0.3648334814    2.4197264940    0.5389291556 
Co     2.0977399292    0.5488598406    1.1168302720 
Co     0.0247163097   -0.0362129395   -0.1863332686 
Pd    -2.3385632487   -0.5838325466   -1.1884553499 
Pd    -0.4486078519   -2.5712949389   -0.3871813879 
Pd    -0.9129254516    2.1112782058   -1.6707142231 
Pd     2.2092170484   -1.4125987690   -0.5446127973 
Pd     1.8931931946    1.3177441868   -1.3651201891 
Pd     0.1630103860   -0.6442991512   -2.5648499873 
C     -1.1357786548    4.0681653606   -0.8856185818 
H     -2.2110708347    4.2757905173   -0.9327804395 
H     -0.5946207635    4.7119256676   -1.5877977636 
H     -0.8130805554    4.3485208650    0.1338661013 
 
CH3CO on CoPd 
 
Co     0.7076259163   -0.6021541432    2.2336697643 
Co    -1.5927709674   -1.4696197826    1.2602091550 
Co    -1.1697616619    1.0442889002    1.7193708715 
Co     0.6863497724   -2.4221496885    0.4032428114 
Co     1.3717979645    1.6598848279    1.1663847694 
Co     2.5584642177   -0.4544343760    0.4304684640 
Co     0.0737383372   -0.0779678752   -0.1299351164 
Pd    -2.5472770847    0.3685684684   -0.4237196050 
Pd    -1.3005586316   -2.0273815243   -1.2702931084 
Pd    -0.5849984697    2.4686778393   -0.4147848522 
Pd     1.4934765907   -1.4025445019   -1.9192593579 
Pd     1.9089529806    1.3898633061   -1.3895318467 
Pd    -0.5312425352    0.4643995433   -2.5307211278 
C      3.0838127870   -2.3896368964   -1.3051549489 
O      3.7812202086   -2.0037427657   -0.3548607197 
C      3.4710978302   -3.6318260555   -2.0808916113 
H      4.5576642237   -3.6785281064   -2.1568290555 
H      3.1245596450   -4.5045798393   -1.5130960029 
H      3.0013138745   -3.6659610394   -3.0661052441 
 
CH3CO on Co 
 
Co     0.9679106255   -0.0370125873    2.2881300899 
Co    -1.2768787225   -1.1885720028    1.5736293562 
Co    -1.1698695215    1.4170937454    1.4725696065 
Co     0.9977014968   -2.2132733394    0.7821959884 
Co     1.1570702488    2.0915962856    0.8183148996 
Co     2.7169957840   -0.1982780047    0.3384459667 
216 
 
Co     0.1264674933   -0.0248578686   -0.1087951138 
Pd    -2.5433898989    0.2118039745   -0.2546814973 
Pd    -1.1154338166   -2.2485092328   -0.7971382397 
Pd    -0.8291781614    2.3838506866   -0.8414058481 
Pd     1.6416493713   -1.5148978974   -1.6367828498 
Pd     1.8100996673    1.3306014891   -1.5661724042 
Pd    -0.6960858373    0.0101055202   -2.5176655189 
C      3.7336476405   -0.3600926091    2.1086494888 
O      2.9372879215   -0.2396233667    3.0703522653 
C      5.1992241948   -0.5203451117    2.4330500221 
H      5.3985016991   -0.4230081794    3.5066433368 
H      5.5339192659   -1.5053679109    2.0821977793 
H      5.7843175546    0.2178493804    1.8701521465 
 
CH3COH on Co 
 
Co     0.2573685664   -0.3257628043    2.3188471403 
Co    -1.5784189987   -1.4841607552    1.0411714959 
Co    -1.8493955169    1.0797606893    1.2711071823 
Co     0.9664126371   -2.3751714400    0.8118649350 
Co     0.5616954287    2.0354984408    1.3267221833 
Co     2.2665214251   -0.0046259934    0.8739809146 
Co    -0.0207984005    0.0995386959   -0.2222055384 
Pd    -2.4250811362   -0.0531326431   -0.9952644526 
Pd    -0.5976146547   -2.1863456197   -1.2606927734 
Pd    -0.9669066252    2.4004310318   -0.7795642187 
Pd     1.9449056468   -1.1887935503   -1.3490447389 
Pd     1.7326180741    1.7174731001   -0.9988251160 
Pd    -0.1194297798    0.3029681616   -2.6424637733 
C      2.2275438935   -5.0588276834    1.4203052130 
H      3.2876045476   -5.0296738803    1.7117943757 
C      1.5513724518   -3.8132261456    1.9139355888 
O      1.4492621271   -3.8867448494    3.2431847547 
H      2.1708289876   -5.1396397559    0.3337700661 
H      1.7930091494   -5.9545717823    1.8833683587 
H      1.0271498652   -3.0705879977    3.5601835502 
 
CH3CHOH on Co 
 
Co    -0.1907073033   -0.1193924346    2.5668257414 
Co    -1.9390514111   -1.2081199050    0.9268134951 
Co    -1.7245745380    1.3465287300    1.0061752584 
Co     0.4660895494   -2.1873132040    0.9792904958 
Co     0.6527347707    1.9542116358    1.2405507266 
Co     2.1278064179   -0.2134058836    1.2027593594 
Co    -0.0181663765    0.0081590903   -0.1633053822 
Pd    -2.3312614003    0.2031903159   -1.2354171196 
Pd    -0.8318771462   -2.1678336559   -1.2401927796 
Pd    -0.6141237701    2.4011875152   -1.0072597933 
Pd     1.9098873180   -1.4615495042   -1.0557580739 
Pd     2.0556056045    1.4001216518   -0.8329010965 
217 
 
Pd     0.2200598691    0.1993574347   -2.6199413950 
C     -1.2794679443    0.5217798508    5.4025153155 
H     -2.1325649019   -0.1379344583    5.2211645332 
C     -0.0356963494    0.0449792904    4.6984956575 
O      0.2702098920   -1.2590525658    5.0934176300 
H     -1.5427199755    1.5356703575    5.0912108232 
H      0.8128013658    0.7310402527    4.7944112419 
H     -1.1035874150    0.5324593297    6.4900182814 
H      1.1720021949   -1.4699840957    4.8143409670 
 
 
Table C-7. XYZ coordinates of selected intermediates on the four Cu based clusters 
H on the mixed 
CoCu site 
 
 Co    -2.4733411172    0.0020998493    0.6040978783 
 Co    -0.7187209093    1.1995467210    2.0384242749 
 Co    -0.7063689440   -1.2676589669    1.9908433867 
 Co    -1.2844600651    2.0946935434   -0.3778526429 
 Co    -1.3276052051   -2.0739815223   -0.4337894508 
 Co    -1.5937153265   -0.0048045807   -1.9689249267 
 Co    -0.0322221214   -0.0060956148   -0.0910762314 
 Cu     1.4914842898   -0.0424026316    1.9693504182 
 Cu     1.2780102718    2.0259958385    0.4754094044 
 Cu     1.2714031397   -2.0716047181    0.4307902194 
 Cu     0.6988187348    1.2889985226   -2.0082806881 
 Cu     0.7660235173   -1.2820061634   -2.0147548027 
 Cu     2.3901305159    0.0262968677   -0.6293496872 
 H     -0.1710647191   -0.0551381602    3.1880771786 
 
H on the mixed 
FeCu site 
 
 Fe     1.3978459372   -2.2102711245    0.8046020854 
 Fe    -0.6593608511   -1.2880352530    2.1282718936 
 Fe     1.4771430314    0.0387927490    2.1137792463 
 Fe    -0.9482213304   -2.3011887654   -0.2945556397 
 Fe     2.4674327058   -0.1529180688   -0.2933233826 
 Fe     1.0036813766   -1.6454767819   -1.8439139629 
 Cu     0.0188498125    0.0021039056   -0.1165113060 
 Cu    -0.7863500119    1.2996102427    1.8811197575 
 Cu    -2.3803364573   -0.1593255742    0.3855975549 
 Cu     1.1638624500    2.1335343611    0.3970796306 
 Cu    -1.3441377145   -0.2630314603   -2.1111957244 
 Cu     0.8644145664    1.2144053723   -2.0013655755 
 Cu    -1.2625655465    1.9641015081   -0.6072267300 
 H     -0.0269466033    0.1319643714    3.1608146209 
 
H on the mixed 
NiCu site 
 
 Ni    -2.4507687502    0.0216635496   -0.3725061204 
 Ni    -1.4433275055    0.0071156530    2.0580090011 
 Ni    -1.1984713478   -2.0443678690    0.4412160802 
 Ni    -1.2556467784    2.0190667483    0.5577987107 
218 
 
 Ni    -0.8570671310   -1.2673203312   -1.9911693703 
 Ni    -0.8445543047    1.2834723324   -1.9961025795 
 Ni    -0.0134933215    0.0053997016   -0.1231479152 
 Cu     0.7047220348   -1.2675297937    1.9357247077 
 Cu     0.7506002304    1.2802749106    1.9687262418 
 Cu     1.1404675748   -2.0733242768   -0.5749122003 
 Cu     1.0573647666    2.1222086244   -0.4615920995 
 Cu     1.4510602211   -0.0206952930   -2.0712523385 
 Cu     2.3916107893    0.0499777511    0.4528416919 
 H     -0.0625859889    0.0137322080    3.1045534490 
 
H on the mixed 
RuCu site 
  
 Ru     1.7144095785    2.5189230837    0.0147714363 
 Ru     0.9631580841    1.2167135212    2.1448365904 
 Ru    -0.7301484896    2.5761676335    0.6636490614 
 Ru     2.5730116856   -0.1082656185    0.5006784970 
 Ru    -0.2887214691    1.8600411505   -1.7862032839 
 Ru     1.9677812645    0.4958773956   -1.9032190847 
 Ru    -0.0006240383   -0.0162598674   -0.0156237710 
 Cu    -1.4643111948    0.0437711026    2.0209179067 
 Cu     0.6774421211   -1.6913444865    1.7173495427 
 Cu    -2.3775504640    0.5708913509   -0.5584400423 
 Cu     1.1724988401   -2.0152038058   -0.9356092575 
 Cu    -0.7156559304   -0.8240993596   -2.2789916963 
 Cu    -1.5440340120   -1.8809613852    0.1620253628 
 H     -0.4205407932    1.1383324805    3.1362422986 
 
O on the mixed 
CoCu site 
  
 Co    -2.4555584878    0.0020354995    0.5516287291 
 Co    -0.7313553387    1.3567400085    1.9651774471 
 Co    -0.7036825379   -1.4110933820    1.9380336874 
 Co    -1.2605270874    2.1443504855   -0.3782114875 
 Co    -1.2859677622   -2.1307065205   -0.4105447504 
 Co    -1.7084801098    0.0127754741   -1.8505724108 
 Co    -0.0350378102   -0.0200809361   -0.0758120101 
 Cu     1.5775277169   -0.0130731066    1.9454251591 
 Cu     1.2219876830    2.1121399303    0.4077623172 
 Cu     1.2396932726   -2.1293609058    0.3683033325 
 Cu     0.7397165848    1.3015773794   -1.9598330347 
 Cu     0.7305027297   -1.3000025794   -1.9854880897 
 Cu     2.4364264552    0.0057382236   -0.3588832515 
 O     -0.1349634929   -0.0517043094    3.0421946646 
 
O on the mixed 
FeCu site 
 
 Fe     1.4117360472   -2.2390030889    0.7038431184 
 Fe    -0.7317890361   -1.4041418261    2.0223387507 
 Fe     1.5917485649    0.0365763775    2.0423292607 
 Fe    -1.0619335861   -2.4016662578   -0.2922955348 
 Fe     2.6759513727   -0.0626659772   -0.2695417555 
 Fe     1.0140842740   -1.5125478176   -1.6193660069 
 Cu    -0.0077538296    0.0507233825   -0.0048124420 
 Cu    -0.8847737023    1.4543783350    1.8157365251 
 Cu    -2.4545933258   -0.2430163635    0.3413349579 
219 
 
 Cu     1.2644887331    2.1125027026    0.3192311227 
 Cu    -1.4022960243   -0.2940584615   -1.9580818959 
 Cu     0.9281644555    1.0822538923   -1.9797547530 
 Cu    -1.3378109415    2.0553027069   -0.4911609293 
 O     -0.0368606106    0.0538071895    2.9512079512 
 
O on the mixed 
NiCu site 
 
 Ni    -2.3972598374    0.0051017380    0.5260712286 
 Ni    -0.7891054332   -1.3643897079    1.9559693485 
 Ni    -1.2930386683   -2.0351010922   -0.4120891423 
 Ni    -0.7820181853    1.2817123851    2.0341990333 
 Ni    -1.6206016467    0.0625481629   -1.9112149438 
 Ni    -1.2808965416    2.0917157928   -0.2929787349 
 Ni    -0.0309040283    0.0206962688   -0.1112655701 
 Cu     1.1347907313   -2.0760435423    0.3709703067 
 Cu     1.5557852418   -0.0499976012    1.9545631530 
 Cu     0.6703644354   -1.2816534865   -1.9968694581 
 Cu     1.1391824853    2.0780182785    0.4781594155 
 Cu     0.6545047786    1.4224948110   -1.9382430393 
 Cu     2.4293447613    0.0145563389   -0.3614859528 
 O     -0.0372576845   -0.0762341599    3.0683289307 
 
O on the mixed 
RuCu site 
 
 Ru     1.7980454291    2.3856133389   -0.2172477747 
 Ru     0.9112501628    1.2506407219    2.1573859089 
 Ru    -0.8563624175    2.5071213702    0.5121012685 
 Ru     2.6390658108   -0.0391754035    0.5761023162 
 Ru    -0.2795840836    1.9659667959   -1.8993415498 
 Ru     1.9577981713    0.3046349019   -1.8719605334 
 Ru     0.0531894350    0.0690826796   -0.0612298556 
 Cu    -1.6024009475    0.1470430331    1.9603806541 
 Cu     0.5192684846   -1.4802900802    1.9669377856 
 Cu    -2.3571241608    0.5321287935   -0.5675821674 
 Cu     1.1866555662   -2.1030667059   -0.5251424653 
 Cu    -0.6491681444   -0.8477885801   -2.2608632705 
 Cu    -1.4428949694   -1.8725915399    0.1882527623 
 O      0.0396208696    0.0709837165    3.3078475603 
 
CO on the mixed 
CoCu site 
 
 Co    -2.3462209023   -0.7612412120   -0.1365838161 
 Co    -1.1723210846    0.1075400554    2.1984002214 
 Co    -0.5080550582   -2.1619519395    1.0745788301 
 Co    -1.7060783696    1.8232288730    0.2321951219 
 Co    -0.3970868546   -1.8734065041   -1.4869024012 
 Co    -1.2270702217    0.6973453443   -2.0198889768 
 Co     0.0157042912    0.0312468602    0.0343240889 
 Cu     1.3276829564   -0.6296372676    2.0358256845 
 Cu     0.4996581321    1.9816629699    1.5080943546 
 Cu     1.7611191122   -1.8140481366   -0.1523676710 
 Cu     0.6295316550    2.1409437773   -1.0796269574 
 Cu     1.3117429168   -0.0528877667   -2.1062684817 
 Cu     2.3844543370    0.8683568990    0.2416290747 
 C     -0.9290075739   -3.9272646695    0.7932230610 
220 
 
 O     -1.2065241833   -5.0397008377    0.6574746199 
 
CO on the mixed 
FeCu site 
 
 Fe    -1.7847438835    0.6145347188   -1.8341634726 
 Fe    -2.4219303206    0.1768918638    0.6247238837 
 Fe    -1.5713035603   -1.8638201244   -0.8137280588 
 Fe    -0.9839004444    2.2415655318    0.1335306608 
 Fe     0.2420519514   -0.9964533551   -2.4307013136 
 Fe     0.6404675936    1.4778464487   -1.8188998019 
 Cu     0.0503148871   -0.1199224155    0.0535792324 
 Cu    -0.6824592912   -1.7435694149    1.7489394298 
 Cu    -0.4909337996    0.8260385009    2.2690222163 
 Cu     0.9934769054   -2.3573261826   -0.0722690164 
 Cu     1.6297031563    1.6711251080    0.6764785860 
 Cu     2.3269092609   -0.3747635125   -0.9001184092 
 Cu     1.6793291311   -0.6662696977    1.7612960892 
 C     -0.8978609209    3.6040708778    1.3983918427 
 O     -0.8909308761    4.4854776888    2.1497324801 
 
CO on the mixed 
NiCu site 
 
 Ni    -2.3688520682    0.3088054600   -0.2388201773 
 Ni    -1.2102230420    1.3630716493    1.6558843306 
 Ni    -1.4735438405   -1.1420633886    1.6175565281 
 Ni    -0.7081515163    2.2240139485   -0.6656185349 
 Ni    -1.2372304430   -1.8444094282   -0.8409726167 
 Ni    -0.7112918845    0.2109162145   -2.2713383770 
 Ni     0.0904245049    0.0182109503    0.0169120226 
 Cu     0.6515073599   -0.1308477440    2.4602675993 
 Cu     1.1960306149    1.8856447216    1.0915348523 
 Cu     0.7813407828   -2.1760719700    0.8390978932 
 Cu     1.5070758643    1.1779427213   -1.6338619802 
 Cu     1.1526142071   -1.4322540554   -1.6425878750 
 Cu     2.4626722569   -0.2453483945    0.2624313933 
 C     -2.2347758305    2.1343919913    2.8396450715 
 O     -2.9164270946    2.6430698229    3.6235138344 
 
CO on the mixed 
RuCu site 
 
 Ru    -2.0238944740   -0.1675997660   -2.1487125848 
 Ru    -1.8039495959    2.0813567473   -0.6345831923 
 Ru    -2.6214511889   -0.1214560986    0.3469659721 
 Ru     0.2508297043    1.4355981594   -2.1155701527 
 Ru    -1.1245123586   -2.0993176151   -0.8097132220 
 Ru     0.7771010109   -1.3279683337   -2.3117790289 
 Ru     0.0343563287    0.0315700328    0.0579989448 
 Cu    -0.9149875329    1.3561607246    1.9471519550 
 Cu     0.8829034920    2.3840236925    0.3794034522 
 Cu    -0.5647805685   -1.4514580166    1.9467671253 
 Cu     2.3868512821    0.4437999727   -0.7242469830 
 Cu     1.5909063404   -1.9097078237    0.1890866349 
 Cu     1.6051076955    0.1831930433    1.9156561451 
 C      1.2950744180   -3.1028151694   -2.5527463815 
 O      1.5886061878   -4.2166300077   -2.7521671767 
 
221 
 
CH3O on the mixed 
CoCu site 
 
Co    -2.5074241873   -0.0419290506    0.2888965084 
 Co    -0.8451579947    1.3725334396    2.0031701121 
 Co    -0.9333031874   -1.3251515214    1.9162457341 
 Co    -1.2635916687    2.0851610872   -0.3456050536 
 Co    -1.1879344929   -2.1545337005   -0.4631081752 
 Co    -1.5316940526    0.0142221543   -2.0147424836 
 Co    -0.0210428000   -0.0191825014   -0.0795365767 
 Cu     1.4918303262   -0.0695549987    2.0152611639 
 Cu     1.1831610647    2.0737614292    0.4981466420 
 Cu     1.1938211902   -2.1141071577    0.4341845838 
 Cu     0.8269093738    1.3856890484   -1.9001942409 
 Cu     0.8576572590   -1.3254234413   -1.9417776214 
 Cu     2.4424595026   -0.0104461853   -0.2429770133 
 O     -0.1497351147   -0.0527236967    3.3256745846 
 C     -0.2127846946   -0.0461201741    4.7477962016 
 H      0.2474289829   -0.9541282761    5.1576317346 
 H      0.3206699312    0.8227726267    5.1554397072 
 H     -1.2536624701   -0.0021400797    5.0969056718 
 
CH3O on the mixed 
FeCu site 
 
Fe     1.4241572910   -2.3312199635    0.7913635936 
Fe    -0.7249566152   -1.4154672580    1.9322063149 
Fe     1.5245898198   -0.0911078079    2.1644480048 
Fe    -0.9103545323   -2.3432765125   -0.3826623712 
Fe     2.5938840990   -0.2436162213   -0.0834069184 
Fe     1.0666767126   -1.5621450062   -1.7613679994 
Cu     0.0765316284    0.0383576307   -0.0795605840 
Cu    -0.9848175416    1.3376411043    1.8077102172 
Cu    -2.3980607927   -0.2402264440    0.2339724320 
Cu     1.3444325492    1.9978197367    0.5235889923 
Cu    -1.3077186729   -0.1556417257   -2.0570414894 
Cu     0.6529482313    1.5061021971   -1.9222330608 
Cu    -1.3375700131    2.0227508972   -0.5041801548 
O     -0.1864007039    0.0246809656    3.2982974323 
C     -0.2934958770    0.0490244117    4.7218245159 
H      0.1566964352   -0.8490687874    5.1648146572 
H      0.2155472656    0.9314207683    5.1279301809 
H     -1.3477481800    0.0930449102    5.0196871996 
 
CH3O on the mixed 
NiCu site 
 
Ni    -2.3859246114    0.0322929480    0.6024898267 
Ni    -0.6418417093   -1.3956466311    1.9308196406 
Ni    -1.3146388797   -2.1141843352   -0.3473587852 
Ni    -0.6595262020    1.2994095317    1.9859275161 
Ni    -1.7123997436    0.0325590984   -1.7415864981 
Ni    -1.2557668185    2.1662888032   -0.2421887802 
Ni    -0.0051305337   -0.0147271321   -0.0451763297 
Cu     1.1278220035   -2.1881436990    0.2902099673 
Cu     1.6108489475    0.0299803889    1.8898307058 
222 
 
Cu     0.5779225170   -1.2860694898   -1.9911374593 
Cu     1.1996756938    2.1478899112    0.3771811961 
Cu     0.4970639274    1.4277600702   -1.9207598239 
Cu     2.3630119380   -0.0402935738   -0.4749196458 
O     -0.1575710570   -0.0750754383    3.3277323032 
C     -0.5016023464   -0.1147510233    4.7110378807 
H     -0.0416056814   -0.9838536793    5.1976746367 
H     -0.1453401240    0.7888326549    5.2213156872 
H     -1.5899552655   -0.1794433546    4.8482037519 
 
CH3O on the mixed 
RuCu site 
 
Ru     1.8326859442    2.4376465615   -0.0985492255 
Ru     0.9984134457    1.4703507578    2.1367746314 
Ru    -0.7963980455    2.5207542437    0.4393658408 
Ru     2.5876393073   -0.0430037742    0.5927094693 
Ru    -0.2808341126    1.7392429427   -2.0260684885 
Ru     1.8612612776    0.1805327141   -1.9350858627 
Ru     0.0490469950    0.0790656643   -0.0124999755 
Cu    -1.6074266439    0.2642607145    1.9582002349 
Cu     0.5672363156   -1.3605287911    2.0627025879 
Cu    -2.3381472559    0.5157329142   -0.6612105709 
Cu     1.1656310523   -2.1134094322   -0.5112319400 
Cu    -0.6337800740   -0.9758504683   -2.2175390448 
Cu    -1.4371815546   -1.8622181692    0.2802264482 
O     -0.1567569893    0.0453395123    3.4944367632 
C     -0.2553409477    0.0231085680    4.9103435894 
H      0.7276818366   -0.1397681633    5.3741343624 
H     -0.6601324247    0.9694625777    5.2958204390 
H     -0.9210516115   -0.7881731363    5.2366607103 
 
CH3 on the mixed 
CoCu site 
 
Co    -2.1621933247    0.3639826441    1.3637437256 
Co     0.4423488574    0.6751807552    2.4516271792 
Co    -0.3692844708   -1.5565083408    1.8581164715 
Co    -0.4552515060    2.3453007459    0.6564612665 
Co    -1.9457647525   -1.4800878002   -0.4294974271 
Co    -2.0044831929    1.0485091362   -1.0239880879 
Co     0.0037612961    0.0229257790   -0.0364408621 
Cu     2.0381395960   -1.0555982524    0.8945655861 
Cu     1.9270330544    1.4808291170    0.5301010634 
Cu     0.4472635945   -2.3985822450   -0.4259472099 
Cu     0.3694820753    1.8044738812   -1.6919558913 
Cu    -0.4428257062   -0.6960596452   -2.3341372664 
Cu     2.0472676823   -0.1833401814   -1.4573047263 
C     -0.3427784322   -0.7530316270    3.8598335660 
H     -0.6907635256    0.1654409217    4.3765256290 
H      0.5111720151   -1.1399852931    4.4324310768 
H     -1.1878478329   -1.4479966993    4.0330452223 
223 
 
CH3 on the mixed 
FeCu site 
 
Fe    -2.7211088088    0.1195371876    0.2212399766 
Fe    -1.0267424079    1.2748544379    1.8012204262 
Fe    -1.0818467523   -1.1229843080    2.0142092442 
Fe    -1.3085076286    2.1097271775   -0.5875588710 
Fe    -1.4563414083   -1.9772523922   -0.3583458451 
Fe    -1.6040109150    0.1428494656   -2.1114299292 
Cu     0.0641446195   -0.0258861619   -0.1263551136 
Cu     1.4099844092   -0.0141020697    1.9597623111 
Cu     1.2246454932    2.0951039565    0.3738446977 
Cu     0.9611663141   -2.1530575563    0.6832445342 
Cu     0.7518400855    1.2570914070   -2.0378991946 
Cu     1.1436818317   -1.3860411216   -1.7942548754 
Cu     2.5366669239   -0.0176043838   -0.2967614011 
C     -1.7910458143    0.2314894994    3.5807577466 
H     -2.5796541695    0.9997347809    3.6419780907 
H     -1.0690863887    0.4163420728    4.3842951210 
H     -2.3349876758   -0.6959966053    3.8557467383 
 
CH3 on the mixed 
NiCu site 
 
Ni     0.0850016218    0.6522091445   -2.3646410510 
Ni    -2.1194357139    0.2250395990   -1.2543146349 
Ni    -0.3495849803   -1.8257436876   -1.6367563827 
Ni    -0.7937133927    2.2709166404   -0.5480059667 
Ni     1.9191317034   -0.9013615249   -1.2779789147 
Ni     1.6638884544    1.6037466919   -0.6057473528 
Ni    -0.0127741129   -0.0360153631   -0.0211694632 
Cu    -1.7300714568   -1.6113483481    0.6587896675 
Cu    -2.0744623344    0.8844978415    1.1382258395 
Cu     0.7794014697   -2.2804293650    0.6286394556 
Cu     0.2782534931    1.7896732360    1.6682475286 
Cu     2.2393223730   -0.2817465251    1.0935410686 
Cu     0.0038212896   -0.5048821042    2.3942915262 
C      0.3834086780    1.1471239776    3.7329919514 
H      0.6027834967    2.2332603407    3.7406988064 
H      1.2419124421    0.6795739439    4.2248144390 
H     -0.5121227874    1.0325806616    4.3528882358 
 
CH3 on the mixed 
RuCu site 
 
Ru     0.8995694947    2.2271011131    1.9092908373 
Ru    -0.0194179662   -0.2414798474    2.7955637215 
Ru    -1.6916805244    1.1406780222    1.4799059405 
Ru     2.1649129797    0.0572759674    1.4619788142 
Ru    -0.5365252749    2.6543601020   -0.4885125486 
Ru     1.8936666427    1.9493906232   -0.4757475846 
Ru     0.0407896270    0.0494118996   -0.1182761575 
Cu    -1.7706374308   -1.4432109882    0.8222653673 
Cu     0.7041523512   -2.1750331389    0.8484245938 
Cu    -2.1850009159    0.3795925272   -1.1846783783 
224 
 
Cu     2.0072311355   -0.8158888725   -1.3460281796 
Cu     0.1369855909    0.8683248391   -2.4573160820 
Cu    -0.5316783517   -1.7608270746   -1.6320571192 
C     -0.1078145573    0.3747981442    4.7791958373 
H      0.5851853239    1.1763337513    5.0547197416 
H      0.1732986174   -0.5425682618    5.3276566434 
H     -1.1287669615    0.6664964457    5.0568681092 
 
CH3CO on the 
mixed CoCu site 
 
Co    -2.5221166019   -0.0184258115   -0.1982178531 
Co    -1.3842693644    0.3617876202    2.0702410989 
Co    -1.2421196182   -2.0337775224    0.7820405566 
Co    -1.1269227053    2.2427415308    0.3381970541 
Co    -0.8902299755   -1.5818056750   -1.6531971923 
Co    -0.9955253337    1.0184548246   -1.9926768392 
Co    -0.0152975301    0.0489287374    0.0219374477 
Cu     1.0717985627   -1.0096312944    2.0235463469 
Cu     0.9182196409    1.6538607918    1.6685207517 
Cu     1.1989948805   -2.1097141886   -0.2535238246 
Cu     1.2560654057    2.0332711004   -0.8063147640 
Cu     1.3102482754   -0.2434231379   -2.0430981573 
Cu     2.4867123886    0.0494969314    0.2721036405 
C     -0.9279061457   -0.4857011455    3.7695069830 
O      0.1563874474   -1.1267939397    3.8594089859 
C     -1.7654587812   -0.3996155135    5.0330714865 
H     -1.3348506089   -0.9797794315    5.8578858814 
H     -1.8479514430    0.6544087209    5.3306049196 
H     -2.7868405178   -0.7427194516    4.8258111515 
 
CH3CO on the 
mixed FeCu site 
 
Fe     1.2084590003   -2.2490962769    1.1072527840 
Fe    -0.6470975849   -0.8101687835    2.3600306159 
Fe     1.6589600352    0.2032402782    1.9669138096 
Fe    -1.1847008531   -2.2087510009    0.2759703863 
Fe     2.4874694506   -0.5461113009   -0.3137874537 
Fe     0.8514638383   -2.0812282186   -1.4731071630 
Cu    -0.0299661838   -0.0280378257   -0.1101629974 
Cu    -0.6932175316    1.6907382318    1.5898193560 
Cu    -2.3852230421    0.0750022728    0.5491586428 
Cu     1.4219739447    1.9575046508   -0.1420376327 
Cu    -1.6037404439   -0.0600110713   -1.9563430696 
Cu     0.9345967560    0.5375502508   -2.2166087523 
Cu    -1.0312705860    2.0933356718   -0.8785921980 
C     -0.0665996085    0.5536511755    3.7027439085 
O      1.0905565426    1.1199549501    3.6573942551 
C     -0.7853223030    0.6574619276    5.0324194710 
H     -0.1379937745    0.2678091213    5.8290552558 
H     -0.9844092660    1.7128247992    5.2592032758 
H     -1.7341846257    0.1133046180    5.0323338249 
225 
 
 
CH3CO on the 
mixed NiCu site 
 
Ni    -2.3994637282    0.4011364145    0.3084421979 
Ni    -0.7648479753    1.0794573607    2.1285492858 
Ni    -1.1605278013   -1.3481614200    1.5424177626 
Ni    -0.7969896778    2.3743410467   -0.0581304925 
Ni    -1.4398739485   -1.6377840782   -0.9205195340 
Ni    -1.3178589435    0.6358308835   -1.9369654094 
Ni     0.0856444355    0.1142016962   -0.0189147885 
Cu     1.4397113332   -0.4319175035    2.0400746454 
Cu     1.4722489726    1.8875765892    0.9501583354 
Cu     0.8604885117   -2.1932874691    0.1204547810 
Cu     1.1607463023    1.6213129419   -1.6291069236 
Cu     0.6890673099   -0.9804144323   -2.1284776211 
Cu     2.4664743026   -0.2163624679   -0.2657019129 
C     -0.5031314759    0.2222752799    3.8506688589 
O      0.5005090409   -0.5356359764    3.9309471065 
C     -1.3233269342    0.4044873714    5.1164483876 
H     -0.8950127931   -0.1479901389    5.9613809367 
H     -1.3878673926    1.4705776840    5.3663513258 
H     -2.3531266204    0.0674599637    4.9400680533 
 
CH3CO on the 
mixed RuCu site 
 
Ru     1.2261072826    2.4809609256    1.1746503280 
Ru    -0.7611568703    1.1516677172    2.3276924177 
Ru    -0.9939393296    2.5374535783   -0.0806980943 
Ru     1.4136333065   -0.2833212625    2.2333350703 
Ru     1.0998822626    1.9284140991   -1.4808062464 
Ru     2.6594523683    0.3575211006   -0.0058061907 
Ru     0.0154120519    0.0442942079   -0.0129018912 
Cu    -2.4572034549    0.1253665960    0.2716169512 
Cu    -0.8758113693   -1.6260691128    1.6436459023 
Cu    -1.2019140919    0.6175012317   -2.1736408167 
Cu     1.3744794975   -2.0802459171    0.1856396403 
Cu     1.1853550224   -0.7359723362   -2.1232297796 
Cu    -1.0808706697   -1.8724739736   -1.0699413561 
C      0.1237361560    1.2086129744    4.0614331108 
O      1.2254976895    0.6247134114    4.2771111006 
C     -0.5141245230    2.0057935741    5.1939040433 
H     -0.7196182878    1.3312621230    6.0336478324 
H      0.1839809684    2.7755696260    5.5433086290 
H     -1.4493878593    2.4888961234    4.8930335214 
 
 
 
226 
 
Table C-8. The spin multiplicity, ground state energy and XYZ coordinates of the 16 
bimetallic clusters  
Cluster 
Spin 
Multiplicity 
Ground state 
energy (Ha) 
XYZ Coordinates 
CoCu 16 -2192.71816 
 
 Co    -0.0855453587   -0.0599304572    2.4986862920 
 Co    -1.7954009119   -1.3261450338    1.1425685875 
 Co    -1.8321744771    1.2563623336    1.0649743727 
 Co     0.7109662387   -2.1780477721    1.0632727049 
 Co     0.7691001965    2.1220852877    1.0093691796 
 Co     2.2689144362    0.0522855091    1.0911397416 
 Co     0.0132335008   -0.0204689704    0.0156320550 
 Cu    -2.3036797738   -0.0933021725   -1.0318279569 
 Cu    -0.7493218892   -2.1131829144   -1.0508404381 
 Cu    -0.7090696780    2.1443631582   -1.0672225583 
 Cu     1.8722530408   -1.2921002965   -1.0515500120 
 Cu     1.8387512505    1.2952323745   -1.1184898618 
 Cu     0.1873565202    0.0325019870   -2.4679986623 
 
CoIr 28 -1643.94500 
 
 Co    -0.0356518363    0.0280211395    2.5850663126 
 Ir    -1.7898981752   -1.3826403696    1.0703627198 
 Ir    -1.8250332010    1.3540881969    1.0481672599 
 Co     0.7902835134   -1.9919440071    1.2416850266 
 Co     0.7555421129    1.9989018590    1.2574035404 
 Ir     2.3389009048    0.0191974308    1.2173231695 
 Co     0.0317935883   -0.0059251392    0.0411189794 
 Co    -2.3109617662   -0.0187015697   -1.0738362709 
 Co    -0.6289405688   -2.0886757616   -1.1021589169 
 Co    -0.6293167933    2.0737871440   -1.1022689491 
 Ir     1.8541000046   -1.3574891127   -1.1025773073 
 Ir     1.8490233817    1.3589040435   -1.1059468018 
 Ir    -0.0929066729   -0.0067336816   -2.5147422178 
 
CoPd 16 -1776.32321 
 
 Co     0.0008946104   -0.0248104240    2.4579470423 
 Co    -1.8239813883   -1.3128179767    1.1062715515 
 Co    -1.8050809160    1.2747423115    1.1520387399 
 Co     0.7091859997   -2.0923006384    1.1864067989 
 Co     0.6872869878    2.0583931111    1.1266799322 
 Co     2.2722284469    0.0080135522    1.1385923094 
 Co     0.0186944494   -0.0109162156   -0.2047569859 
 Pd    -2.4805217048   -0.0370693197   -1.0665366184 
 Pd    -0.7129318621   -2.3400403411   -1.0355333494 
 Pd    -0.7599414908    2.3244435056   -1.0304224456 
 Pd     2.0445184169   -1.4702022862   -1.0109945090 
 Pd     2.0048281278    1.4553637538   -1.0641381208 
 Pd     0.0307182212   -0.0099861735   -2.6530401427 
CoPt 14 -1730.86932 
 
 Co    -0.1163629586   -0.0482327748    2.5456417001 
 Pt    -1.7863684588   -1.5629337568    1.1231651900 
227 
 
 Pt    -1.7496618105    1.5798765505    1.1712963264 
 Co     0.7173927951   -2.2065286216    1.1819524870 
 Co     0.8545847966    2.0159948279    1.0388514322 
 Pt     2.2972632759   -0.1573368096    1.5254127840 
 Co     0.0489522179    0.0343632969    0.0686632322 
 Co    -2.2088761163    0.0030328261   -0.9748378516 
 Pt    -0.5818973301   -2.2144798885   -1.2117030512 
 Co    -0.7313837085    2.1373808232   -1.1636093762 
 Co     1.8852471867   -1.1135307589   -0.9361663547 
 Pt     1.7608175047    1.4627627633   -1.4007569820 
 Pt    -0.0856875578   -0.0555215444   -2.6587975985 
 
FeCu 24 -2113.90474 
 
 Fe     0.0399370104   -0.0036310939    2.6348562411 
 Fe    -1.8361105810   -1.2913686214    1.1716127614 
 Fe    -1.7375695251    1.2776172050    1.2127145018 
 Fe     0.6141578573   -2.0921335253    1.1905399285 
 Fe     0.6982945936    2.1165956689    1.1088325889 
 Fe     2.2399070971   -0.0409419213    1.2330565867 
 Cu     0.0134831522   -0.0233127322   -0.1272385168 
 Cu    -2.2223949233   -0.0988948498   -1.1454532913 
 Cu    -0.6095518355   -2.1737648700   -1.1795903307 
 Cu    -0.7289593558    2.1079756472   -1.1571393400 
 Cu     1.8533054846   -1.2854859539   -1.1391643743 
 Cu     1.8277986049    1.3260930931   -1.1204671323 
 Cu     0.0340542177    0.0090768993   -2.5357272200 
FeIr 16 -1473.69602 
 
 Fe    -0.1840980143    0.1153635002    2.6519669483 
 Ir    -1.8445378705   -1.4093085162    1.2151963318 
 Fe    -1.8467157372    1.3205758635    1.1188248384 
 Fe     0.6497511239   -2.2623847890    1.2313936144 
 Ir     0.7103360729    2.2144659033    1.1890404573 
 Fe     2.3281549516    0.0629839084    1.2730385792 
 Ir     0.0874470837   -0.0652730496    0.1557322539 
 Fe    -2.2878464646   -0.2017718563   -1.0600106334 
 Ir    -0.6388994684   -2.2515675215   -1.1052375140 
 Fe    -0.5523649338    2.2240311238   -1.0647709722 
 Ir     1.8448106829   -1.3209331139   -1.3568012272 
 Ir     1.9189577125    1.3205726943   -1.0933882405 
 Ir    -0.1174030040    0.0724294429   -2.5012111009 
 
FePd 19 -1624.86018 
 
 Fe    -0.0176129615    0.0252586350    2.4349659496 
 Pd    -1.7776510452   -1.5946140197    1.1813945265 
 Pd    -1.9239401752    1.4314647820    0.9438165006 
 Fe     0.7746065728   -2.1657789413    1.1923540929 
 Pd     0.8128238660    2.3006235469    1.1013060294 
 Pd     2.3521721522   -0.0725848233    1.3077841287 
 Fe    -0.0022237259   -0.0338335687   -0.0487397012 
 Fe    -2.2914458359   -0.2506920743   -1.1133884048 
 Fe    -0.6206821382   -2.2701314526   -1.1307632678 
 Fe    -0.5182969678    2.3142668962   -1.1210742181 
 Pd     1.8869880583   -1.4909493450   -1.1504989267 
228 
 
 Fe     1.8541148352    1.2686722931   -1.0714766985 
 Pd    -0.1986557093    0.2395033630   -2.6176507139 
 
FePt 13 -1579.37815 
 
 Fe     0.0008900000   -0.0248100000    2.4579500000 
 Fe    -1.8239800000   -1.3128200000    1.1062700000 
 Fe    -1.8050800000    1.2747400000    1.1520400000 
 Fe     0.7091900000   -2.0923000000    1.1864100000 
 Fe     0.6872900000    2.0583900000    1.1266800000 
 Fe     2.2722300000    0.0080100000    1.1385900000 
 Fe     0.0186900000   -0.0109200000   -0.2047600000 
 Pt    -2.4805200000   -0.0370700000   -1.0665400000 
 Pt    -0.7129300000   -2.3400400000   -1.0355300000 
 Pt    -0.7599400000    2.3244400000   -1.0304200000 
 Pt     2.0445200000   -1.4702000000   -1.0109900000 
 Pt     2.0048300000    1.4553600000   -1.0641400000 
 Pt     0.0307200000   -0.0099900000   -2.6530400000 
 
NiCu 11 -2362.33981 
 
 Ni    -0.0042991356   -0.0320598715    2.4571911375 
 Ni    -1.7136626204   -1.3239099409    1.1286750650 
 Ni    -1.7568433246    1.2809691374    1.1007034226 
 Ni     0.7062402096   -2.1055184615    1.1124076435 
 Ni     0.5924588030    2.0738700683    1.0922138851 
 Ni     2.1350700051   -0.0671934417    1.1568876902 
 Ni     0.0051001353   -0.0093452467   -0.0377399563 
 Cu    -2.2128491228    0.1099357249   -1.0739129559 
 Cu    -0.5240501171   -2.1801567596   -1.0867218071 
 Cu    -0.6472774801    2.1371875882   -1.1106535520 
 Cu     1.8787299938   -1.2953272818   -1.0348843741 
 Cu     1.7767429326    1.2797948365   -1.1365665888 
 Cu    -0.0559582401   -0.0525420646   -2.4653550637 
 
NiIr 11 -1813.50479 
 
 Ni     0.0668187768   -0.0564741157    2.4283494784 
 Ir    -1.8101709384   -1.2987612442    1.1433088129 
 Ir    -1.8419103161    1.2995289923    1.1556941942 
 Ni     0.6680824666   -2.1791500116    1.1443140356 
 Ni     0.6477381625    2.1354691975    1.1238561025 
 Ir     2.3444911517    0.0042671180    1.1570977190 
 Ni     0.0100845931    0.0033395546    0.0193867247 
 Ni    -2.1056189584   -0.0812153939   -1.1293133810 
 Ni    -0.6748190910   -2.1905834512   -1.0628431520 
 Ni    -0.6940303133    2.1190382522   -1.0611297571 
 Ir     1.8098803547   -1.2826763719   -1.0719939822 
 Ir     1.8241032909    1.2872184983   -1.0935653784 
 Ir     0.0646417577   -0.0163324531   -2.5757570543 
 
NiPd 9 -1945.98987 
  
 Ni     0.0170310151    0.1382001554    2.2492170280 
 Pd    -1.8141655657   -1.5102275464    1.1391835135 
 Pd    -1.9572379030    1.3725833133    1.1277965811 
229 
 
 Ni     0.7459835430   -2.1045518903    1.0750886136 
 Pd     0.7621528105    2.3713833528    1.1501218941 
 Pd     2.4552161287   -0.0450783438    1.2947519944 
 Ni    -0.0103109972   -0.0251169854   -0.0208066772 
 Ni    -2.2173241849   -0.0715850019   -1.1077376598 
 Ni    -0.6539453356   -2.1207538499   -1.1476158825 
 Ni    -0.7107502084    2.0821078503   -1.0808760368 
 Pd     1.9128797369   -1.4485559953   -1.1746621281 
 Ni     1.7499907259    1.0953483274   -0.9038839713 
 Pd    -0.0731981923    0.0571661270   -2.6284049605 
 
NiPt 9 -1900.47681 
 
 Ni     0.0479418106    0.0305623524    2.3159306717 
 Pt    -1.7965624794   -1.5639717540    1.0823536665 
 Pt    -1.8656094932    1.3225662117    1.0746644478 
 Ni     0.7571199012   -2.1627886388    1.1584872569 
 Pt     0.8077225146    2.2057688671    1.0534791151 
 Pt     2.4627924664   -0.0669509070    1.3404375828 
 Ni    -0.0196766988   -0.0017039100    0.0187223328 
 Ni    -2.2463823060   -0.0351306417   -1.1337389280 
 Ni    -0.6652728244   -2.1309153880   -1.1574310113 
 Ni    -0.6923246472    2.1448185852   -1.1520499837 
 Pt     1.8402259843   -1.3465389102   -1.0206530586 
 Ni     1.8303601112    1.2506802887   -1.0852016730 
 Pt    -0.1116775228    0.0504885948   -2.5880471356 
 
RuCu 17 -1834.34151 
 
 Ru     0.1280949282   -0.0093138314    2.7406931425 
 Ru    -1.7590156601   -1.3794047186    1.1663014346 
 Ru    -1.7714789728    1.3357607321    1.1646808027 
 Ru     0.6606394007   -2.1757187414    1.2564044396 
 Ru     0.6375005631    2.1592615229    1.2489818337 
 Ru     2.1821983994    0.0025482176    1.2527184471 
 Ru     0.0329953080   -0.0160654072   -0.2817116271 
 Cu    -2.2719907581   -0.0272927634   -1.2562735484 
 Cu    -0.7167127980   -2.2178053444   -1.2090402290 
 Cu    -0.7461571078    2.1723294967   -1.2150207817 
 Cu     1.8768603267   -1.4004688630   -1.2050921466 
 Cu     1.8622427134    1.3904345629   -1.2094487746 
 Cu     0.0382798398   -0.0211483761   -2.7105643554 
 
RuIr 15 -1285.42930 
 
 Ru    -0.0591461622    0.1230735221    2.6880928044 
 Ir    -1.8267919436   -1.3835858335    1.1728000114 
 Ir    -1.9676413644    1.3535533432    1.2571421201 
 Ru     0.8514566951   -2.2978607056    1.2474619254 
 Ru     0.7033644136    2.3032827590    1.2213897817 
 Ru     2.4079442921   -0.1739544484    1.2577728640 
 Ru     0.0123147114    0.0805886286    0.1241151237 
 Ru    -2.2648308890   -0.0285751736   -1.1237117524 
 Ir    -0.6559693245   -2.2111811922   -1.1616240773 
 Ru    -0.7042274037    2.2324220378   -1.1447132860 
 Ir     1.8379031037   -1.3271374520   -1.1325335452 
230 
 
 Ir     1.8719803714    1.3362886937   -1.1639393324 
 Ir     0.0826169763   -0.0389457640   -2.6214672662 
 
RuPd 23 -1417.87507 
 
 Ru     0.0090566007   -0.0124406803    2.7626002308 
 Ru    -1.8147948943   -1.3334872299    1.2157087303 
 Ru    -1.8338958247    1.3212263573    1.2293301676 
 Ru     0.7179241348   -2.1521772426    1.2827667363 
 Ru     0.6857760410    2.1573306264    1.2295411348 
 Ru     2.2588149707    0.0165922740    1.2176431573 
 Ru     0.0015184037    0.0010220387   -0.3457619239 
 Pd    -2.5300649445   -0.0442095918   -1.1119120093 
 Pd    -0.6578128649   -2.4409239255   -1.1482080857 
 Pd    -0.8062777041    2.4291178686   -1.0827061585 
 Pd     1.9963395986   -1.5711955336   -1.1413044565 
 Pd     2.0638745205    1.4776599028   -1.1095904821 
 Pd     0.0941366886   -0.0220326356   -2.8718479894 
 
RuPt 13 -1372.34466 
 
 Ru     0.0123425605   -0.0062835555    2.6493823870 
 Pt    -1.8296859692   -1.6002974534    1.1467459055 
 Pt    -1.8803817505    1.5063294210    1.2145736624 
 Ru     0.8798476302   -2.1817246660    1.4044663157 
 Ru     0.7548605830    2.2672757178    1.2476167548 
 Ru     2.3595911395    0.0103430261    1.2156743672 
 Ru     0.0388099555   -0.0071097392    0.0632505692 
 Pt    -2.3256939487   -0.0310222667   -1.2909252236 
 Ru    -0.7201897087   -2.3051758325   -1.2088155422 
 Ru    -0.6765705917    2.3223156480   -1.0937818310 
 Pt     1.8681955684   -1.5702292433   -1.1288731437 
 Pt     1.9291747170    1.5223205071   -1.1166370555 
 Pt    -0.0935177926   -0.0185596261   -2.6635541515 
 
 
